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ABSTRACT

Under this grant, two numerical algorithms were developed to predict the flow of
viscous, hypersonic, chemically reacting gases over three-dimensional bodies.
Both algorithms take advantage of the benefits of upwind differencing, total
variation diminishing techniques and of a finite-volume framework, but obtain
their solution in two separate manners. The first algorithm is a zonal, time-
marching scheme, and is generally used to obtain solutions in the subsonic
portions of the flow field. The second algorithm is a much less expensive,
space-marching scheme and can be used for the computation of the larger,
supersonic portion of the flow field. Both codes compute their interface fluxes
with a temporal Riemann solver and the resulting schemes are made fully
implicit including the chemical source terms and boundary conditions. Strong
coupling is used between the fluid dynamic, chemical and turbulence
equations. These codes have been validated on numerous hypersonic test
cases and have provided excellent comparison with existing data.



INTRODUCTION

The design of recently proposed space transportation systems will, for the most
part, be based on numerical simulations. This is because existing ground-
based test facilities such as wind tunnels and arc jet heaters are expensive to
operate and cannot duplicate the exact flight conditions of such vehicles. It is
therefore the objective of this research to develop a computational tool capable
of accurately predicting the flow of hypersonic, viscous, chemically-reacting flow
about three-dimensional vehicles. It is the goal of this research to account for all
relevant phenomenon in a numerical simulation. The chemical influence on a
hypersonic flow field is apparent in the reduced heating rates to the Space
Shuttle during reentry caused by chemical dissociation that takes place in the
shock layer and by the non-catalytic behavior of the insulation tiles. Turbulence
also plays an important role in performance of hypersonic vehicles and has a
particularly strong impact on engine performance. Any proposed space
transportation systems will also encounter these effects and hence should be
included in the numerical simulation of such flow fields.

Numerical solutions to steady, hypersonic flow problems can be obtained with
both time-marching and space-marching schemes. The large amounts of
computer time required by time-marching algorithms can prohibit the
computation of hypersonic flow fields about realistic geometries with a
reasonable resolution. Space-marching schemes, on the other hand, can
provide this resolution with relatively little computer time. However, each class
of space-marching techniques has limitations on the type of flow field it is
capable of computing. Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) algorithms are limited
to entirely supersonic flow fields with the exception of the subsonic viscous
layer, and Viscous Shock Layer(VSL) techniques fail in the presence of both
axial and crossflow separation. It is therefore advantageous to employ a space-
marching scheme in the computation of the majority of the hypersonic flow field,
and to use a time-marching scheme only in the flow field areas where the
space-marching scheme fails. This combination of time- and space-marching
techniques provides the required resolution about a hypersonic configuration in
a reasonable amount of computer time.

Upwind numerical schemes have received wide recognition for their
unsurpassed ability to capture flow field discontinuities without any user-
specified smoothing terms. This property is very desirable for hypersonic
computations in which numerous complex waves structures exist. And since
these waves are typically very strong in such a flow field, the accurate prediction
of their location and strength is required since small errors in these quantities
can significantly affect the predicted dynamic loading and heat transfer on a
vehicle.

Thermodynamic properties can be modeled several ways in a numerical
simulation. The perfect gas model is the most simple however is not usually



valid for hypersonic computations. The assumption of chemical equilibrium can
be employed in a hypersonic calculation and entails coupling a thermodynamic
routine to the fluid dynamic equations. This can be done by either minimizing
Gibbs Free Energy at each grid point in the computation or by utilizing a
database of thermodynamic properties. The second approach can require much
less computer time than the first with very little loss in accuracy. Chemical
nonequilibrium effects are accounted for by solving additional conservation
equations for each additional species. This can be done in either a strongly
coupled or a loosely coupled manner. In a strongly coupled approach, the
additional species equations are solved along with the fluid dynamic equations
allowing information to readily flow between the two sets of governing
equations. The weakly coupled approach allows the two equation sets to be
solved separately which can reduce the required computer time per iteration.
However since this second approach inhibits the flow of information between
the two equation sets larger total computer times could become necessary to
obtain a converged result. Finally, a thermo-chemical nonequilibrium
computation is the most complete of the gas models by accounting for a
nonuniform distribution of energy among the different modes. This is done by
solving additional energy equations for each additional energy mode.

The primary task of this grant was the development and validation of an
accurate numerical scheme for the computation of viscous, hypersonic,
chemically-reacting flow fields. Two codes were created for this purpose. The
first is a zonal, time-marching scheme. It is generally used to obtain the solution
in the subsonic or separated regions of the hypersonic flow field. Extensive
amounts of required computer time can prohibit the computation of an entire
hypersonic flow field with a time-marching scheme of this nature. Hence, the
second numerical scheme was developed. It is a Parabolized Navier-
Stokes(PNS) space-marching scheme that obtains a solution in relatively little
computer time and can be used to compute the larger supersonic portion of the
flow field. The time-marching code has been given the name TUFF and the
space-marching algorithm is referred to as STUFF. TUFF stands for "A Three-
Dimensional, .U_pwind-Differenced, Finite-Volume Flow Solver with Fully
Coupled Chemistry". The additional character in the space-marching code's
name, STUFF, stands for .,_;..pace-Marching.

NUMERICAL SCHEMES

The numerical schemes in both TUFF and STUFF are very similar and in fact,
employ a lot of similar coding. This similarity is beneficial when using both
codes on a single problem since compatibility of the two solutions is assured. It
is also useful when making code changes since a change in one code can be
directly implemented into the other code thereby making these codes ideal for
research. Both codes employ a finite-volume philosophy to ensure that the
schemes are fully conservative. Further, they obtain their upwind inviscid fluxes
by employing a temporal Riemann solver that fully accounts for the gas model.
A Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) technique allows extension of the schemes
to higher orders of accuracy without introducing spurious oscillations. The
schemes employ a strong coupling between the equation sets (including the



fluid-dynamic, species and turbulence equations) and are made fully implicit to
eliminate the step-size restriction of explicit schemes. This is necessary since
step-sizes in a viscous, chemically reacting calculation can be excessively
small for an explicit scheme, and the resulting computer times prohibitively
large. The schemes are made implicit by fully linearizing all of the fluxes and
source terms and by employing a modified Newton iteration to eliminate any
numerical errors that might occur. The viscous sublayer approximation is used
in the space-marching algorithm to allow stable marching in the presence of a
subsonic boundary layer. Lastly, a force and moment calculation are performed
by integrating the inviscid as well as viscous forces over all viscous boundaries.

Both of the codes employ a versatile input routine that allows a wide range of
problems to be solved. By changing a single parameter in the input deck, a one-
, two- or three-dimensional analysis is possible. Further, the source terms for
one-dimensional and two-dimensional, axi-symmetric problems are also
options within the codes. A choice of integration options allows either an
Approximate Factorization(AF) or an Lower-Upper(LU) factorization of the Left-
Hand-Side to be performed. The LU scheme has the benefit of an unlimited
time-step size and the AF scheme contains a superior implicit boundary
condition treatment making the choice of integration option problem-dependent.
The codes are capable of including thin-layer viscous terms in any of the non-
space-marching directions. An option also exists in the time-marching code to
use a constant time-step or a constant CFL number. Finally, all grid generation
is external to the codes allowing the user to employ state-or-the-art interactive
grid generation procedures.

A generalized, zonal capability was incorporated in the TUFF code to allow a
greater flexibility of grid generation and to eliminate the memory limitations of
large problems. It uses a patched grid technique that maintains conservation
and allows a wide variety of grid topologies. This is done by defining the
interface boundary as the union of all the face mesh points of the adjoining
zones and triangulating them in a manner that maintains the original grid lines.
Any gaps that are generated by this process are added/subtracted to/from the
original cells in order to guarantee conservation. All of the zonal patching and
metric computations are performed by the Conservative Interface Algorithm
(CIA) code and are then supplied to the TUFF code for computation of the flow
field. The CIA code serves as a preprocessor to TUFF and can also be used
with other finite-volume codes to extend their capabilities. It has been
successfully ported to the Compressible Navier-Stokes(CNS) code by Dr. Goetz
Klopfer of MCAT Institute. The CIA code also has a generalized input allowing
any boundary of any grid with any orientation to be zonal and further allows for
curved zonal boundaries. The TUFF code uses the metrics computed by the CIA
code to compute the inviscid and viscous interface fluxes.

Both the TUFF and STUFF codes have generalized boundary conditions that
allow any boundary condition to be implemented on any boundary. Boundary
conditions must be specified for the inviscid as well as the viscous fluxes. The
boundary conditions on the inviscid flux are listed below:



• Zonal
• Reflective (solid wall)
• Non reflective (extrapolation)
• Fixed (free stream)
• Blunt Body Singularity
• Continuation (no change)
• Subsonic Inflow
• Subsonic Outflow
• Incompressible Inflow
• Incompressible Outflow
• Supersonic Blowing

Viscous boundary conditions must be specified on velocity, temperature, and
species gradients. These boundary condition options are listed blow:

Velocity • Viscous Zone
• Inviscid

• No Slip
• Slip (for high altitude flows)
• Viscous Inflow (Ablation or Blowing)
• Viscous Outflow (Bleed)

TemDerature • Adiabatic
• Specified Temperature
• Radiative Equilibrium
• Time of Flight

Catalycity • Noncatalytic
• Fully Recombined

For the approximate factorization option of the LHS, all of these boundary
conditions are made fully implicit by linearizing them. The LU factorization
option in the TUFF code only requires an explicit boundary condition.

The codes contain several gas models including non-equilibrium, equilibrium
and perfect gas options. An incompressible option is also included in the TUFF
code to fill out the range of models. The choice of model is made in the input
deck by changing a single parameter. The equilibrium option currently uses
Tannehill's curve its for air but may be changed by modifying a subroutine for
the thermodynamics and another for the transport properties. The
nonequilibrium option is also easily changed. Current nonequilibrium options
exist for air, hydro-carbon/air, hydrogen/air and the Martian atmosphere. A
choice of backward rate computations includes specific rates or a gibbs free-
energy minimization computation for the backward rates. Recently, a two-
temperature model was added to a version of the TUFF code however, at the
close of this grant period was not in working condition. Further research is
required to debug and validate this option.



Turbulence models that were implemented in the TUFF and STUFF codes
include: the Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model and the Jones-Launder two-
equation model. The Chien two-equation model was an option in early versions
of these codes but because of problems around sharp convex corners, it was
eliminated from the set or options. Transition is accounted for by either
specifying the transition point or allowing the code to predict it based on Reo/M.
For the Baldwin Lomax model, the eddy viscosity is ramped up through the
transition region, but this is not recommended for the two-equation option. The
Zeeman compressibility correction is an option for the two-equation model and
improves the computation of shear layers.

RESULTS

Numerous validation cases were performed with the TUFF and STUFF codes
throughout the performance of this grant. A complete list of validation cases is
included in Appendix A. Not included in this list are any problems that were
absent of validation data including a NASP Diverter Door study, Transonic
Sphere study and various other studies that were of interest to NASA and the
Principal Investigator of this grant° Several cases are highlighted below.

Cone Test Case

The test case that was used throughout this grant to test all of the gas models
and other enhancements to the TUFF and STUFF codes is that of a viscous,

hypersonic, 5-degree cone. This test case proved to be very useful since it can
be used as a test case for both codes and since extensive data exists for

validation. The figure below shows the results of the STUFF code with the
chemical non-equilibrium option.

Fiqure 1. Pressure contours on a hypersonic 5 degree cone at an angle of
attack.



Ribbed Blunt Cone Test Case

An experiment was conducted at the Ames Ballistic Range that provided ideal
data for hypersonic code validation. In this experiment, blunt 5-degree cones
were fired in air down the range. Two small shock generators (or ribs) were
included to show the real-gas effects on the shape of the internal shock
structure. Computations were performed with a combination of the TUFF and
STUFF codes for validation purposes. The TUFF code was used to obtain the
solution in the nose region and the STUFF code was used on the cone portion.
The computed aerodynamic performance was compared with that of the
experiment. Comparisons were also possible with the experimental
shadowgraphs. The results of the experiment agreed quite well with those of the
computations.

Fi_aure 2. Atomic oxygen contours, surface stream lines and resulting shock

on the ribbed blunt cone geometry at M=15, _=5 °.

McDonnell Doucjlas Generic option Test Case

A hypersonic test case was performed with the McDonnell Douglas Generic
Option geometry. Since the experimental data on this geometry was not
available, comparison is limited to that with different CFD codes. Several
operating conditions were computed and compared including turbulent cases.
Below is a figure showing the resulting atomic oxygen contours of the full scale
geometry at a Mach number of 25.3 and Reynolds number of 3,300/m. This
figure further shows an accumulation of hot, low-speed gas on the compression
surface that would result in a degraded performance of a scramjet engine. The
results of this test-case along with other cases at other cruise conditions were in
good agreement with other numerical data.



Figure 3. Atomic oxygen contours on the McDonnell Douglas Generic
Option vehicle.

Hypersonic Diverter Door Demonstration Case

Of particular concern to designers of single-stage-to-orbit vehicles are the high
aerodynamic and thermal loads on the vehicle in both the assent and reentry
phases. A method to reduce these loads on the engine during reentry was
conceived that included a door for the purpose of diverting the high speed flow
around the engine. A numerical study was needed to determine the feasibility of
this design.

The TUFF code was used to address the feasibility of this design. Because of
the complexity of the design, a five-zone computation was necessary. The
computations were performed at reentry conditions (M = 15, Re = 30,000/m)
with fully turbulent flow. The figure below shows the temperature contours of the
TUFF results. The solution indicated that the flow was unsteady and had
periods of high energy flow entering the cavity. These results further indicated
that improvements were needed to continue with this design.
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Figure 4. Temperature contours on the diverter door geometry showing the
presence of very hot gasses within the cavity.



Hypersonic Research Vehicle Test Case

In support of the Hypersonic Research Program, the TUFF and STUFF codes
were utilized in the conceptual design process of a hypersonic research vehicle
(HRV). Engineering methods are traditionally used in the conceptual design
process but can produce erroneous results in regions where simplifying
assumptions break down. Further, these simplified methods lack the capability
to predict any unforeseen physics associated with a particular design. CFD, on
the other hand, can significantly improve the accuracy and detail of the results,
but not without a penalty. Significant computer resources can be required for a
complete CFD analysis of a hypersonic research vehicle with an integrated
propulsion system.

The Ames HRV design (Mach No. = 8.0) is comprised of a waverider forebody
with an integrated hydrocarbon scramjet engine. Waverider configurations have
received a high degree of interest for their potentially high lift-to-drag ratios and
their flow quality at the inlet plane. These characteristics are desirable for HRV
missions, however the performance of the propulsion-integrated configuration
may be much lower than that of the pure waverider shape. The propulsion
system for the HRV is a hydrocarbon scramjet with augmented preburning.
Hydrocarbon fuels offer sufficient specific impulse performance, heat sink
capability and offer the potential of reduced vehicle size compared with
hydrogen-powered designs. In addition, the handling and infrastructure
requirements for the hydrocarbon fuels have a distinct advantage compared to
cryogenic hydrogen. Because of the slow reaction rates of a hydrocarbon/air
mixture in a supersonic stream, a mechanism is required to provide sufficient
fuel/air temperatures for burning within the combustor. The concept developed
for this purpose is an augmented preburner into which a small amount of fuel is
burned with on-board liquid oxygen and injected into the airflow, upstream of
the main fuel injector locations, thus ensuring that main fuel combustion is
present and uninterrupted.

A nose-to-tail CFD analysis was conducted on the present design to determine
the aerodynamic performance of the integrated waverider design and to access
the feasibility of the current engine concept. Figure 5 shows the current HRV
design along with CFD predicted pressure contours on several cross-flow
planes. The bow shock remains attached to the waverider leading edge for the
entire length of the vehicle. This feature is desirable since any spillage of the
high pressure gasses onto the upper surface would reduce vehicle
performance. The influence of the propulsion system on the pure waverider flow
field is also shown in this figure by numerous pressure waves. These CFD
results also show that the flow field quality at the inlet face is very good since
the flow is uniform and little spillage is observed.



Fiqure 5. Pressure contours about the Ames Hydrocarbon fueled waverider
HRV.

The current scramjet engine design is shown in the Figure 6 along with water
contours at seven axial locations. This figure clearly shows the mechanism that
is employed in the current design. The hot preburner gasses emerge from the
preburner injector ports and mix with the oncoming air stream but still contain a
very hot core just before main fuel injection station. This hot core, falling just
above the main fuel injection, serves as a "pilot light" for main fuel injectors
causing combustion of the main fuel to instantaneously occur. The main fuel
injectors produce a significant amount of penetration without traversing the
entire height of the scramjet. This figure indicates that the concept of
preburning does indeed accomplish the task of maintaining combustion at the
main fuel injection station and that an injector can be designed to provide
significant flow path penetration without unstarting the engine.

The use of CFD in the conceptual design process proved to be invaluable. It
answered critical questions concerning the basic concepts involved in the
design of a HRV. The nose-to-tail analysis of the waverider HRV has clearly
shown the benefits of the current design and has revealed areas for
improvement. The analysis of the liquid oxygen-augmented preburning
hydrocarbon scramjet indicates that the concept is viable and does indeed
produce uninterrupted combustion of the main fuel within the scramjet engine.



Onera M6 Wincj Test Case

The final test case included in this report is the Onera M6 Wing test case. This
test case demonstrated the ability of the TUFF code to accurately predict the
subsonic flow about a three-dimensional geometry. Comparison was made
with experiment and with other numerical results and the TUFF results were in
better agreement with experiment than most of the other codes. Results were
obtained with the TUFF code with the LU option in roughly 4 hours on the Cray
C90. The Figure below shows the surface pressure along with pressure
comparisons with experiment.

Fiqure 8.
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2) Inviscid Ramp

3) Viscous Flat Plate

4) Viscous Ramp

5) Ram llc

6) Inviscid Cone

7) Viscous Cone

8) Sphere-Cylinder

9) Blunt Cone with Shock

Generators

i0) Transitional Flat Plate

ii) Transitional Cone

12)McDonnell Douglas Generic
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X X

13)Zonal InviscidSphere I I I X I

14)Zonal Flat Plate I I X I I

15)Zonal Viscous Sphere I I X I I

16)Transonic Nozzle I I I X I



TUFF/STUFF VALIDATION

CASE

17) Lewis Mach 5 Inlet X X

18) Arc-Jet Test Case X

19) Zonal, Incompressible Cylinder X

20) Laminar, Ethelene Flame X X

2 i) OSU Waverider Forebody X X

22) Blunt Waverider X X

23) Mixing/Shear Layer X X

24) Ames Waverider Forebody X

25)Ames Hydrocarbon Scramjet X

26) Ames Hypersonic Research Vehicle X

27) Turbulent Reacting Mixing Layer X

28) Turbulent Boundary Layer X

29) Burrows-Kurkov Test Case X X

30)Onera M6 Wing Test Case X X

31)Ogive Cylinder Test Case X

32) 3D Inviscid Ramp Case X
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ABSTRACT

Two new algorithms have been developed to predict

the flow of viscous, hypersonic, chemically reacting gases

over three-dlmensional bodies. Both take advantage of the
benefits of upwind differencing, Total Variation Diminish-

ing (TVD) techniques and of a finite-volume framework,

but obtain their solution in two separate manners. The

first algorithm is a time-marching scheme, and is gener-
ally used to obtain solutions in the subsonic portions of the

flow field. The second algorithm is a much less expensive,

space-marchlng scheme and can be used for the compu-

tation of the larger, supersonic portion of the flow field.

Both codes compute their interface fluxes with a new tem-

poral Pdemann solver and the resulting schemes are made

fully implicit including the chemical source terms. Strong

coupling is used between the fluid dynamic and chemical

equations. These codes have been used to compute the hy-

personic laminar flow of reacting air over a sphere-cylinder

and over a cone at various angles of attack. Comparison of

the results with existing data shows good agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of recently proposed space transportation

systems such as the National Aerospace Plane 1 and the

Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicle 2 will, for the most

part, be based on numerical simulations. This is because

existing ground-based test facilities such as wind tunnels

and arc jet heaters cannot duplicate the exact flight condi-

tions of such vehicles. It is therefore necessary to model all

relevant phenomenon in an accurate numerical simulation.

The presence of nonequllibrium effects in a hypersonic flow

field is apparent in the reduced heating rates to the Space

Shuttle during reentry caused by chemical dissociation that

takes place in the shock layer and by the non-catalytic be-

havior of the insulation tiles. 3 The proposed space trans-

portation systems will also encounter similar noneqnilib-

rium effects and hence these effects should be included in

the numerical simulation of such flow fields.
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Many efforts in the past have included various degrees

of nonequilibrium effects in numerical simulations. Chem-

ical nonequilibrium have been included s-13 by solving ad-

ditional species conservation equations in either a strongly

coupled or a weakly coupled manner. In a strongly coupled

approach, the additional species equations are solved along

with the fluid dynamic equations allowing information to

readily flow between the two sets of governing equations.

The weakly coupled approach allows the two equation sets

to be solved separately which can reduce the required com-

puter time per iteration. However since this second ap-

proach inhibits the flow of information between the two

equation sets larger total computer times could become nec-

essary to obtain a converged result. In addition to chem-

ical nonequilibrium effects, thermal nonequillbrium effects

can also be present in a hypersonic flow field. Pioneering
research efforts 14-18 have been performed to include the

effects thermal nonequilibrium in a numerical simulation.

And even more recently, the effect of electro-magnetic radi-

ation emanating from a nonequilibrium shock-layer on heat
transfer has been addressed. 17

Numerical solutions to steady, hypersonic flow prob-

lems have been obtained in the past using both time-march-

ing 4-g and space-marching s,10-13 schemes. The large

amounts of computer time required by time-marching al-

gorithms can prohibit the computation of hypersonic flow

fields about realistic geometries with any reasonable reso-

lution. Space-marching schemes, on the other hand, can

provide this resolution with relatively little computer time.

However, each class of space-marching techniques has limi-

tations on the type of flow field it is capable of computing.

Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) algorithms 1°-12 are lim-

ited to entirely supersonic flow fields with the exception of

the subsonic viscous layer, and Viscous Shock Layer(VSL)

techniques z'lz fail in the presence of both axial and cross-

flow separation. It is therefore advantageous to employ a

space-marching scheme in the computation of the major-

ity of the hypersonic flow field, and to use a time-marching

scheme only in the flow field areas where the space-marchlng

scheme fails. This combination of a time-marching and a

space-marching technique could provide the required res-

olution about a hypersonic configuration in a reasonable
amount of computer time.



Upwind numerical schemes have recently received wide

recognition ls-2s for their unsurpassed ability to capture

flow field discontinuities without any user-specified smooth-

ing terms. This property is very desirable when comput-

ing hypersonic flow fields where numerous complex waves

structures can exist. And since these waves are typically

very strong in such a flow field, the accurate prediction of

their location and strength is required since errors in these

quantities can drastically alter the predicted dynamic load-

ing and heat transfer on a vehicle.

In this paper, two numerical schemes are presented

that incorporate several desirable features for the computa-

tion of viscous, hypersonic, chemically-reacting flow fields•
The first is a tlme-marching scheme• It is generally used

to obtain the solution in the subsonic or separated regions

of the hypersonic flow field. Extensive amounts of required

computer time can prohibit the computation of an entire
hypersonic flow field with a time-marching scheme of this

nature• Hence, the second numerical scheme was developed.

It is a PNS space-marching scheme that obtains a solution

in relatively little computer time and can be used to com-

pute the larger supersonic portion of the flow field• Both

codes employ a finite-volume philosophy to ensure that the

schemes are fully conservative. Further, they obtain their

upwind inviscld fluxes by employing a new temporal Pale-

mann solver that accounts for the presence of a multicom-

ponent mixture of gases. A Total Variation Diminishing

(TVD) technique of the type outlined by Chakravarthy 24

allows extension of the schemes to higher orders of accuracy

without introducing spurious oscillations. The schemes em-

ploy a strong coupling between the fluid dynamic and spe-

cies conservation equations and are made fully implicit to

eliminate the step-size restriction of explicit schemes. This

is necessary since step-sizes in a viscous, chemicaJly reacting

calculation can be excessively small for an explicit scheme,

and the resulting computer times prohibitively large. The

schemes are made implicit by fully linearizing all of the

fluxes and source terms and by employing a modified New-

ton iteration of the type described by Rai 2s to eliminate

any linearization and approximate factorization error that

might occur. Approximate factorization is employed to

avoid solving many enormous banded matrices. Finally, the

Vigneron approximation _6 is used in the space-marching al-

gorithm to allow stable marching in the presence of a sub-

sonic viscous layer.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

2.1 Thin-Layer Napier-Stokes Equations

The equations governing the flow of viscous, chemically

reacting gases can be written in integral form as:

d
V S V

(i)

where 1; is a cell volume, ndS is a vector element of sur-

face area with outward normal n, Q is the conserved vari-

able per unit volume, F represents both the viscous and

inviscld flux of Q through the cell faces and D consists the

chemical source terms. In this equation, Q and D are al-

gebraic vectors whose components are scalars and F is also

an algebraic vector whose components are physical vectors.

The thin-layer approximation is made by neglecting all

viscous transport terms except those normal to a viscous

boundary. This is justified for flow fields with the moderate

to high Reynolds numbers. The thin-layer Napier-Stokes

equations can now be written for the generalized, slx-sided
cell volume shown in Fig. 1 by replacing the single surface

integral in Eq. 1 with an integral over each cell face.

_dd, f + .[ j
v

// .'/÷ (F_+_ - F___),_._ ÷ I (ak+_ - Gk_½)_d_ --

1/(sj+ - +] (2)
V

Here, _ is the generalized streamwise coordinate, 77 is the

body normal coordinate, and { represents the meridional

coordinate. The indicies i,j and k represent the cell loca-

tion in the {, 7/and { coordinate directions of the eomputa- "

tional mesh respectively. A non-whole index, for instance

i + ½, corresponds to a cell interface.

By writing Eq. 1 for a generalized six-sided cell, three

new family of fluxes are defined. The vectors E, F and G

represent the inviscid flux through the cell interfaces with

normals in the positive _-, 7/- and _-directions respectively.

The dependent variables and these fluxes are presented be-
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The metric quantities, Iz, lv, and Iz are components of the

cell face normal, 1, pointing in the positive _-direction with

length equal to the cell face area. Similarly, the other met-

ric quantities are the components of the vectors m and n,

which are the normal vectors of the other family of cell

faces, and have length equal to their area. The volume



fluxesthrough each family of cell interfaces can now be de-
fined:

U = l=u + luv + l;w

V = m='u + rnyv + mzw

W = n=u + nvv + n,w

(3)
(4)

(5)

The only viscous flux remaining in the governing equations

after the thin-layer approximation has been made is written

as-

1

The coefficients

( 0
llu,_ + t4v,_ + gsw, 7

14u_ + 12v, I + lsw, 7

lsu, 1 + gev,1 + g3w, 7
I (6(u2). + t2(:). + ts(_,_)_) + _,T_+

6(uv). + esO,w). + *_(_,_).+
e,(c,)_ + tlo(c_), +... + t.+,(c._l),

es(c_),_

ts(c._l),

ga, £2,..., gr_+7 have been defined as

gl=/_ _m=+m r

t2 = _ ,=2 + gm_ + m2_

G=_ m _-+m r gin.

2l, = _ [.e + m, +.e.]

g,+s = is(h, - h,,,) s = 1,2,... ,n - 1

The chemical source term, D, has non-zero components

corresponding to the species conservation equations. It is
written as:

Simply stated this expression says that the sum of the in-

dividual species densities must equal the total density. The
equation of state for the mixture follows Dalton's law of

partial pressures and is written as,

_pT

p = _ (7)

where the mixture molecular weight is determined by:

e_

_= (8)

Here, co is the species mass fraction and is defined as p#/p.

The expression for total enthalpy is:

_ = h + _(u, + : + _,2) = e + p (0)
P

This expression also provides the definition of total energy,

e. The enthalpy of the mixture is determined by summing
the individual contributions of each species.

h = _ coh. (10)

The dimensional enthalpies and specific heats of each spe-

cies are determined using the tables of Reference 27. Cubic

spline interpolation is used to extract specific values from

these tables. These tables use the following relationships

(tildes denote dimensional quantities).

h.° = _Oa,.(_) + £0 (11)

O,,.- dL O_,. (121
dT

where, C1,, and C2,, are the values that are tabulated as

functions of temperature, T. The frozen specific heat of the

mixture is given by the following expression

-_ cl,c2t.-.ic_ Iz
o_ F_,_.G,. (13)dp/ = =

D = (0,0,0,0,0,_ba,_b2,... ,zb,__a) T

where w° is the mass production rate of species s due to

any number of chemical reactions involving that species.

This production rate is dependent up on the mixture tem-

perature and on the species molar concentrations. The ex-

pressions for these production rates are given in Appendix
A.

2.2 Transport Properties

All transport properties are those presented in Refer-

ence 27. The viscosity of a species, s, is calculated using

the following curve fit.

/2., = 0.1exp [(A,log,,i b + B°)log,,it" + C,] (14)

The density of the n th species is determined by the

following mass balance:

where A,, B° and C° are constants for each species. Eu-

cken's formula is used to compute thermal conductivity

rt--1

p. = p - _,0. (6)
_o = ---_- °+

(15)



Wllke's mixing rule 2s is used to compute the mixture vis-

cosity and thermal conductivity from those of the individ-

ual species. This is considered to be adequate for weakly

ionizing gases.

_x._. _x_.= ¢, , a = (_6)

where,

c._
x. = _. (17)

(18)

If the binary Lewis numbers for all of the species are

assumed to be the same, then a simple expression for the
mixture's diffusion coefficient _ results.

__ _Le
_O_,z (19)

Currently, the effects of multicomponent diffusion are ne-

glected. This assumption is adequate since the molecular

weights of the species considered are not widely different.

2.3 Nondimensionalization

The nondimensionalization of all the quantities pro-

ceeds as follows (dimensional quantities are denoted by a

tilde):

_,9,e p- r__ g0L
='Y'_: = -= _Qi '_$ = --

L ,5oot_oo

u'v'w h = 3 /_

P=P_ _= 2Qoo _ _

T= 2 CPJTOO :D= _-_--

Too GJ - ¢I V+

where Qoo is the freestream velocity and L is the geomet-

ric length scale which is typically set to unity. Using the

notation of Reference 11, other nondimensional quantities

appearing in the above equations are,

2.4 Chemistry Model

The chemistry model used in the present computations

is air consisting of six species (plus electrons) undergoing

seven reactions. The species considered are oxygen (O2),

atomic oxygen (O), atomic nitrogen (N), nitric oxide (NO),

nitric oxide ion (NO+), nitrogen (N2), and electrons (e-).

An assumption employed in this model is that the gas pos-

sesses a zero net local charge. This allows the conservation

of electron mass equation to be eliminated from the set of

governing equations. The reactions that are considered are:

(1) O2 + M1 _ 20 +M1

(2) N2 +M2 _2N +M2

(3) N2 +N _----2N +N

(4) NO + Ma _- N +0

(5) NO +0 _ 02 + N
(6)N2 +o _-NO +N
(7) N +0 _ NO + + e-

+Ms

where M1, M2, and M3 are catalytic third bodies. For the

notation in Appendix C, this model has six species, (n = 6),

seven reactions (m = 7) and ten reactants (n_ = 10). All

of the needed reaction rates were obtained from Reference

27.

3. NUMERICAL FLUX

In this section the inviscid and viscous numerical fluxes

are presented. First, the concept of an average flux on

cell interface must be addressed. This average flux(denoted

with a -), whether it be viscous or inviscid is written as:

1

A_A¢

The numerical flux, __ is presented in this section and is

an approximation of the cell face average flux, __. The

other inviscid numerical fluxes, _: and G and the viscous

numerical flux ._ are represented in a similar manner. The

average dependent variables, Q, are defined for each celt

volume as,

1

Q- A_AnA_ / f / Qd_drld_ (21)

A_A.A¢

The grid size parameters A(, A_? and A_ are generally

taken to be unity.

3.1 First Order Inviscid Flux

4

The numerical inviscid flux for a first-order accurate

upwind algorithm is determined at a cell interface with the

help of the Pdemann problem. Figure 2 shows a Pdemann

problem set up at a cell interface. In general, the states to

the left and right of the interface are known a priori and the

solution to the Riemann problem consists of the strength,

direction and velocity of any waves that emanate from the

interface. With this information, one can determine the

invariable state remaining at the cell interface for the time

associated with the Riemann problem. And further, one

can determine the flux of the dependent variables through

the ceU interface. One method of obtaining an approximate

solution to this Riemann problem is the method outlined



by Roe. 21 It is this method that is currently used and is

presented below.

In this approach, the flux at a cell interface is evaluated

by first determining the flux change across each wave. The

flux changes associated with waves traveling in the posi-

tive T/-direetion are given the symbol AF + and those in the

negative direction are represented by AF-. An eigenvalue

analysis of the matrix _, commonly referred to as B, re-
veals the speed and direction of each wave. Let the matrix

A be a diagonal matrix consisting of these wave speeds. De-

tails of this matrix axe presented in Appendix A. The flux

remaining at the interface for all time associated with this
Riemann problem can then be represented by the following

equations:

_j+½ 1= _(F_ + F_+,+ A_ - _i) (22)

Let R and L denote the matrix of right and left eigen-

vectors of the matrix B respectively, evaluated at the cell

interface. The flux difference across the positive and nega-

tive velocity waves can be computed as follows,

I (rts+_(A

= B+(Qj+I --

1 (p,.j+ i ( A

= B-(Qj+a -

+ IAI)5+kLs+0 (Q5+1- Qs)

01) (23)

-IAI)5+½r,5+½) (05+a - 05)
/

_;) (24)

An entropy fix is used in the definition of the upwind flux

to avoid expansion shocks and stream line separation prob-

lems. For further details of this entropy fix, the reader is

referred to Reference 23.

The matrices R, L, and A axe known functions of the

dependent vaxiables(see Appendix B). However, the depen-
dent variables axe not defined at the cell interfaces where

these matrices must be evaluated. Roe 21 has developed

a special averaging procedure to calculate the dependent

variables on the cell interface for a perfect gas and satisfy

the following criteria,

B- _R°e
Fj+I -- F 5 = (B + + Jj+_(_)J+l - Qi) (25)

The superscript Ro_ denotes a "Roe-averaged" quantity.

Liu and Vinokur 29 have extended this analysis to include

considerations for the presence of a multicomponent gas.

By satisfying the relation above, the shock capturing ca-

pabilities of the algorithm axe retained and correct wave

speeds are assured. The Roe-averaging of the dependent

variables described by Reference 29 proceeds as follows:

usvt-fi-J + uJ+l Vf_+l (26)

v5v_ + vs+_v_+l (27)

_5v_7 + _5+_v_+_ (2s)
ws+½= v_7 + v_+_

Hj _ffi_ + Hj+, vf_+l (29)

c'iv_ + c'5+1v_+_ (30)
c.j+½ = v_ + v05+_

The only remaining variables needed at the cell interface for

the evaluation of the matricies axe c;__x, 7_._t, and D,;+!.
•'--2" J--2 _ ""

The definition of these additional variables can be found in

Appendix A. Since the choice of these values that satisfy the

Roe criteria is not unique, some approximate quadratures

are implemented. This proceeds as follows. First a good

initial guess at these values is made.

_ ej + cj+l (31)
2

'7 _ 75 + 7j+x (32)
2

/_. = D.j + D._+a (33)
2

Next, a set of these values that satisfy Roe's criteria is

determined. This is accomplished by projecting the initial

values on to a hyperplane defined by the solution of Eq. 25.

Do -- _Aps_p/x

D'i+{ = 1 -- Apgplx (34)

_--1 + 1 (32)
7j+½ -- 1 - Ap_p/x

where the A operator denotes [(')5+, - (')5] and where,

• .v = Ap + _' b,,Ap, - ('7 - 1)(A(ph) - Ap) (36)
I=l

7i

X = E% 1At" Po)''> + (AP) 1 (37)
I:l

and finally, the Roe-averaged frozen speed of sound is de-
termined:

c5+½ = (7i+½ -- 1)hi+½ - E c°5+½D'j+½ (37)
t=l

For further details of this averaging procedure, see Refer-

ence 29. The inviscid fluxes on the families of cell interfaces

axe obtained in a similar manner by using the appropriate

metric quantities.

3.2 Viscous Flux

The second-order viscous flux at the cell interface is

obtained by realizing that all of the viscous elements have
the form:

Cj+½ (¢5+, - ¢5) (38)

Note that central differencing about the corresponding cell

interface is used for any derivatives that appear in the vis-

cous flux. If the values of CJ+ -_ represent a simple average of
• . . $ •

¢ m the neighboring cells then a second-order evaluation of

the viscous term results. For example in the x-momentum

equation, the quantity that depends on the neighboring



cellsand hence needs to be averaged is (0)" Note that
the cell volume V is included in the averaging. The metric

quantities m,,my and m, are known quantities on the cell

wall and hence are not included in the averaging.

3.3 Linearization of the Fluxes

In order to obtain either the space-marching or time-

iterative fully implicit numerical schemes discussed later in

this paper, certain flux Jacobians must first be determined.

These Jacoblans arise from a simple linearlzation of the in-

visdd and viscous fluxes. For an implidt scheme, fluxes are

evaluated at a location in space or time where the depen-

dent variables are not readily known. Therefore, in order

to evaluate these fluxes, a linearization with respect to the

dependent variables is performed at a near by state thereby

allowing a good approximation to this unknown flux. The

first-order numerical flux on the j + ½ cell interface, evalu-

ated at the most recent step (whether it be a spatial step

or time step), is represented as:

pp+1 _ 1rF_,+l F],+I
5+½-_t j+l + '

+ (B- - B +'¢'+1 tr_+l -p+lsj+½,'_j+a - Qj )] (39)

An approximate linearization of this interface flux may be

achieved by freezing the coefficient matrix (B- - B +) at

last step p and linearlzlng the remaining terms. Numeri-

cal experiments have shown that such an approximation is

acceptableJ s The linearized numerical flux is then written

as_"

1pp+l P S + p
5+½=_

+_
^ _ p ^

=(BR)_+½AQJ+I + (JBL)j+½AOj + .Fff+½ (40)

where, A_) i is either a spatial or temporal increment in

the dependent variables and p is the index corresponding
to that increment.

A¢_- 0 _+1 -P (41)= _J - Qi

The linearization of the viscous numerical flux, S:+,,

is accomplished by freezing the value of viscosity and lin-

earizing the remaining terms. Since these remaining terms

are only a function of the dependent variables in the neigh-

boring cells, the linearization is straightforward.

_+½- i+½ +\_ A0_+_+• It OQj /I

- - R - (42)

A similar type of linearization for the meridional flux

and the streamwise numerical flux /_ can also be per-

formed. However, a special linearization is reserved for the

streamwise flux in the space-marching scheme. This will be

addressed in that section.

3.4 Higher Order Flux

A higher order inviscid numerical flux can be produced

by adding a corrective terms to the first-order flux. And in

order to suppress any spurious oscillations that might oc-

cur, the correction terms must fulfill certain Total Variation

Diminishing (TVD) criteria. Reference 24 outlines a class

of flux-difference limiting schemes that meet this criteria.

The higher order flux (denoted by the superscript 1-Io) is

written as:

_HO . _1"'

5+½- 5+½

+,,,++> <1-,,+ +--7
(43)

This notation allows one to pick from a family of schemes

with a choice of the parameter ¢. For instance, two popular

schemes are the fully upwind scheme (¢ = --1) and a third-

order scheme (¢ = 1_). Note that the characteristic variable
difference is the limited quantity in the present scheme. The
characteristic variable difference is defined as:

A%+½ = Lj+½(Oj+_- 0s) (44)

The limiting operators are defined with the "minmod"

operator as,

(.)./"-_½ =minmod [(.)j+ ½,/3(-)j_ ½] (45)

where the miumod operator is defined as

minmod[z, y] ----slgn(z) * max[0, min{lzt, y * sign(z)}] (47)

and fl is a compression parameter that is restricted to lie

in the range

3-¢

1</_--<i_ ¢

4. TIME-MARCHING SCHEME

In this section, a time-marching scheme is presented

that can either calculate an unsteady or time-asymptotic

solutions to chemically reacting flow problems.

4.1 Numerical Scheme

If the high-order upwind, numerical fluxes described

in the previous section are used at the cell faces, and an

average set dependent variables are defined for each cell in



the computational mesh, the thin-layer formulation of the

governing equations is written as:

.+1 -n

i,_,k - Qi,_,k,, t_HO _ _,HO _,_+1
At vi,j,k + t i+½j,k i-½,j,ks

+(_HO _HO _.+a _HO _HO _n+l
i,_+½,k--"i,i-½,kS + (Gi,l,k+½--_i,s,'k-_')

= _(s_,j+½,_- &,__½,_p+'+ v_,s,_b_,_l(48)
Note that only a first-order formula is used for the time

term however, higher-order formulas are easily implemented

for time-accurate computations. The numerical source term,

D, is evaluated using the cell averaged dependent variables.

The matrix, Ti,.i.k, appearing in the above expression rep-

resents the Jacobilm of the chemical source terms that in-

cludes derivatives with respect to both temperature and

species concentration. Note also that AQ is defined as the

iterative change of the cell averaged dependent variables,

(_p+a _ _)l,). For the first iteration, the quantities at p are

taken from those at the time level n. Ideally, all possible

errors are eliminated as the residual of this iteration pro-

cess is driven to zero. However, in practice, convergence is

defined short of this with minimal loss in accuracy. This is

done to reduce the number of Newton iteration steps and

hence the expense of the calculation.

For a fully implicit scheme, the fluxes and source term

are evaluated at the n+l time step. This is accomplished by

linearlzing these terms in the governing equations with re-

spect to the time-change of the dependent variables. How-

ever, in order to limit the implicit stencil of dependent cells,

only the first-order contribution to the inviscid fluxes is

included in this linearization. This provides an implicit

stencil of only three cells in each generalized coordinate

direction. Now, to avoid the expense of inverting a large

sparse matrix, three-dimensional approximate factorization
is employed to break the banded matrix into three block-

tridiagonal matrices. If the variables with asterisks denote

intermediate variables, this is written in the following three

steps. And finally, in an effort to reduce any errors that

might occur in the scheme, such as linearization error and

approximate factorization error, a modified Newton itera-

tion process is employed. The entire implicit formula for

the time-marching scheme is then written as,

At

_ A-. (,i<):A-.
x _,i--{ t---_

Vi,s,----_t, _+l,S,k- ,-_

+( +{, - ½,) + ,,, +,- ,,,_, j

Re

(s- + Re)..

_ _ AO',;,_
Re ]j+½ Re

_-(i-

_l, At - R l,

"t-{ (CL) k+½P " -- (CR)Pk-iJ t _ aOiijik-- (OL) pk--ft aOi'jik-1]

=(,- ,,o,,;,,

5. SPACE-MARCHING SCHEME

Space-marching schemes have been used extensively in

the past to compute a variety of steady, supersonic flow

fields. The numerical procedure differs from that described

in the last section since the solution is marched in space
rather than time. It is therefore much more efficient since

the governing equations are only integrated once for any

cell in the computational mesh. Further, for any cell in

this mesh, only two (rather than three) block-tridiagonal

inversions need be made. For these two reasons, it is easy

to realize the benefits of having such a numerical scheme.

The space-marching solution procedure begins by first

providing the solver with two slabs of cells (know as the

initial starting planes), along with all of the dependent

variables in these cells. There are various techniques for

obtaining this information such as the use of a either time-

dependent code(similar to the one described above) or a
"conical step back" procedure, 3° or even by simply spec-

ifying freestream quantities for the entire slab. After the

starting planes are initialized, the solution can be marched

in the streamwise direction (_-direction) if the dependent
variables meet a few criteria discussed in the next section.

5.1 Parabollzing Approximation

The mathematical nature of the governing equations

prevents stable space-marching of the governing equations

through subsonic or reversed flow regions of a flow field. It

is therefore necessary to use a time-marching algorithm to

locally obtain the solution in and around these portions of a

hypersonic flow field. Since the viscous layer of a hypersonic

flow field contains subsonic velocities, a spatially marched

solution would be ill-posed and in some cases exponentially

growing solutions (departure solutions) would be encoun-
tered. However, a number of different techniques have been

developed to allow stable marching of a supersonic solution

in the presence of a subsonic viscous layer. The technique

used in this study is that proposed by Vigneron et alfl s

The Vigneron technique first splits the inviscid flux

vector on the streamwise cell interface into two parts.

D = D ° + P° (49)



where,

E* = _oU, pUu + tal,p, pUv + tolyp, pUw + talzp,

(e + p) U, Pl U, P2 U,..., p,, _ 1U, ]T

P" = [0, (1 - w)I_p, (1 - w)l,p, (1 - w)l,p, O, O, 0,..., 0] T

The vector, E* replaces the vector, E as the inviscid flux

through the _-normal cell face and the vector, P* can be

treated as a source term which is evaluated at the near-

est supersonic point, or it can be neglected entirely. For

this discussion and for the results presented later, it was
neglected.

The steady governing equations are now written by

first eliminating the time term and by using the new stream-

wise flux presented above:

._. _. tpno -no( _+½a,k- i-½a,k) + _ ia+½,k - Pi,5-_,k)

+(¢_o+½_¢_o ,)= I .• • "-ff'e(Sl,5+½,k- &a-½,D*,2,k--

+lh,5,k/l_,5,k(50)

For a first-order accuracy in the streamwise direction, the

streamwise numerical fluxes are evaluated as follows,

t,'+½5,.=_"(l,+½.,0,,.)
_,'__. =_"(l,_½.,0,_,,.) (51)

In order to obtain a second-order streamwise flux, a second-

order backward difference can be employed. For the results

shown later in this paper, only a first-order difference of the

streamwise flux was performed.

It has been shown with an eigenvalue analysis aa that

stable marching in the streamwise direction is possible if:

w=min 1, 1+ (7_ 1)M_
(52)

where M e is the normal component of the frozen Mach num-

ber through the _-normal cell interface. The factor of safety,

is typically set to 0.9

5.2 Numerical Scheme

Finally, with the use of approximate factorization, flux

linearization, and a modified Newton iteration, the space-

marching algorithm can be written in it's entirety.

-- ]2 A \P _.(A,'+_,5,, ,,5,,r,,5,,)AQ,,5,,

R_ ]5+½ aO_,5+,,,

Re]i+½ Re J-]

(.bL ML ) p- z_',5_ _,_
-_ 5-½

__ _ _* _ * "HO _ "HO

,...5...+_....-_., _ ,:,.5+_.,.-&_--:.'v'_(.e.+

-Vi,5,k.[gi,Sj,] v

+(05' ,,,,o,,.+,

+{(o<.- } ,,o,,,,,_,
_(Ji+_,5,_' " '_" _Q_,w,-"= --Vi,j,kTi,j,k/

The matrix A° appearing in the above algorithm is the

Jacobian of the Vigneron streamwise numerical flux. Sim-

ilar to the time-marching scheme, A O is defined as the

iterative change of the cell averaged dependent vaxiables,

(O v+' - On). For the first iteration, the quantities that are

needed at i are taken as those from the last spatial step,

i- 1. Ideally, all possible errors are eliminated as the resid-

ual of the iteration process is driven to zero. However, as

in the time-marching scheme, convergence is defined short

of this with minimal loss in accuracy. This is done to re-

duce the number of Newton iteration steps and hence the

expense of the calculation.

6. DECOMPOSITION

After either a time or spatial step has been taken, all of

the dependent variables are known at the most recent step.

From these variables, the interne2 energy of the mixture,

can be calculated:

e

1( v 2 + w 2) (53)__-- ---- it3-k

P

The temperature can then be obtained from the enthalpy

curve fits with a Newton-Raphson iteration method. This

Newton-Raphson iteration is written as,

Tk+l = Tk g(T _) - e
g,(Tk ) (54)

where

g(T k) = £c,(h.(T)-B,T/.A4,) (55)
t=1

g'(T k) = £c.(C,,.(T)- ill/A4,) (56)
st-----,



where the index k corresponds to the iteration index. The

iterations are continued until convergence is reached. This
rarely requires more than ten iterations to reduce the resid-

ual to machine accuracy. Once the temperature is known,

the pressure is easily computed using Eq. 7. Values for 7

and D, are also computed at this point.

7. FINITE VOLUME METRICS

Before the numerical schemes detailed in previous sec-

tions can be employed, certain metric quantities that define

the orientation and size of each cell in the computational

mesh must first be evaluated. These metric quantities in-

dude three components of a surface-area vector for each cell

interface and a volume for each cell. The generalized, six-

sided cell shown in Fig. 1 is defined by eight verticies and

any cell interface can be defined by the four coincident ver-

ticies of the neighboring cells. Reference 31 gives relatively

simple formulas for computing these metric quantities. The

surface-area vectors are given as:

1 t

r. i • 1 _ --r. 1 " 1 1x ( ,+_o+_,k-_ ,+_o-_,k+_)

1
---_ -- r. t • t i --r. t • 1 tml,s+½,_ 2 ( ,-_,_+_,k+_ ,+_,_+_,k-_)

× (ri__l .__1 k_-t --r i _ "-_ k _)

1

nlj,k+½ ---- _(r. x • t,k+½ -r ..... )

r. I . 1 x --r. t • 1 1
X ( ,--_,2---_,k+_ ,+_,3+_,k+_)

where the vectors, r represent the position vectors of the

cell vertices. The cell volume is then computed with the

following formula,

1 I ,
])i,j,k = 5( i-i,j,k + ml,j-½,k + nLj, k-½)"

r. t • 1 1 )__,j__,.__._(,+_n+_,k+_-r 1 - _- 1)

There are two favorable properties of metric quantities eval-

uated in this manner. First, the sum of all the surface-area

vectors associated with any cell is zero. This guarantees

that the resulting algorithm is freestream preserving. Sec-

ond, the sum of a region of cell volumes is equal to the vol-

ume of that region. In other words, the cell metrics allow

no overlaping or spacing between the cells in the computa-

tional mesh.

8. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In the finite-volume philosophy, for any boundary in

a computational mesh, a flux must be evaluated at that

boundary that is consistent with any boundary conditions

that might exist. The only types of boundaries in the com-

putation of an entirely external, supersonic flow field are:

1) supersonic inflow(or far field), 9.) supersonic outflow, 3)

viscous boundary, and 4) symmetry conditions. Determi-

nation of an appropriate flux for the first two boundaries is

trivial. For a supersonic inflow the flux is simply evaluated

using freestream quantities. And for supersonic outflow,

the numerical scheme provides the needed fltLX because of

the nature of the flow. The other two boundary fluxes are
a little more involved.

The symmetry condition is handled by generating ficti-

tious cells out side of the computational domain so that the

cell interface flux that coincides with the symmetry plane

can be evaluated as if it were an interior face. Dependent

variables of cells inside of the domain are reflected about

the symmetry plane to produce a mirrored cell on the other

side. The static dependent variables of the reflected cell ac-

quire the identical quantity of their original. The reflected

cell is depicted by a superscript ".

)O7-./I)

erie

p_ = p, s = 1,2,...,n

The dynamic variables of the reflected cell are evaluated as

follows.

u" = u - 2h=(h=u + h_v + ¢z_w)

v" = v - 2h_(h=u + h_v + h_w)

w r = to - 2h_(h_n + h_v + h_w)

The unit metrics in the above expression are those of a cell

interface that is coincident with the symmetry condition.

In order to evaluate the generalized higher-order flux at

the symmetry condition, two reflected cells must be gener-

ated. This symmetry condition is easily made implicit by

realizing that the reflected cells are related to interior cells

through this simple transformation.

On a viscous boundary, both an inviscid and viscous

flux must be evaluated. The inviscid flux is determined

in a similar manner as the symmetry condition flux. The

viscous flux is evaluated by first realizing that all of the

velocity components axe zero at the surface. Knowledge of

either the wall temperature or heat flux must then be sup-

plied. Evaluation of the heat flux term in the viscous flux is

trivial if the heat flux is known a priori, however, if the wall

temperature is known, the heat flux term is evaluated using

a one-sided difference formula. If a catalytic wall is present,

the mass fractions of each of the species are known at the

wall, and the diffusion velocity terms are evaluated using

a one-sided difference. If however, a non-catalytic wall is

present, the diffusion velocities vanish at the wall and are

dropped from the viscous flux entirely.

9. RESULTS

Two different types of geometries were chosen to vali-

date the present techniques. The flow field about a simple

10 degree cone is first presented at zero angle of attack

to demonstrate the accuracy of the current methods. So-

lutions about this same geometry at angles of attack axe

then included to show a three-dimensional capability. And

finally, a blunt-body flow field about a sphere-cylinder ge-

ometry is presented to demonstrate the capability of the

current techniques to predict such flow fields.

In this section, results obtained with both of the cur-

rent techniques are presented. In order to distinguish the



results from one another, they are referenced by the names

of their corresponding codes. The tlme-marching code has

been given the name TUFF and the space-marching algo-
rithm is referred to as STUFF. The first name stands for "A

Three-Dimensional, _Upwind-Differenced, Finite-Volume

Flow Solver with Fully Coupled Chemistry". The addi-

tional character in the space-marching code's name, STUFF:

stands for S_pace-Marching. The similarity of the names

of these codes reflects the similarity in the techniques and

hence the compatability of the techniques to compute a

single flow field.

9.1 10 ° Cone Test Cases

The time-marchlng results were initiated with the space-

marching solution and were assumed to converge after the
maximum residual in the continuity equation decreased 3 •

orders of magnitude. A total of about 2100 iterations were

required. It was found that this criteria was sui_cient since

no plotable differences in the results occurred by further

reducing this residual. For these steady-state computa-
tions the Newton iteration process was not employed in the

time-marching results since time-accuracy was not required.

The resulting CPU-tlme needed for the zero angle of attack

case was 3514 seconds using the time-marching technique.

These CPU times reiterate the benefits of a space-marching

algorithm for the computation of hypersonic flow fields.

The first sequence of results presented here are for

the hypersonic, laminar flow of air in chemical nonequillb-

rium over a 10" half-angle cone at various angles of attack.

The flow conditions were chosen to correspond to those of

Prabhu. 11 The altitude considered was 60.96km and the

free stream velocity was 810Orals. This altitude corre-

sponds to an ambient temperature of 252.6K and pressure

of 20.35N/m 2 and the composition by mass was assumed to

be 26.29% molecular oxygen and 73.71% molecular nitro-

gen. These flow conditions lead to a frozen Mach number of

25.4 and a Reynolds number of 127, 300/m. The cone wall

was assumed to be noncatalytic with a constant tempera-

ture of 1200K. For these computations, a Lewis number of

1.4 was assumed. The angles of attack that were considered

are 0.0, 2.5 and 5.0 degrees.

For the 10 ° cone test cases presented here, results with

both the time-marching and space-marching algorithms are

included. The grid used for the time-marching results is

shown in Fig. 3. The space-marching algorithm used this

same grid as a base grid and interpolated between march-

ing planes for any needed plane. This base grid measures

34 cells in the streamwise direction, 30 cells in the nor-

real direction and 23 cells in the meridional direction. The

length of the cone was 3.5rn. The axial cell size of this base

grid started at 0.0002m near the nose and was increased

to nearly 0.1m at the tail end of the cone. The normal

size of the first cell away from the body was varied linearly

from 3 x 10 -s to 2.3 x 10 -4. The grid was stretched from

the body to the outer grid radius which also varied lin-

early from 0.01m at the nose to 0.5rn at the tail. For these

test cases, all of the cross flow planes were generated to be
axis-normal.

For the zero angle of attack case, only a two-dimensional,

axisymmetric result was obtained. This was done by con-

sidering only one of the meridional plane of cells in Fig. 3,

and by assuming that the neighboring cells possess similar

dependent variables. Figure 4 shows the axial variation of

the surface pressure coefficient for the zero angle of attack
case obtained with both TUFF and STUFF. Also shown in

this figure are results of the central differencing scheme of

Prabhu. 11 This surface pressure coefficient is defined as:

5p_Q_

All of the results predict a high pressure leading edge effect"

that then rapidly decays to a near-constant pressure region.

Since the Reynolds number is relatively low for this test

case, this leading edge effect is fairly strong. Reference 11

predicts a pressure in the later region that is about 10 per-

cent lower than both of the current techniques. Since the

governing equations, fluid properties and flow conditions

of current results are identical, this discrepancy must be

attributed to the difference in numerical procedures. Tan-

nehillet al. 10 also found a discrepancy in the predicted

shock shape of a central-differencing scheme with that of

an upwind-differencing scheme. Therefore, the discrepancy

in Fig. 4 can in part be explained by the strong depen-

dence of the pressure inside a shock layer on the bow shock

shape and by the enhanced ability of upwind schemes to

capture the bow shock. Since Reference 11 employed a

conical-stepback procedure, this discrepancy can further

be explained by the difference in starting solution meth-

ods. Conical-stepback procedures make the assumption

that the flow is locally conical however, with the specifica-

tion of f_reestream at the point of the cone, this assumption

is avoided entirely.

The space-marching results were initiated by specify-

ing free-stream quantities as initial data. Then at the on-

set of the computations, a maximum CFL number of 1

was used to determine the step size. This step size lim-

itation was used until the bow shock emerged from the

finely-spaced, viscous portion of the grid. The limiting CFL

number was then increased to 30 for the remaining spatial

steps. Using this limitation, a total of 660 spatial steps were

required for the space-marching code. Three Newton itera-

tions were performed for each spatial step. For the zero an-

gle of attack test case, the required CPU-time was only 178

seconds on the Cray-2 computer. The time-marching re-

snlts on the other hand needed much more computer time.

Although the differences mentioned above exist be-

tween the present results and those of Reference 11, the

boundary layer profiles agree quite well. Figures 5-8 show

the boundary layer profiles of various quantities at z =

3.5m. The abscissa of these plots corresponds to the normal

distance, in meters, from the cone wall to the center of the

cells. Velocity and temperature profiles are shown in Fig-

ures 5 and 6 respectively. Excellent agreement is observed

between the two current results, however a small discrep-

ancy is shown near the boundary layer edge where the grid

is relatively coarse. The peak predicted temperatures agree

very well in all of the computations. The mass fraction pro-

file of atomic oxygen, O, at z = 3.5 is depicted in Fig. 7.
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The values for mass fraction have been normalized with

respect to the value at the wall to allow comparison with

Reference 11. Agreement between these profiles is again ex-

cellent. Next, the profiles of the normalized electron density

is shown in Fig. 8. Very good agreement is observed. Fig-

ure 9 shows the skin-frictlon coefficient(defined in Ref. 11)

as a function of axial distance for the zero angle of attack

case. Comparison of these quantities show good agreement

with the existing data.

In order to validate the three-dimensional capability

of the current techniques the solution about a 10 ° cone at

angles of attack is presented. The angles chosen are 2.5

and 5.0 degrees. It was found that any greater angle re-

quired a refinement of the base grid shown in Fig. 3. The
flow conditions for these computations were the same as

for the zero angle of attack case. The solution procedure,

including the step sizes, are also identical to the previous

case with the exception that the entire three-dimensional

grid shown in Fig. 3 was used instead of using only a sin-

gle meridional plane. Space-marching solutions are shown

for both cases and time-marchlng solutions are only shown

for the 2.5 degree case because of the enormity of required

computer time for a time-marching result.

The pressure contours in the crossflow plane at z = 3.5

for both angles of attack considered are shown in Figures

10a and 10b. The quality of upwind-differenced results

is shown in these two figures by noting that the resulting

shock thickness does not exceed two grid cells.These fig-

ures also depict two wellknown factsabout cones at angles

of attack. First, the shock layer gets thicker with greater

angles of attack on the leeward side with a relatively small

change in the thickness on the windward side. And second,

it is also apparent that the pressure gradient around the

cone becomes greater as the angle of attack is increased. In

Figures 11a and 11b, the effect on temperature with angle

of attack is depicted. These figures present the tempera-

ture profiles on both symmetry planes. These figures show

that the boundary layer along with the shock layer thicken

on the leeward side while they thin on the windward side

with greater angles of attack. The peak temperatures how-

ever remain unchanged with these relatively small angles of
incidence.

Figures 12a and 12b demonstrate the effect of angle of

attack on chemical quantities. These figures show the O

mass fraction profiles at an axial location of 3.5 for both

angles of attack considered. Since the density is greater on

the windward side of the cone, a greater degree of reaction

can occur resulting in larger concentrations of atomic oxy-

gen. And since the densities on the leeward side decreases

with increasing angles of attack a reduction in the reactivity

takes place resulting in less amounts of dissociation. These

trends along with the thinning and thickening effects of the

boundary layer discussed earlier are apparent in these two

figures. Greater angles of attack are seen to only amplify

these phenomena. Figures 13a and 13b show the effect on

the axial variation of the heat transfer coefficient as the an-

gle of attack is increased. The increase in the heat transfer

rate on the windward side and a corresponding decrease on

11

the leeward side with larger angles of attack is evident in

these figures.

9.3 Sphere-(_ylinder Test Case

This next test case is presented for two reasons. The

first reason is to demonstrate the ability of the current tech-

niques to predict blunt body flow fields including shock

standoff distance. Shock standoff distance is a good mea-

sure of the accuracy of a numerical scheme since it is di-

rectly influenced by the distribution of dependent variables

throughout the shock layer. The second reason that this

test case is presented is to show how the two current tech-

niques can be used in tandem to compute a single hyper-

sonic flow field. The nose region of the flow field was com-

puted with the time-marching technique, TUFF, and the

after body was computed with the space-marching tech-

nique, STUFF.

The geometry and flow condition for this computa-

tion were chosen to allow comparison with an experiment

by Lobb 32 in which spheres were fired at hypervelocities

into air. The bow shock locations were defined by taking

Schlieren photographs of the spheres in flight. These condi-
tions were also considered by Candler is as a test case for a

thermo-chemical nonequilibrium code validation. Compar-.
ison of the current techniques with both references is made

below. The flow conditions are detailed below:

Qoo = 5280(m/s)

Too = 293(K)

_5¢o = 664(N/m 2)

These flow conditions correspond to a frozen Mach number

of 15.3 and a Reynolds number of 2,190, O00/m.

The grid used in the sphere-cylinder test case is shown

in Fig. 14. The sphere radius was 0.635crn and the cylin-

der portion of the geometry measured two nose radii in

length. This grid used 45 grid cells in each normal col-

umn of cells of which 9 are exponentially streatched near

the body to allow for the presence of a boundary layer.

The time-marching result used the first 24 columns of cells

to obtain an axisymmetric solution in the nose region. The

space-marching code used the remaining cells as a base grid

in the computation of the afterbody region of the flow field.

The computation proceeded by first obtaining a converged

time-marching solution of the nose region. Machine accu-

racy was reached after 4700 iterations at a maximum CFL

of 10 (see Fig. 15). This required 8650 seconds on the

Cray-2 computer. The afterbody solution was then ob-

tained using the nose region result for the starting planes

and marching the solution down the body. By employing

three Newton iterations in the space-marching algorithm

and taking 220 steps to compute the afterbody flow field,

only 82 seconds of CPU time were required.

Figure 16 depicts the resulting shock standoff distance

in pressure contours about the sphere-cylinder geometry.

Even though thermal nonequilibrium effects were neglected,
the shock standoff distance compares very well in the entire

nose region with the experiment of Lobb. The variation of



species concentration along the stagnation streamline are

shown in Fig. 17. Comparison of the atomic oxygen profile

with that of Candler shows good agreement. This figure

also shows that the molecular oxygen almost completely

dissociates in the stagnation region. Only about ten per-

cent of the molecular nitrogen dissociates along the stag-
nation streamline and then recombines before the wall is

reached. This recombination is caused by the cool wall

temperature that drives the reactions backwards. The plot

of temperature contours in Fig. 18 also demonstrates these

phenomena. The initial temperature rise across the strong
bow shock in the nose region then begins to decay as a re-

sult of the highly endothermic dissociation reactions. The

thin thermal boundary layer is also seen in this figure. A

contour plot of the resulting frozen Mach number contours,

molecular oxygen contours and molecular nitrogen contours

are shown in Figures 19, 20 and 21 respectively.

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A set of numerical schemes have been developed to

compute the hypersonic flow of chemically reacting and

weakly ionizing gases. These include a time-marching

scheme and a cost effective, space-marching scheme. A fully

implicit, strongly coupled, approximately factored method

is employed in both techniques. The upwind, inviscid nu-

merical fluxes are evaluated with an approximate Riemann

solver that allows for the presence of a multicomponent

mixture of calorically imperfect but thermally perfect gases.

Stable higher order fluxes are obtained by utilizing a Total

Variation Diminishing procedure. Two test cases were com-

puted to validate the current techniques. Comparison with

experimental data and with two existing numerical tech-

niques shows very good agreement. Research is currently

underway to incorporate a simple turbulence/transition

model into the present codes. Further research includes

adding the capability to predict hypersonic flow fields in

various atmospheres.
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APPENDIX A
Inviscid Flux Jacobian

The inviscidfluxJacobian,A, isgivenbelow:

0 l= lv l= 0 0 0 ... 0

• " " = 8Pn-t

• • . 8p__ t

• " " 8p_._ t

P_ " " " 8 p.- t

-elU ell= cl/v cllz 0 U 0 ... 0
c2U c21= c2l_ c21= 0 0 U ... 0

; : ; • ; ; ; ". ;

-c.-zU c.-zl= c,=_zlv c.-i/= 0 0 0 ... U

where, the metrics are evaluated at the cell face and the dependent variables are those of a neighboring cell. The Inviscid
flux Jacobians, ]3 and (3, are obtained by substituting the cell interface metrics m and n respectively in the above matrix.

The pressure derivatives appearing in this matrix can be written as:

ap = -D. + ('y- 1)(_P+,P + _,')
ap 2
op

- (_- _)_
O_

Op =-(7-1)v
O_

Op = -(7 - 1)w
Opw

Op
a--e = (3'-- 1)

Op
--=D,_-D, s = 1,2,...,n- 1
Op,

Two convenient terms that are used in the above expressions are 3' and D0. For a mixture of calorically imperfect but
thermally perfect gases, these terms are written as:

D. = (7- l)h.- 7_--_-

:ao_:

s=l,2,...,n

Here, Cpl is the frozen specific heat of the mixture. For a single, perfect gas, D, becomes zero and 7 becomes the ratio
of specific heats of that gas. For convenience, the temperature derivatives that appear in the viscous and source term
Jacobians are also given.

OT A.4 (7-1)(u_ + v_ + w _)

OT .M
- K-o(7 - _)_Opu

OT .M
- (_- _)_

Opv _lP

-- (7 --1)w
Opw flip

OT .M _)- _(._-

OT _ _p fliT fl_T)Op. (D'_ - D° + .,Mn "_s s = 1,2,...,n- 1
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APPENDIX B

Eigenvectors

Consider the similarity transformation between the inviscid flux Jacobian,A, and the diagonal matrix, A, consisting

of the eigenvalues of A. This transformation is written as:

A = LAR, L = R -x

where,

A = dias(V + o,v - O,e, v,... ,v)

For this discussion, the metrics for the _-normM cell face axe used. However, the other faces axe considered by simply using

those metrics instead. The terms appearing in the eigenvaJues are then defined as:

where, c is the frozen speed of sound:

U = l=u + luv + l.w

c = c,h_.v.+ l_+

A set of left and right eigenvectors providing this similarity transformation are given below. The Left eigenvectors axe:

L

(-2+n_+'a_) c6" _

.'+°2+°,, 1 o--o.-,"'" (-y-l)

-I?" rh, _, {",z 0 O 0 ... O

-IV hz h_ hz 0 0 0 ... 0

(,_+,,_+,_2) h -u -v -w 1 0 0 0
2 "'"

-c] 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

--c2 O 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

•. • . . .. : • ... ".

-c,,-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

And the Right eigenvectors axe:

R ---

('y--l) _ 0 O _ (Dt-D_) (D2-D.) (D._t--D_)cT--- _ " " • c_

(_-l)Z. _ _ _. _= --(_-I),, (D_-D.),, (D_--D.),, (D._ _--D.),+_+ 2c 2e _ -- c 2 c 2 _ "'" c 2

2c 2c "r -- _ c 2 " " " c _

(+r--l)0 ('y--1)H ('y--l)0 (_--I)H _r 17V I (_-l)n (Dt-D_)H (D2-D.)H (D.- t-D_)H

Ct('7--1) C1(7--1) 0 0 --Ct(_--l) 1 ÷ c,(DI-D_) ct(D_--D=) ct(D_-t-D=)
2c _ 2c_ _ c _ c_ •.. c_

c_(3'--1) ¢_('y--1) --¢_('y--l_ c2(Dt--D_) c_(D_-D_) c_(D_- t-D.)
_c_ 2¢-r-- 0 0 e_ c_ 1 + c_ """ c _

." : • . : ." • -.. •
• " c._t(b._t-D.)

c..- t(7-1) e.._ t (q.-1) 0 0 -c.- t'(q'-l) c.- x(/_t-D_) c._,(L)_-D.) 1 + _,2c T 2c_ c_ c_ c_ •..

The vector, i = [,_i + [vj + [,k is the unit cell normal, and the vectors rh and fi are two arbitrary, perpendicular unit vectors

that are in turn perpendiculax to 1. The terms U, fr and 12¢ are the velocities in each of these directions and can be written

as:

= _+=+ _ + i,_

_r = dt=u + _nvv + rh,w

ITV = _t,+u + h_v + ¢t=w
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APPENDIX C

Chemical Source Terms

The chemical source term appearing in Eq. 1 is written as:

D = (0, O, O, O, O, if;l, _b_,..., _b,,-1)T

where _bo is the mass production of species s resulting from any number of chemical reactions involving that species.

Consider a mixture of gases with n species undergoing m simultaneous reactions. Each chemical reaction is represented

symbolically as:
tit n.t

l=1 1=1

where r,_l and v_' l are the stoichiometric coefficients and At is the chemical symbol for the I*h species, not is the total number

of reactants including third bodies and electrons. The mass production rate of species s is determined by the law of mass
action. It is stated as:

_. = _a. v,,. - _z,.) kf,z [_.1_,.- - kb,, _] '."
/=1 7"=--1

The molar concentrations, 7_, of the species are defined as:

7r = pr/.L4r r = 1,2,...,n

and the molar concentrations of the catalytic third bodies are expressed in terms of their third body efficiencies as:

n

7. = E Z(.-ti),oT° r = n + 1, n + 2,..., (n + ntb)
a=l

where ntb is the number of third bodies considered. If electrons are considered, their molar concentration is evaluated by

assuming the molar concentration of electrons is equal to the molar concentration of ions. This is stated as,

7ti, = _ hTo
s=l

where, I, is the charge of species s and the subscript n, represents the last considered species which in this case is the
electron.

The forward and backward reaction rates of any reaction considered are assumed to be solely a function of temperature

and are expressed in the modified Arrhenius form as

kf,t(T) = exp(log, Cl,l + _ + C3,tlog,T)

kb,l(T) = exp(log,Dl,t + _'----J + Dz,zlog,T)

These reaction rate coefficients have been nondimensionalized with the following expressions.

.L ( ,,0oo )a'-l103-3¢,,_.,_3.t _,

L(_aO_ _l-1

02,t C3,1 = C2,z

/32,z D3,1 = Zb2,z
O2,l -- Yoz '

tit tit

_l = E V_, r' _1 = _ l,r

r=l r=l

The terms 01,t, C2,l, C,,t, ha,t,/_2,1 and D3,t are constants for a particular reaction 1.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR 5 DEGREE

BLUNT CONES WITH SHOCK GENERATORS AT HIGH VELOCITY

by

A. W. Strawa*, G. A. Molvik**, L. A. Yates t , and C. Cornelison*

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California

ABSTRACT

Experiments and computations have been performed under laminar conditions in air on 5 ° blunt cones at

velocities of 5 km/s and 6 km/s and at Reynolds numbers of 10 5 and 10 6 . The experiments were conducted in the

Ames' ballistic range. The computations were performed using ideal-, equilibrium- and nonequilibrium-chemistry

models for air. At the conditions of the tests, the aerodynamic coefficients are sensitive to the real-gas effects present,

and both experimental and computational aerodynamic coefficients show real-gas and non-linear effects. The nonequi-

librium computations show that a large amount of oxygen is dissociated in the blunt nose region of the flow and

much of the oxygen remains dissociated over the entire length of the body, providing an insight into the source of

the observed effects in the aerodynamic coefficients. The experimental and computational shock-shapes are in good
agreement.
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a resultant an_.l_e-of-attack;
sin(a) = V'v 2 _"w"2/V

subscripts
b base

n nose
s surface value

c_ freestream value

INTRODUCTION

Future missions of national interest require the
design of vehicles that will fly at hypervelocities and at

high altitudes. 1,2 New mission profiles will subject these
future vehicles to harsh environments where not all of

the relevant physical phenomenon are completely un-

derstood. Since no ground based facility can completely

simulate the flight environment, computational solutions

will become increasingly important in vehicle design

and in predicting vehicle performance. To this end, it is

essential that our ground based facilities and computer

codes be used together to understand the relevant phe-

nomenon and to insure that they are properly modeled.
Experiments that can better isolate the effects of cer-

tain physical phenomena can be designed with the aid of

computational aerothermodynamics, and experimental re-

sults can be used to verify the computational models and
methods. The process of code verification is discussed
in Ref. 3.

The objective of this research was to conduct

an experiment which would produce non-linear and real-

gas effects in the aerodynamic coefficients for a generic

model, to use a state-of-the-art computer code to com-

pute the flowfields, and to compare the results. Past ex-

perience with the Apollo vehicle and the Space Shuttle

(STS) indicate that real-gas effects can .have a signifi-

cant influence on pitching moments. 4-6 Computational



methodologyat thattimewasunableto predictthefull
extentof theseeffects.Computationalmethodstoday
havematuredtothepointwerecomplexhypersonic
flowfieldscanbecalculated.However,experimental
datademonstratingreal-gaseffectsonslenderbodies
whicharesuitablefor codeverificationareverylim-
ited.Welshetal. conductedtestson 10° bluntconesat
V = 4.8 krn/s in nitrogen and air in a ballistic range. 7

They attributed changes in OM tO real-gas effects. Kruse

obtained drag data for 6 ° blunt cones at V = 5.2 krn/s

and Ret = 300,000 in the Ames' ballistic range? Mal-
colm and Rakich showed the effect of nose bluntness

on 12.5 ° cones at Mach 17. 9 All of these tests showed

nonlinearity and real-gas effects in the aerodynamic co-

efficients. Real-gas effects were observed by Strawa et

al. on sharp cones. 1° Additionally, real-gas effects have

been simulated by matching "7 in the Langley CF4 tun-

nel (see, for example, ref. 11).

In the present study, a 5 ° half-angle cone with

a bluntness ratio, d,,/db, of .3 was selected. Two small
shock generators were included to show the effects of

real-gas chemistry on the shape of internal shocks. The

velocities were 5 and 6 km/n and the Mach numbers

were 14.5 and 17.6. The computations were conducted

using a combination of time- and space- marching algo-

rithms which included fully-coupled chemistry models.

The strong shock produced by the blunt nose at these

speeds generated temperatures high enough to dissociate

a significant amount of oxygen. The Reynolds num-

bers (based on model length) were varied from 106 to
105 , which should result in a increase in skin friction

by a factor of three for laminar flow conditions. Viscous

interactions between the boundary layer and the outer

inviscid flow can have important effects on the surface

pressure distribution and, hence, on the drag, lift, and
moment coefficients. _- The moment coefficient of the

present model should be sensitive to real-gas effects on
the pressure and skin friction. :

THE BALLISTIC RANGE EXPERIMENTS

The experimental data presented in this pa-

per were obtained in the the Hyperveloeity Free-Flight

Aerodynamic Facility (HFFAF) ballistic range at Ames

Research Center. The H:FFAF ballistic range is shown

schematically in Fig. 1. The facility consists of: a two-

stage light-gas gun, a tank in which the sabot is sepa-

rated from the model, and a test section where the major
portion of the instrumentation is located. Gun bore sizes

range from 1.1 cm to 3.75 cm (the 2.5 cm gun was used
in these tests) and the test section is about 1 m across

and 25 m long. The test section can be evacuated to

achieve the proper Reynolds number for the model size

and velocity. In the H.FFAF a model of about 50

mass can be accelerated up to 7 krn/s.

The ballistic range can simultaneously simulate

the Mach number and Reynolds number of a high-speed
vehicle in an undisturbed, clean, and well-characterized

ambient gas. Additionally, there is no sting to effect the

aerodynamics of the model. As the model flys through
the test section its position, orientation, and time-of-

flight are recorded at 16 test stations that consist of or-

thogonal, focused-shadowgraph systems. In the HFFAF

the position of the model can be measured to 4-0.006

cm, its orientation to +0.1 °, and time-of-flight to --40
ns.

In the present study, cones with a bluntness ra-

tio, ds/d#, of .3 and shock generatOrs were launched in

the ballistic range for the purpose of measuring the aero-

dynamic coefficients and shock shapes. A drawing of

the model is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 is a photograph

of the model and its four piece sabot and pusher plug.

The sabot protects the model during the high-g's en-

countered during launch. After launch, aerodynamic

forces separate the sabo.t pieces and the model proceeds

downrange in free flight. The nose of all models was

fabricated of tantalum to avoid nose-tip ablation and the
afterbody was fabricated of aluminum. The test condi-

tions for the experimental data are listed in Table 1. The

runs were divided into three groups based on freestream

conditions. In case 1, V = 5kin�see. and Ret = 105;
in case 2, V = 5krn/sec and Ret = 10 6, in case 3,

V = 6 km/s and Rez = 10 s. The test gas was air. For

all conditions tested, the flow over the models remained

laminar. When test runs were made at g = 6 km/s and

Ret = 10 6, the nose tip temperature became so high

that the tantalum nose began to spall. These runs are not
included in this report.

A new data reduction routine is used to fit the

calculated trajectory to the measured trajectory using a

least-squares analysis. The routine assumes a 5 degree-
of-freedom model of the equations of motion (roll rate is

assumed constant), written in terms of the aerodynamic

coefficients. The aerodynamic coefficients are approxi-
mated by Taylor series expansion in sin or:

Cx_ =(Cut + C._, sin_-or+ C_5 sin4 or)sincr (I)

C_ = (CL, + CL, sinz cr+ CLs sin4 cr)sin cr (2)

Co = CDo + Co2 sinz cr (3)

The routine can fit raw data from several test runs si-

multaneously improving the accuracy of the method.
The equations and method used are described in more

detail in the Appendix.

The data reduction routine provides estimates of
the error, e, in the aerodynamic coefficients; for exam-

ple,

_o = x/vaT(Co) (4)



The error estimates take into account the uncertainty in

measuring model trajectory and freestream conditions

and the quality of the least-squares fit. However, they

are sensitive to the number of terms taken in the Taylor

series expansions used to approximate the aerodynamic

coefficients. During data reduction, the number of terms

in the expansions is varied and the set which produces

the smallest estimated error is reported. The minimum

estimated error occurs in the region where the experi-

mental data is concentrated. For the present tests, the

data is concentrated at resultant angles between 5 ° and
10 ° .

FLOWFIELD COMPUTATIONS

Two numerical algorithms were used to obtain
the computed results. 13,t4 The baseline conditions for

these computations are listed in Table 2. The first algo-

rithm, TUFF, is a time-marching scheme and was used

to compute the axisymmetric, blunt-body results from

the stagnation point to 70 ° on the spherical nose. The

second algorithm, STUFF, is a space-marching scheme

and was used to compute the remaining afterbody flow

field. Both codes employ a finite-volume philosophy to

ensure that the algorithms (including boundary condi-

tions) are fully conservative. Further, they obtain up-

wind inviscid fluxes by employing a Riemann solver

that fully accounts for the gas model used. Either a

ideal-, equilibrium-, or nonequilibrium-chemistry model

can be used. TM Thermal equilibrium is assumed in all

gas models. The algorithms are total variation dimin-

ishing (TVD) which allows the computation of flow-

fields with strong discontinuities without introducing

any spurious oscillations. They employ a strong cou-

pling between the fluid dynamic and species conserva-

tion equations and are made fully implicit to eliminate

the step size restriction of explicit schemes. Finally, the

Vigneron approximation is used in the STUFF algorithm

to allow stable space-marching in the presence of a sub-

sonic viscous layer} s

This combination of a time- and space-marching

algorithms was chosen since it allowed the solution to

be obtained on a rather fine grid in a reasonable amount

of computer time. The blunt body grid measured 29

cells from the stagnation point to the terminator and 49

cells of exponentially increasing size in the normal di-

rection. The first cell was 0.25 × 10-6rn off the body

surface for the lower Reynolds number computations

and was decreased by a factor'of three for the higher

Reynolds number cases. The after-body grid used the

same normal spacing as the blunt body grid. The three-

dimensional, space-marching computations were per-

formed with 29 meridonal planes of ceils. Nonequilib-

rium computations at zero angle-of-attack required about

1.4 CPU-hours on the Cray Y-MP, while computations at

5 ° angle-of-attack required over 6.1 CPU-hours.

The surface temperature as a function of flight-

time was computed with a one-dimensional, heat-transfer
model. The surface heat flux was taken to be

_,(tl)= _(T,(tl)- TO

An iteration was performed to obtain the wall tempera-

ture, 7",, along the model surface and the time-of-flight,

t f, was taken to be 5 msec. The initial temperature of

the cone, Ti, was assumed to be room temperature and

the cone's multiple composition was modeled. A fully
catalytic wall boundary condition was used. Wall tem-

perature profiles show that, except at the nose, the wall

temperature is approximately that of the free-stream.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimentally determined coefficients of

the aerodynamic functions are tabulated in Table 3. The

aerodynamic coefficients at a specific angle-of-attack can

be obtained from equations 1, 2, and 3. Included with

the values for the aerodynamic coefficient are values for

the estimated error. Computations were performed at 0

angle-of-attack for all cases and at 5 ° angle-of-attack for

cases 1 and 2. For case 2, three gas models were used.

The computed aerodynamic coefficients at 0 ° and 5 °

angle-of-attack are tabulated in Table 4. The experimen-

tal and computational values are also presented graphi-

cally for comparison. In these figures, the experimental

data are plotted as lines and the computed results are

plotted as points. The number of terms included in the

expansions of the aerodynamic coefficients and the do-

main in which these expansions are valid are determined

by the total angular range of the data. For case 2, the

angular range extended to cr = 8 °, and the data is plot-

ted only over this range. For cases 1 and 3 the angular

range extended to cr = 15 °.

Computed and experimental shock shapes are

in reasonable agreement. Fig. 4 shows a comparison

of the computed and experimental outer shock struc-

ture for case 2. The computed shock is the white line

superimposed on a shadowgraph from the range test.

An outline of the body shape used in the computation
is also included. Unfortunately, the ambient densities

at the conditions of the tests were too low to produce

shadowgraphs of sufficient quality to discern the inter-

nal shock structure produced by the shock generators.

As will become apparent in the discussion that follows,

however, the shock generators did have some effects on

the aerodynamics of the test model.

Experimental and computed drag coefficient

versus resultant angle-of- attack, or, is plotted in Fig. 5



for all threecasesandaretabulatedinTables3 and4.
Thepressureatthebasewasasstnnedtobeavacuum
for thecomputationalresults.Actually,thebasepressure
is estimatedto beabouthalfthatof ambient,resulting
inan increasein thecomputeddragcoefficientof less
than3%.Thiscorrectiontothecomputationalresultis
approximatelyequalto theestimatedexperimentaler-
ror. Valuesof Co calculated at 0 ° and 5 ° using mod-

ified Newtonian theory are also included for compari-

son. Newtonian theory considers only pressure drag and

should provide a value close to but slightly below the
higher Reynolds number case (case 2) as is observed.

The drag for case 2 is due mostly to the pressure drag

generated by the blunt nose. The drag due to viscous

effects is much more important in cases 1 and 3, where
the Reynolds number is 10 s . From case 1 to case 2 the

Reynolds number has increased from Rez = 105 to

Re_ = 106 while the velocity has remained constant at

5 km/s. Since skin friction is proportional to Reynolds

number to the -0.5 power, the viscous drag should be

three times greater in case 1 than in case 2. This effect

can be seen in the shift of the experimental drag curve.
For example, CDo, equal to 0.170 in case 1, decreased

to 0.112 in case 2(see Table 3). This shift is reflected in

the computed nonequllibrium-chemistry drag coefficient
which was 0.1617 for case 1 and 0.1241 for case 2. Lit-

de real-gas effects are observed in the computed values

of Co. This is in agreement with earlier data for blunt
cones.

The velocity has increased from V = 5 km/s in

case 1 to V = 6 km/s in case 2 while the Reynolds num-

ber has remained constant at 10 s. There is negligible

effect of this velocity increase as can be seen in Table 3,

where the differences in Co, and Ct_ are less than th_
sum of their estimated errors.

Computational results are in generally good

agreement with experimental results. Computed drag
for cases 1 and 3 fall slightly below but within the esti-

mated error of the experimentfil values. The computed

value for Co° in case 2 is higher than the experimen-
tal value by about 10%. This is outside the estimated

error for that case. The shape of the drag curve with

respect to angle-of-attack is caused by drag due to lift,

thus, Cz): is expected to be proportional to Ct,. Tables

3 and 4 show that experimental values for Ct_ are vir-

tually the same for cases 1 and 2 as are values for Ct,

in the computed results. The computed value of Co, for

case 1 is 3.46, in good agreement with the experimen-

tal data; the computed value for CD2 for case 2 is 2.42,

which is not in agreement with the experimental data.

The reasons for this discrepancy are presently unknown.

Moment

Experimental and computed values of the mo-

ment coefficient are plotted in Figure 6 with the values

listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The experimen-

tal data shows much non-linearity in agreement with
the results reported by Welsh et al.7 and Malcolm and

Rakich 9 for blunt cones with different cone half-angles.

The non-linearity can also be seen in the values for CM
listed in Table 3. For cases 1 and 3, three moment co-

efficient terms were needed to adequately tit the model

trajectory. In case 2 only two terms were needed to de-

scribe the model trajectory due to a smaller range of
angular motion. Table 3 shows little difference between

the values for CM, and CM_ over the measured range
of motion for cases 1 and 2 showing little Reynolds

number effect. This is reflected in the nonequilibrium-
air values of CM computed at 5 ° reported in Table 4.

While the computed viscous cona'ibution to the moment

coefficient decreased markedly from 0.0090 in case 1

to 0.0028 in case 2, the pressure contribution increased

from 0.0339 in case 1 to 0.0375 in ease 2, offsetting the
decrease in viscous effects. Table 4 shows a difference

in the moment coefficient in case 2 of 32% between the

computed ideal-gas value to that of the nonequilibrium-

air value, demonstrating that the real-gas effects for this
case made the model more stable. WeNch et al. found

that while real-gas effects made models with a blunt-

ness ratio of less than 0.2 unstable, models with a blunt-

ness ratio greater than 0.2 were stabilized. 7 This agrees

with the current computational result. The calculations

for case 2 show little change in the viscous contribu-

tion to moment coefficient between the nonequilibrium-

air model (-0.0028) and the ideal-gas model (-0.0024).
The pressure contribution changes from -0.0375 for the

nonequilibrium air case to -0.0249 for the ideal gas case,

a change of 66%. The estimated errors for experimental

moment coefficient for case 3 are too large to attribute

any effect to the change in velocity.

Figs. 7 a through c show computed mass frac-

tions of atomic oxygen for the three cases, respectively,
at three locations measured from the nose and at 0*

angle-of-attack. The mass fraction of oxygen in the am-

bient stream is 26%. The oxygen is fully dissociated

in the stagnation region of all of the cases, and the fig-

ures show that significant amounts of atomic oxygen are
present in the flow along the after body where it has the

most effect on the aerodynamics. The mass fraction of
atomic oxygen for all cases decreases to zero at the wall

reflecting the wall boundary conditions. In case 1 the
mass fraction is lower than in the other two cases and

decreases quickly downstream reflecting the lower tem-
peratures generally present in the flow in that case. The

calculations for case 2 show little change in the viscous

cona'ibution to the moment between the nonequilibrium

air chemistry model (-0.0028) and the ideal-gas chem-

istry model (-0.0024). The pressure contribution to the



moment,on theotherhand,changesfrom-0.0375for
thenonequilibriumairmodelto -0.02a9for theideal
gasmodel,a changeof 66%.Thissuggeststhatreal-gas
effectsareimportantin thepressurefieldratherthanin
theviscousboundarylayerasonemightexpect.

Fig. 8 showssimulatedoilflowpatternsfor
cases1and2 at_r= 5°. Thesimulatedoilflowpat-
ternsweregeneratedby takingthevelocityvectorof the
firstgridpointoff thesurface.Thesefi_res showthat
mostof thedissociatedfluidfromthenoseof thebody
issweptto theleesideof thebodyconcentratingatomic
oxygenontheleeside.Fluidin theboundarylayer
on thewindwardsurfacehastraversedaweakoblique
shockandwill containlittledissociatedoxygenwhile
fluid ontheleesurfacewill containa largeamountof
dissociatedoxygen.Thispartiallyexplainsthediffer-
encebetweenthemomentcoefficientscalculatedusing
theidealgasandnonequilibriumair chemistrymodels.
Thecomputationssuggestthestartof aseparationre-
gionwith reverseflownearthesecondshockgenerator
at cr= 5°. WhilethePNScodeusedto computethe
flowon thisportionof thebodycanindicatethepres-
enceof a separatedregion,it cannotcomputeflowde-
tailsin thatregionor theeffectsontheaerodynamics.
Thisseparationregionis quitesmallandwill havelittle
effecton thedragbutmayeffectthelift andmoment
coefficientssomewhat.

Thecomputedsolutionsare,of course,steady
statesolutions,andthequestionariseswhetherthedy-
namicsof themodelin free-flightin theballisticrange
will allowtheseparationtosetupatthisangle-of-attack.
Themodelswentthroughbetweenoneandtwocycles
of motionduringtheir5 msecflightdowntherange.By
contrast,theflow time(thetimefluidatthenosetakes
toreachthetail) ison theorderof 6/_sec.Thiscorre-
spondsto a reducedfrequencyof about0.002.There
will beenoughtimefor theseparationto setupand,
hence,thetrajectoryandexperimentallydetermined
aerodynamiccoefficientswill reflecttheeffectsof the
separation.

Lif._..._t

Figure9 showstheexperimentalandcomputed
valuesfor CL for case 2. The model motion is less sen-

sitive to the lift coefficient than to the other coefficients

reported in this paper, and in ballistic range testing 1.5

to 2 wavelengths of motion is required in a given run to

determine the lift coefficient. About half a wavelength
of motion was obtained for cases 1 and 3. While this

was enough for the determination of drag and moment,
it did not allow sufficient confidence in values for the

lift coefficient. Therefore, lift coefficients are reported

only for case 2. Computed values of Or, for all cases

are reported in Table 4. Since our confidence in the ex-

perimental lift coefficients for cases 1 and 3 was low,
the effect of variations in the lift coefficient on the other

aerodynamic coefficients was investigated. A linear lift

coefficient was assumed, i.e. Ct,_ and CL5 were set to

zero while CL, and the drag and moment coefficients

were allowed to vary. Values of CL equal to 1.5 times

the computed value were input into the reduction routine

and the moment and drag coefficients were recalculated.

This resulted in changes in CD and CM on the order
of 0.05%. These variations are much smaller than the

expected accuracy of the drag and moment coefficients
themselves.

Agreement between the computed and experi-
mental values of lift coefficient at 5 ° for case 2 are ac-

ceptable. A value obtained using modified Newtonian

theory is included for comparison. This value is very

high as is expected. The computed nonequilibrium air

value of 0.0927 is greater than the ideal gas value of

0.0778 showing a significant real-gas effect. The real-

gas effects for the 5 ° cones are much greater than that

reported by Welsh et al. for 10 * cones.

The calculated value of Ct, for case 1 (see Ta-

ble 4) was 0.0908, only 2% below the value for case 2.

This suggests that Reynolds number effects are not as

important in the lift coefficient as was suspected.

Dam_ing

Damping is due to 1) a slightly different angle-

of-attack from forebody to afterbody due to the curved

flight path, and 2) a time lag before a translation in nose

position can result in a _'anslation of the shear flow

on the afterbody. The first order damping coefficient,

Cu_ = CM, + CM,, is extremely difficult to obtain in
most facilities. Since all of the aerodynamics are re-

flected in the motion of the model, the damping coef-
ficient must be included in the data reduction routine.

When there are onlu a few cycles of motion, the trajec-

tory of the model is not very sensitive to the damping
coefficient, thus, the estimated errors obtained for these

coefficient are typically large. However, designers of-

ten need only know the sign and order of magnitude

of these coefficients to properly design a vehicle. The

damping coefficient obtained for all three cases are in-

cluded in Table 3. Note the large differences in damping

coefficient between the three cases. Unsteady codes are
needed to compute the damping coefficient; hence, none

were computed for this model.

CONCLUSIONS

Experiments and computations have been per-

formed on 5 ° half-angle cones with a blunmess ratio

of 0.3 and with shock generators at 5 and 6 km/s and

at Reynolds numbers of 10 5 and 10 6 in air. Experi-

mentally derived aerodynamic coefficients have been



determinedfor drag,moment,lift, anddampingwith
estimatederrors.Thecomputationsemployedideal-,
equilibrium-,andnonequilibrium-gaschemistrymod-
elsfor air andrealisticboundaryconditionsat thewall.
Thecalculatedmomentandlift coefficientsdemonstrate
real-gaseffects.Theseeffectsincreasethestabilityof
this testmodel,in agreementwithpreviousresults.The
strongshockproducedby theat thesespeedsgenerates
temperatureshighenoughto dissociateall of theoxy-
genin thebluntnoseregion.Thecomputationsshow
thatsignificantamountsof atomicoxygenpersistin the
flowalongtheafterbodywhereit caneffecttheaero-
dynamicperformanceof themodel.Thepresenceof
theatomicoxygenis seento havea largeeffecton the
pressurecontributionto themomentcoefficientandlittle
effectontheviscouscontribution.Theexperimentalre-
suitshavebeencomparedwiththecomputations.With
fewexceptions,thereis goodagreementbetweenexper-
imentalandcomputedshockshapesandaerodynamic
coefficients.Thecomputationscanprovidedetailedin-
formationaboutthestateof thegas.Whilemeasurement
techniqueshavebeendevelopedwhichcanprovideex-
perimentalconfirmationof thesedetails,theyhaveonly
recentlybegunto beappliedin hypervelocityfacilities.

APPENDIX

A Five-Degree of Freedom Routine

for Determining Aerodynamic Coefficients

from Free-Flight Experiments

Aerodynamic coefficients can be obtained from

free-flight experiments with a least-squares procedure

that fits functions describing the motion of a projectile

to experimental data. 16 The procedure has been modified

to a weighted least-squares procedure. The motion of

the model is described by twelve first-order differential

equations. 17 For a five-degree of freedom system, the

roll rate is assumed constant and the system reduces to

eleven first-order differential equations:

O=

_=

&=

(1=

D
g sin 0_, (6)

m

V cos 0_, cos ¢,,, (7)

-Vcos e_, sin ¢,o (8)

-V sin O,, (9)

q - q_, sec/9 - p cos ,v tan 13 - r sin _ tan/9(10)

r,o + psin ,v- rcos _ (11)

M I_ -- I= pr
+ Iv (12)

N Iv- I=

Iu Iv pq (13)

P_, + Qw sin Cw tan 0_ +/_ cos ¢_, tan 0w (14)

Q_, cos ¢_, -/_ sin ¢_, (i5)

_b_ = (Q_, sin ¢_, + B_cos ¢_,) sec 0_, (16)

where

pw = p cos _ cos/9 + (q - &) sin 3 + r sin _ cos/9

+ coriolis and gravity terms (17)
L

q_' mV + coriolis and gTavity terms (18)

Y
r_, = mV + coriolis and gravity terms (19)

and (Pw, Qw, B._) = (p_,, qw, rw) plus additional terms

due to a rotating earth. In these equations, V is the ve-

locity of the projectile, (x, y, z) is the location of the

projectile in reference to an earth fixed coordinate sys-

tem, _ and/9 are the pitch and yaw angles relative to

the wind axes, p, q, and r are the roll, pitch, and yaw

rates, and Cw, 0_o, and Cw give the orientation of the

wind axes to the earth fixed axes. The model specific

parameters m, _ry, and I= are, respectively, the mass, the

moment of inertia about a transverse axis through the

center of gravity, and the moment of inertia about the

axis of symmetry. The aerodynamic information is con-

tained in the functions describing the pitching and yaw-

ing moments, M and N, the functions describing the lift

and yawing forces, L and Y, and the function describing
the drag, D.

For an axially symmetric projectile, these aero-

dynamic functions can be approximated by the expan-
sions:

M = pAdV2 (CM, + CM, cos/9 sin ,-,)
2

+ Cu, q + Cu_& (20)

N = pAdV2 (CN, + Cx_. sin 13)
2

+ CM, r COS _ - CM,_ (21)

pAV 2
L = T (CL, + CL,, COS 13Sin o0 (22)

Y = PAV2
2 (Gr, + CL. sin fl) (23)

D = pAV2
TOo (24)

where p is the density of the fluid, A is the base area
of the model, and d is the diameter of the base. The

coefficients CM0, C_to, CL,, and Cro are the moments

and lifts at zero angle-of-attack and are caused by small

asymmetries in machining. The aerodynamic coefficients

CM,, CL,, and Co are assumed to be functions of cr

(the resultant angle-of-attack), the Mach number, and

the Reynolds number. The aerodynamic damping terms,

CM, and CM_ am assumed to be constant. For the test

conditions reported in this paper, _ _ --rcos c_ and

& ._ q. It is therefore impossible to determine CM, and



CM,separately;onlythesumof thesetwocoefficients
canbedetermined.Theotheraerodynamiccoefficients
areapproximatedby

CM. = CM, + CM_ sin 2 o-+ CM_ sin 4 o" (25)

CL. = Ct,, + Ct., sin 2 ¢r + CL, sin 4 cr (26)

CD = Coo + CD2 sin2 Cr (27)

The estimated errors for the aerodynamic coef-

ficients and for functions of these aerodynamic coeffi-

cients are readily available from the least squares analy-

sis. For instance, if the angle-of-attack is known exactly,

the variance for Co is equal to

Var (Co) = Var (Coo) + 2Cov (C_o, Cz_) sin z cr

+ Var (Co=) s in4 cr (28)

where the variances and covariance are given by

var (Co,) = Acoo.Coo-1Vat(=) (29)

var (co,) = A -I var(=) (30)

Cov (co°, co,) = Var(=) (30

The variance and, hence, the predicted error for the drag

are functions of the variances for each coefficient, their

covariance, and the angle-of-attack. Since the covari-

ances are often negative, the minimum predicted error

can occur at non-zero angles-of-attack; it typically oc-
curs in the region where the angular data is clustered.
Similar results can be obtained for both the lift and mo-

ment coefficients.
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Table 1. Experimental Conditions

Case 1

Shot #

1785

1788

V(km/s)

,l.99

4.98

1790 4.95 O.10 x 106

Case 2 1750 5.06 I.i0 x 10s

1752 5.02 1.11 x 106

1756 5.00 1.07 × i06

Case 3 1823 6.08 0.II × I06

6.05 i 0.ii x1826 10_

t Ret [

0.10 x 10 a |

P(ke.)

0.878

0.884

0.884

Temp(K)

297.4

297.8

Mass{gin)

1.84

1.82

Length(era)

3.62

3.62

Base diam(cm)

0.886

0.886 1.79

297.7 1.84 3.62 0.886 1.79

9.443 298.7 1.91 3.63 0.889 1.87

296.79.443 1.91 0.8893.64

I 0.889

1.87

9.373 300.3 1.89 3.63 0.886 1.85

0.793 294.2 2.09 3.64 0.889 1.88

0.800 294.2 2.08 3.64 1.88

Table 2. Baseline Conditions for Computations

V(km/s) density(kg/m 3 ) Temp(K)

Case 1 5.0 0.0103 298

Case 2 5.0 0.1126 298 1.8t3

Case 3 6.0 0.0103 298 1.813

V(km/,)

Case 1 5

Case 2 5

Case 3 6

* CM, = CM, + CM.

Af= Rel

14.4 l0 s

14.5 l0 s

17.6 10 s

Table 3. Experimental Aerodynamic Coefficients

Co o Co:, C L_,

0.1700 3.532

4-0.0065 4-0.184

0.I124 3.537 0.715

4-0.0011 4-0.140 _:0.054

0.1627 3.269

+0.0104 +0.152

CL_

38.0

:t:4.6

CA.f_, Cp,¢_

-0.204 -30.7

4-0.028 4-t .7

-0.243 -30.0

_0.017 _1.6

0.043 -46.5

_0.051 [ _5.6

CM5 I CM,_ *

309. -2.24

_20. 4-0.36

-0.30

4-0.04

410. -11.45

4-54. 4-2.90
i

Table 4. Computed Aerodynamic Coemcients

V(km/s) Re/

Case 1 5 lO s

Case 2 5 lO s

t
I 105

gas model CD

non-eq, air

CL CM(r(d,g)

0 non-eq, air 0.1617

5 non-eq, air 0.1880 0.0908 -0.0430

0 non-eq, air 0.1241

5 0.1425 0.0927 -0.0404

0.12720 ideal gas

5 ideal gas 0.1413 0.0778 -0.0275

0 eq. air 0.1263

0 non-eq, air 0.1592Case 3 6
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Conservative Multizonal Interface Algorithm

for the 3-D Navier-Stokes Equations
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Abstract

One method of solving the Navier-Stokes equations

about complex and realistic aerodynamic configurations is
to use a zonal method. In this method the overall flow

field domain is subdivided into smaller blocks or zones. In

each of these zones, the flow field is solved separately of

the other zones. The boundary data for each zone is pro-

vided by the neighboring zones. The major difficulty of
the zonal methods has been how to maintain overall con-

servation for arbitrarily shaped zones. A new method of

conservative patched zones has been developed. It uses
structured meshes in the individual zones. The interface

between the zonal block faces is defined by the union of

the face points of adjoining blocks. An unstructured grid

is generated upon which the interface fluxes can be de-
termined. Flux balancing of the interface fluxes is then

easily achieved to obtain global conservation. The method

has been implemented into two Navier-Stokes codes. The

use of the procedure is easily implemented into other fi-

nite volume codes. There are no topological restrictions
on the zonal boundaries; e.g. the zonal interfaces can be

curved surfaces for ease in constructing structured meshes

in each of the zones. Several examples are presented to

demonstrate the viability of the interfacing procedure.

Introduction

There are two basic approaches of numerically simu-

lating the Navier-Stokes equations about complex and re-

alistic aerodynamic configurations. One is based on struc-
tured meshes in which the neighbors of a mesh point are

known implicitly. The other approach is based on an un-
structured mesh in which the neighbors of a mesh point are

not known implicitly and this information must be stored

for each point. Numerical methods based on structured

meshes are well developed, but suffer limitations when

dealing with complex configurations in that it is difficult,
if not impossible, to generate a single mesh about such a

configuration and still have the required mesh qualities for
stable and accurate numerical solutions. The generation

of unstructured grids about complex configurations is, in

principle, much easier; however, the numerical methods for

such grids are not yet mature enough to compete against

structured grid numerical methods.
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The structured grid generation problem for complex

configurations can be alleviated by zonal methods. In
this method the overall domain is subdivided into smaller
blocks or zones. In each of these zones, a grid is gener-

ated and the flow field is solved independently of the other

zones. The boundary data for each zone is provided by

the neighboring zones. The major difficulty of the zonal
methods has been how to maintain overall conservation for

arbitrarily shaped zones. The resolution of this difficulty

is the purpose of this paper.

There are two types of zonal methods in common us-

age today. One is the overlaid zones in which both zones
share a _0mmon interface region, as used in the Chimera

[1] approach. The other is the patched zonal technique
where the two zones share only a common boundary. Ex-

amples of this approach are the zonal method of Rai [2] and

Thomas [3_Both methods have advantages and disadvan-

tages del_ending on the application. With patched grids it
is much easier to maintain conservation since there is only

one boundary across which the two zones communicate.
On the other hand for moving multiple bodies the overlaid

grid approach has certain advantages if conservation is not
important, i.e., the flow field is continuous with no shock
waves or shear surfaces. If conservation is important, as it

is in thi_ investigation, then we are restricted to patched

zones.

Most methods using conservative patching methods
are restricted to interface surfaces which are planar sur-

faces due to the minor gaps and overlaps that occur at a

curved interface if the two zones are not mesh continuous.

Furukawa et al [4] attempted to resolve this problem by

using only one of the zones to determine the zonal bound-

ary for both zones. The open question that remains is
which zone determines the interface boundary. Furukawa

et al chose to use the zone which has the better resolution.

This can result in loss of accuracy if the mesh ratio changes

in the interface, for example at a viscous boundary layer.

In this paper the zonal interface boundary is deter-
mined by the union of all the face mesh points of both ad-

joining zones. The interface surface is now unique and de-
termined much more accurately than either one of the indi-

vidual face surfaces. The collection of interface points is in

general no longer structured and readily available unstruc-

tured grid generation techniques can be used to construct

(triangulate) an interface grid. With the triangulated in-
terface grid, the metrics (i.e., surface area normals) and
cell volumes can be determined for each of the interface

ceils.

The development of the interface algorithm is dis-

cussed in the following sections. The procedure ha_

been implemented into two finite volume three-dimensional

Navier-Stokes codes, namely TUFF [5] and a finite volume

version of CNS [6] henceforth called CNSFV. We will limit

the exposition to the diagonal version of the Beam and

Warming scheme [7] as used in the CNSFV code, but re-
sults from the TUFF code will also be presented.



Numerical Scheme

Navier-Stokes Equations

The three-dimensional thin-layer Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in strong conservation law form in curvilinear coor-
dinates axe

oj'Q + o_F+ o.c+ 0¢H = ne-'0¢S (_)

The metrics used above have a different meaning for a
finite volume formulation compared to the finite difference
formulation of [6]. Referring to a typical finite volume ceU
as shown in figure 1, the finite volume metrics axe defined
(see, for example, Vinok_ [8])

sj+½ = s=j+]i+ %d+½J + s.j+½k

where

Q pv[= ,F=
pU

_u + & vp |,

(e+ p)U- &f_p/

G

pV
p,,v + ,7_Yp I

pvV + rl_Vp |
pwv + ,Tzfzp ]

(e + p)V - r1,_Zp/

,H=

pW

I p,,w+¢,vp I
[ pwW+GVp ]
\ (e + p)w - 6vp/

The contravariant velocity components are defined as

u = _(_,+ _ + _yv+ _zw),
V = P(rh + _u + %v + r/zw),

w = Y(6 + G_ + ¢,v + G_)

and the viscous flux is given by

( 0 /mlu i + rn2_./3
S = Iz_z mlv¢ + m2_/3

mlw¢ + rn2_z/3

(2)

(3)

(4)

1
= _[(r, - r,) × (r, - r,) + (r, - r,) × (r,- r,)]

sk+½ = s.,k+½i + %,k+½J + _.,k+½k

1
= _[(,,-_,)× (_ -_)+_(r_-,_) × (_,- r_)]

s,+½ = s.,z+½i + %fl+½j + s.,,+]k (7)

1

= _[(rr - rs) x (r6 - rs) + (rs - rs) x (rr - rs)]

The finite volume metrics represent the cell face area
normals in each of the curvi]_inear coordinates (_,r/,_).
They are related to the metrics introduced in equations
(1 - 5) as follows

Gf _ = s_,_+½

with

ml=G 2+_2+G_,

m2 = Gu¢ + ¢_v< + Gw¢,
-_ = (_ + _ + _)/_ + (P,(7 - _))-'(_)_

The pressure is given by the equation of state

P = (7- l)(e- p(u_+ v _ + w_)/2)

Metric Terms

(_)

(6)

ofiz= s.,_+½

(.re= s_j+½

_f_ = s_,,+½

GP = s.,,+½

(8)



The volume of the computational cell is given by OQG = B = T_A.T_ -I

1

+(rs --rl) × (r4 -- rl). (rv --rs)

+(rs -- rl) × (r2 -- rx). (rv --rt)

+(_=- _i)× (r_- _I).(r,- _,)

+(_,- _) × (r5- r_).(_,--r_)

.ZTqC-

:,_,_ +(_5- _) × (r,- r_)-(_,- _)] (9)

and is the finitevolume equivalent of the inverse Jacobian
of the coordinate transformation in the finitedifference

formulation of [6].
' .. S_ )

Diagonal Beam-Warming Algorithm

The implicit Beam-Warming scheme for the finite

volume formulation is given by

[I. V-l h( 6_A '_ + ,_,B "_+ 6¢C "_- .Re-I 6c M'_)]6Q -_ = R'_
(lO)

where

OQH = C = T<A¢T¢-'

The Te,T,),T¢ are the eigenvector matrices of A, B, C,

respectively with A_, A_, A¢ as the respective cigenvalues.

We also have

Jv= TC_T. :..

P = T.-'T¢

Each of the factors of the implicit operator of equa-

tion (12) has an artificial term added to stabilize the cen-
tral difference operator. The dissipation is based on Jame-
son's nonlinear second and fourth order dissipation and:fbr =_

the _- operator takes the form

hff-' v_ [a#+_(J') A_. - e(') A_ v_ A¢ .)]AQ- (13),

with

e (2) = tc2max(3'j+l,Tj,Ti-1) (14)

[Pj+a -- 2pj + Pj-I I

7j = [Pj+a + 2pj + P./-11
(15)

R "_= -f'-_h[QF '_ + _,a '_ + _<H n - Re-_QS _] (11)

The convective three-dimensional flux Jacobians A,

B. C and the viscous ftux Jacobian are defined in the ap-

pendix of [5]. With the use of approximate factorization

and diagonalization of the flux Jacobian matrices, a scalar

pentadiagonal algorithm [7] can be derived as

_(') = m_=(o,,_, - _(=)) (16)

where _2,t¢4arc constants of o(1), and/X_, XT_ are the for-

ward and backward differenceoperators, ai+½ is a modi-

fiedspectral radius defined as

_'j+½ = _'i + #j+l

T_[I + v-_h,ieAe]N[I + _'-_h_,A.]P-

[I + v-_h$_A¢]T¢-_AQ " = R" (12)

where 6q is a central difference operator and AQ n =

Q=+I _ Q_ with Q-+_ = Q(v' + h). The viscous terms
are not included in the left-hand (implicit) side. The ar-

tificial dissipation is included in both sides and is derived
below.

The inviscid flux Jacobians are diagonalized as fol-

lows:

OeF = A = _A_ -_

#j = #i(1 + V/,_.(_I._,_,I_)), (17)

[IUI+ %/*J +*Q +,.=]#_Tj

and where cell centered surface areas axe used, e.g.

(18)

1

s.,_ = _(s.,¢+] + s.,¢__)

The modified form of the spectral radius, equation

(17), is suggested by Turkel [9] to account for large aspect



ratio computational cells as for example in a viscous layer.

Similar dissipation terms are obtained for the 7- and _-

operators. The dissipation terms added to the right hand
side of equation (10) are identical to those given above
except that AQ '_ is replaced by Q'L

To show that the above scheme is conservative and

has the telescoping property, the right hand side of (12)
can be written as

___ + Gk+½ -- Gk_ ½

+H?+_ - H?__ - Re-'_'/_,_ + n_-'_?_]] (19)

.... v ,; -: IT_£?:

where F, G, H, S are the nuixie-n_-ai fluxes and are defined,

for example for F, as :_

_. = _½ + _+_(_(2! z_Q" - _(')/_ v_/_ Q")s+½
-!:__i _ (20)

with :

j÷} = _ [,,,_+}(/j÷, +/s) _ + ,_,,j+}(gs+, + gJ)'_

+a,j+½(hj+l _ hi) "] (21)

Similar terms are obtained for the numerical fluxes

in the other two coordinate directions.

Boundary Conditions

To complete the equation set, boundary conditions

must be specified. With the use of curvilinear coordinates,

the physical boundaries have been mapped into compu-
tational boundaries, which simplifies the application of

boundary conditions. The boundary conditions to be im-

plemented for external viscous or inviscid flows include (1)

inflow or far field, (2) outflow, (3) inviscid and (4) viscous

impermeable wall, and (5) symmetry conditions. For ex-
ternal three-dimensional flow fields about closed bodies,

the topology of the grid usually introduces (6) grid singu-

larities which require special boundary conditions. The use

of zonal methods can avoid the generation of grid singu-

larities, but requires (7) special zonal interface boundary

conditions. For compressible flows these zonal boundary
conditions should be conservative to maintain global con-

servation.

In the finite volume approach, the specification of

boundary conditions reduces to specifying the appropriate
numerical fluxes at the boundaries. The details of im-

plementing boundary conditions (1) through (5) axe well

known and are given in [5] and [10]. The grid singularity
boundary condition is described below and the interface

boundary conditions are given in the next section.

The grid singularity boundary condition is similar to

the symmetry boundary condition for the inviscid and vis-
cous fluxes in that there is no flux through that boundary.

If, however, that is all that is done the results shown in

figure 2a are obtained. These results are the density con-
tours of a Mach 8 viscous blunt body flow. As shown in the

figure, a nonphysical behavior appears at the singular line.
The nonphysical results are due to a local violation of the

entropy condition [11]. For central difference schemes, the
artificial dissipation is the only stabilizing (entropy pro-

ducing) mechanism available. At the grid singularity, the
spectral radius, and hence the artificial dissipation, van-
ishes due to the vanishing of the metrics. The introduction

of Harten's entropy correction [12] resolves the difficulty

and the results are shown in figure 2b.

Interface Method

Most methods using conservative patching methods
are restricted to interface surfaces which are planar due

to the minor gaps and overlaps that occur at a curved in-
terface ifthe two zones arc not mesh continuous. This is

demonstrated in figure 3a. Furukawa et al [4]attempted to

resolve this problem by using only one of the zones to de-
termine the zonal boundary for both zones. This isshown

for the two-dimensional example in figure 3b. The open

question that remains is which zone determines the inter-

face boundary. Furnlmwa et al chose to use the zone with
the better resolution. This, however, can result in loss of

accuracy ifthe mesh ratio changes in the interfaceas for

example at a viscous boundary layer.

In this paper the zoned interfaceboundary is deter-

mined by the union of allthe face mesh points of both ad-

joining zones as shown in figure 3c for the two-dimensional
case. The interfacesurface isnow unique and determined

much more accurately than by either one of the individ-

ual face surfaces. This presumes that the individual points
from both zones llcin the interfacesurface and that the

interfacesurface isitscH smooth and continuous. The col-

lection of interface points is, in general, no longer struc-

tured, and readily available unstructured grid generation

techniques can be used to construct (triangulate) an inter-

face grid. With the triangulated interface grid, the metrics

(i.e., surface area normals) and cell volumes can be deter-
mined for each of the interface cells, i.e., the computational

cells that touch the interface surface.

The redefinition of the interface surface has modified

all the interface cells and they are no longer hexahedral,

but rather multifacetted. Determining the surface area

normals and cell volumes now becomes more complicated.

There are three types of interface cells, namely, face cells,
edge cells, and corner cells. The face cells have only one
face bordering other zones, whereas the edge and corner
cells have two or three faces in contact with other zones,

respectively. A typical cell at the interface is shown in
figure 4.

The modification introduced by the interface surface

requires that the metrics and cell volumes of the interface
cells be corrected to account for the changed shape of the

interface cells. Corrections are required for the area nor-
reals of the cell face touching the interface surface, the four

sidewalls, which may no longer be quadrilaterals, and the

cell volume. For inviscid steady flows, the cell volume cor-
rections are not needed since the volume has no effect on

the steady solution as shown by equation (11). However,



for all viscous flows and inviscid unsteady flows the volume

corrections are necessary•

There are two ways that the interface grids can be

triangulated. The first involves eliminating all the grid

lines from the structured grid cell faces and constructing

the triangulated mesh. Since in general the new grid lines
will not be aligned with the original grid lines, a dipping

algorithm is used to cllp those triangles which lie outside a
particular individual face cell of either zone. An example of
this triangulation procedure is shown in figure 5. ]_ t-_o

zones have square faces each consisting of a Carte_?gti
of 15 x 15 uniformly spaced points. The two faces are ori-
ented at an angle of 45 ° to each other (see figure 5a). The

union of both sets of face points results in an unst_ctured

collection of points which are then triangulated with an

advancing front unstructured mesh generation procedure

[13]. The resulting mesh is shown in figure 5b .....

The second procedure retains the original _tllneS

and triangulates any set of points which form a polygon, of
more than three sides. This approach avoids the _igf a

clipping algorithm since each face cell contains an "!_,ticgral

number of interface triangular cells. An example of this
procedure is shown in figure 10b for two zones with polar

grids. V_ters,

The unstructured interface grid requires_t_tP__et

of pointers be defined. These pointers indicate w_dt_::tw0
interface cells share a common interface area or _ction.

These sections need not be triangular even though the sur-

face has been triangulated. A common section (e: poly-

gon) may be composed of several triangles if the __'_,rface

is triangulated by the second procedure described above

or it may be composed of several clipped triangles if the

flrs_ procedure is used. For a more efficient interface flux

computation it is convenient to define another set o5 cross-

reference pointers• These cross-reference pointers ;.dentify

which interface polygons are in contact with eac- of the
inter_ace cells.

Numerical Interface Flux

The final step required for the conservative i-_'erface

algorithm is to determine the numerical fluxes at tee inter-

face. Originally it was anticipated that the interface flux

could be determined by any stable numerical scheme, not

necessarily the one used in the interior of the zone. How-
ever, it was found that if the numerical schemes differ, then

"glitches" always appear at the zonal interface. It was also
necessary to maintain the same order of accuracy for the
interface scheme as for the interior scheme. An example

of this case is shown in figure 6. Here the interface flux is

determined by a first order upwind scheme and the interior

by a second order upwind scheme. The unfortunate results

are the discrepancies at the interface boundary as shown

by the pressure contours. The use of the same second or-

der upwind scheme for the interface flux eliminates these

discrepancies.

The above example shows that it is not possible to

completely generalize a conservative interface algorithm.
The numerical flux must be determined by the same nu-

merical scheme as used in the interior of the zone. The

geometric aspects of the interface algorithm can be gen-
eralized, which is essentially the most difficult part of the

interface procedure• The numerical fluxes at the inter-

face must (and should) be computed by the particular flow

solver involved.

The computation of the interface numerical flux is

relatively straightforward. Since it is scheme dependent it

is given is general form first, valid for many schemes up
to second-order accuracy. A specific form will be given for

the CNSFV code. Figure 7 shows two zones, jl and j2, and
the interface with the individual surface polygons labelled

by "i'. The flux at the interface section "i" is given by

Fjlj2 = ½ = q_[s , qjl=l, qjl=2, qj2=l, qj2=2]

where & is the function defining the particular scheme un-
der consideration, _/ is the area normal of the interface

section "i", and the _'1 and _2 are the cell-centered values

in zones i and 2, respectively.

The numerical flux at the opposite face of the inter-

face cell is slightly more complicated. It is

¢_= _ = _[_= _, _=_, _=_, ¢_=_, q_=_]

where 0_=_ is the area (i.e., I_1) weighted average of all
the interface cells of the zone "1" sections that comprise

the face cell of zone "2" touching the interface surface.

If higher order schemes are considered, then special care
must also be taken for the fluxes at the next level of cell

faces, ie. ff_2=_. The above formulation is valid for all

cell-centered finite volume schemes.

For the particular case of the CNSFV code, the in-

terface numerical fluxes are

./_ =/_ + a_(_(_) A_ Q'_ - _(_) A_ V_ /_ Q'_)½

where

_ _[s.(/_=_ +/_=_) +s,(_j_=_ +_=,)"

and

i+s :(h_=_ + h¢_=_)"]

O½ = _=_ + O_=_

The flux at j2 = _ is similarily determined, taking care to
use the appropriate area averaged values of all cell-centered

'_ues •

Results

To validate the interface algorithm, several tests were
conducted. The first test is the freestream preserving test.



In this test, the inflow and and permeable wall boundary

conditions (ie. conditions (1),(3) or (4) from the boundary

conditions section) are set to the freestream conditions and
the solution is converged. H the initial conditions were also

set to the freestream condition, then the residual should

be at machine zero (R= O(10-14)) and remain there for

all subsequent iterations provided that the flow field is dis-

cretized properly with no gaps or overlaps in any of the

computational cells and interface boundaries. Indeed, for
the CNSFV code, this was the case.

However, the freestream test is not a good indication

of the accuracy of the scheme. Because of the telescoping

property of the scheme, the surface area normais can be

computed inaccurately (even erroneously) and the scheme

will still pass the freestream test. To test for accuracy,

a single cell residual, equation (19), is computed with the
same freestreaan conditions imposed as above. In this case,
the maximum residual was of the O(10 -s) on a 64 bit

machine (Cray YMP). If the grid and the metric terms
are computed in double precision (ie. 128 bits), then the

maximum residual reduces to O(10-12). This indicates
that machine roundoff errors are not yet a problem, but

can be if the meshes are refined much further.

Three different fl0w eases covering the entire Math

regime from incompressible, to supersonic, and to hyper-
sonic flows with finite rate chemistry were computed with
the TUFF code. The same basic conservative interface al-

gorithm described above was used in all three cases, how-
ever the conservation law equations differed for each of the
three cases.

The first case involved an incompressible in_-iscid flow

about a cylinder. The two zone mesh is shown in figure 8a.

The pressure contours are given in figure 8b and the surface

pressures in 8c. The results across the zonal boundaries are
smooth and continuous.

The second set of results are for supers°me blunt

body flow. This case is an inviscid Math 2, axisymmetrlc
blunt body flow computed on the four-zone mesh shown in

figure 9a. Figure 9b shows the solution and the bow shock

position. For these results, the analytic shock location at
steady state [14] is shown by the solid squares. The solu-
tion is shown in terms of math contours on a background

grid which is cell centered for plotting purposes only. As
can be seen the multizonal computed and analytic shock

shapes compare quite well.

The final flow results obtained are for a viscous hy-

personic flow about a hemisphere at Moo = 15.3 and

Re = 2.2 x 10s/re. The interface triangulation for the
two zones containing the grid polar singularity is depicted

in figure 10b. The flow results in terms of Mach and
atomic oxygen concentration contours are shown in figures

10c and d, respectively. Again, the results indicate that
the solution contours are smooth and continuous across

the zonal boundaries. Although not shown, the computed

shock stand-off distance agreed well with the experimental
data of reference 15.

Closing Remarks

A conservative zonal interface algorithm has been

presented. It uses some of the best features of both the
structured and unstructured mesh CFD technology. The

interface surface grid is unstructured from which the met-
rics and interface fluxes can be readily constructed to ob-

tain the proper conservative interface algorithm. For effi-

ciency and rapid convergence, the flow solver within each
of the zones is based on structured mesh CFD technology.

The ordering between the zones can be unstructured for
maximum flexibility in constructing zones and grids about

complex and arbitrary configurations. The interface algo-
rithm has been implemented into two three-dimensional

Navier-Stokes finite volume codes (TUFF and CNSFV)
and has shown to yield good results. Further testing is

being conducted for more complex and realistic aerody-
namic configurations. The procedure is general and can

be easily implemented into other finite volume codes.
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Figure i.
Finite volume cell nomenclature.

a) grid singularity problem. b) grid singularity problem resolved
by Harten's entropy correction [12].

Figure 2. Density contours for a viscous blunt body flow

Moo = 8.0,RED = 2.19 x 105,a = 5.0 °
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(Lyubimov, NASA TT-F715, 1973).

Figure 9. Axisymmetric inviscid blunt body flow at Moo = 2.0.
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(a) Four Zone Grid
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(b) The Two Face Grids and Triangulation
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(c) Mach Contours (d) Atomic Oxygen Concentration Contours

Figure 10. Viscous Hypersonic Blunt Body Flow with Finite Rate Chemistry Moo = 15.3, Re = 2.2 × 106/m.
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Abstract

A computational approach for high-speed base

flows of reentry shapes is demonstrated. The

approach is based on solving the thin-layer Navier-

Stokes equations for perfect gas, equilibrium air, or

chemical nonequilibrium air. An efficient space-
marching algorithm is used whenever possible on the

body and in the far wake. A blocked time-marching

algorithm is used to calculate the embedded

subsonic flow in the base region. A two-equation

turbulence model which includes compressibility

effects is used to extend the approach to Reynolds
numbers above the transition to turbulent flow.

Comparisons with data are made for both laminar and

turbulent base flows, with good agreement in all
cases.

Introduction

Base flows and their effect on the wakes of

reentry vehicles have long been a subject of both

experimental and theoretical research. The signature

of a reentry vehicle is to a large

extent determined by the character
of its wake, which extends hun-

dreds of base diameters behind

the body. The properties of the far

wake of a slender body at high

speed are, in turn, strongly depen-
dent on the near-wake flow field.

Only limited theoretical models

currently exist for the flow in the

near-wake region. Computational

tools, are needed to aid in the

analysis of these types of flows.

The flow field about a slender reentry vehicle can

be divided into four regions as is illustrated

schematically in Fig. 1. Because of the strong

dependency of the near-wake flow field on the flow

over the body, calculation of the base flow must

begin with a computation over the body itself. Many

techniques are available to calculate the flow field

over the body. Space-marching parabolized Navier-

Stokes (PNS) codes can be used to efficiently solve

for the flow field over the body. The intermediate and

far wake, the most downstream region of Fig. 1, can

also be efficiently computed using a PNS code,

provided initial conditions can be specified. The near

wake, or base region, encompasses the separated

flow region, the recompression, and the acceleration

to supersonic flow. This region is difficult to model. A

time-marching Navier-Stokes (TNS) computation is

usually required to model the flow field in this area.

This paper is primarily directed toward base-flow and

near-wake computations. The overall objective of the

effort, however, is directed toward prediction of flow

quantities, chemical species, and electron concen-
trations in the intermediate and far wake.

EXPANSION
_ FAN

_BOW SHOCK \_ RECOMPRESSION

\

- . _ CORE
R.EC! CULATmN

p==p=

army _ NEAR _J_ INTERMEDIATE_ FAR
=''" _ WAKE -i - WAKE _ WAKE

Fig. 1. Wake flow regions.
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High-speed base flows are extremely rich in fluid

dynamic and thermochemical complexities. Separa-

tion and reverse flow are the principal features in the

base region that complicate flow-field predictions.

The local Mach number may vary from above 10 to

less than one across the shear layer. Strong shocks

and expansions produce large temperature gradients

in the flow. Temperatures which are high enough to
produce dissociation and ionization in air occur. If

transition to turbulence occurs, the location of transi-

tion will greatly affect the character of the wake. A

detailed discussion of transition to turbulence is

beyond the scope of this paper.

Near-wake flow data which are free from support

interference effects are difficult to obtain. Sting or

strut mounting of a model in a wind tunnel clearly
interferes with the base-flow development. Ballistic

ranges, which have been the premier facilities for

studying the characteristics of wakes, can provide
little detail in the base-flow region. Some data

acquired in magnetic suspension tunnels or with

wire-supported models exist, but these data are

generally limited to relatively low temperatures and

Reynolds numbers. As a result, computational tech-

niques assume greater importance for providing
information about this class of flows. On the other

hand, very little data exist with which to test the

validity of the computations.

Computation of high-speed base and near-wake

flows has received increased attention recently.

Much of the activity is focused in the area of plumes

associated with propulsive systems for hypersonic

flight vehicles. However, nonthrusting base flows

have received renewed attention. Of particular

interest are the recent papers of Conti and
MacCormack,1 Kim, Loellbach, and Lee2 and Gnoffo,

Price, and Braun.3 In each of these papers, the

authors numerically solve the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions in a time-marching manner to obtain a steady-
state solution for the near-wake flow field. Different

algorithms are being applied, different gridding

• techniques used, and different gas models employed,

but the overall solution strategy is the same. The

same general technique is used in the present paper.

This work extends the current state of near-wake

calculations to Reynolds numbers above transition to

turbulent flow by adding a two-equation turbulence

model to the equation set. The turbulence model

includes a correction to account for compressibility

effects. To the authors' knowledge these are the first

near-wake computational results including both

turbulence and nonequilibrium chemistry effects. The

paper contains several comparisons with perfect gas
data for base flows and near-wake flows.

Approach

The three-dimensional thin-layer Navier-Stokes

equations are solved using the set of strongly

coupled, upwind algorithms developed by Molvik and

Merkle. 4 Both algorithms use upwind differencing,

Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) techniques in a
finite-volume framework. The first algorithm is a time-

marching scheme, and is generally used to obtain
solutions in the subsonic portions of the flow field.

The second algorithm is a much less expensive

space-marching scheme which can be applied in the
supersonic portion of the flow field. The time-

marching code has been given the name TUFF (A
Three-Dimensional, Upwind-Differenced, Finite-

Volume Flow Solver with Fully Coupled Chemistry),

and the space-marching algorithm is referred to as

STUFF. The time-marching scheme uses the zonal

interfaces described in Ref. 5 to decompose the

domain into more computationally and geometrically
efficient blocks.

The codes currently include perfect gas,
equilibrium air, and chemical nonequilibrium air

capability. The equilibrium air model uses the curve

fits of Srinivasan, Tannehill, and Weilmuenster. 6 The

species considered in the nonequilibrium air model

are oxygen (O2), atomic oxygen (O), nitrogen (N2),

atomic nitrogen (N), nitric oxide (NO), nitric oxide ion
(NO +), and electrons (e-). It is assumed that the

gas mixture possesses a zero net local charge,

allowing the conservation of electron mass equation

to be eliminated from the equation set. The reactions
that are considered are

(1) 02 + M1 = 20 + M1

(2) N2 + M 2 = 2N + M 2

(3) N2 + N = 2N + N

(4) NO + M 3 = N + O + M 3 (1)
(5) NO + O = 02 + N

(6) N2 + O = NO + N

(7) N + O = NO + + e-

where M1 , M2 , and M 3 are catalytic third bodies.

Reaction rates and transport properties are obtained

from Blottner, Johnson, and Ellis.7 Wilke's mixing

rule8 is used to compute the mixture viscosity and
thermal conductivity from those of the individual

species. Each algorithm is strongly coupled and fully
implicit, including the chemical source terms. The

Vigneron, et al.9 approximation is used in the space-
marching algorithm to allow stable marching in the

presence of a subsonic viscous wall layer.

Two turbulence models are included in the code,

the Baldwin-LomaxlO algebraic model and a two-

equation k-_ model of Nichols, et al.11. The two-
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equation model was incorporated for flows with
multiple turbulent length scales or flows in which
convection of turbulent quantities is important. The

low Reynolds number two-equation model is derived
from the model of Speziale, et a1.12 The model

includes compressibility effects on turbulence through

the compressible dissipation correction of Sarker and
Balakrishnan13 and through the compressiblity trans-

formation of Mager14 in the calculation of y + for wall

effects. The turbulence equations are solved fully

coupled with the mean flow equations.

Results

Rearward Facing Step

The code was initially applied to the rearward

facing step configuration of Smith. 15 The model
consisted of a 4-in. forward plate and a 12-in. aft

plate with a 0.443-in. step height. Two cases repre-

senting the highest and lowest Reynolds numbers
tested were computed in order to evaluate the code's

performance in both laminar and turbulent separated
flow. Two-dimensional calculations were performed

for both cases assuming a perfect gas and adiabatic

walls. A 101 x 71 mesh divided into three zones

was used for both calculations. The spacing at the

wall was chosen to correspond to a y + of one.

The laminar flow case was defined by a Mach

number of 5.0, a Reynolds number of 1 x 105 per

in., and a total temperature of 680 ° R. Calculated and

experimental pressure distributions along the lower
surface are shown in Fig. 2. Both the base pressure

and the recompression along the reattachment

surface are well predicted by the code.
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Fig. 2. Surface static pressure distribution for a
laminar rearward facing step at M= = 5.

The turbulent flow case was defined by a Mach

number of 2.5, a Reynolds number of 4.6 x

105 per in., and a total temperature of 620°R.

Boundary-layer transition location was not measured

in the test, so the two-equation model was allowed to

transition naturally. The turbulence model generally

causes boundary-layer transition to occur prema-

turely. Based on the short length of the upper plate
and the relatively low Reynolds number of the

experiment, the boundary layer on the upper step is

probably transitional in nature. Calculated and

experimental pressure distributions along the lower
surface are shown in Fig. 3. The calculated base

pressure is slightly greater than the experimental

result, probably due to the improper treatment of the

state of the boundary layer on the upper plate, but in

general the agreement is quite good.
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Fig. 3. Surface static pressure distribution for a
turbulent rearward facing step at M= = 2.5.

Laminar Sharp Cone

Perfect gas calculations of the laminar wake

behind a sharp, 10-deg half-angle cone in helium at
Mach 16.35 were performed and compared to the

experimental data of Murman, et a1.16 and of
Peterson.17 The cone had a 1-in. base diameter. The

tests were performed in the magnetic suspension
wind tunnel at Princeton and thus are free of support

interference effects. The Reynolds number was 1.21

x 105 per in. and the total temperature was 560°R.
The cone was at 0-deg angle of attack. The solutions

were found to be sensitive to the viscosity model

used for the helium gas. The model used for the

results presented here was

t.t = 0.1exp[-12.365 + 0.1732In(T)
_ 0.0064731n2(T)] (2)

Adiabatic no-slip boundary conditions were

applied on all walls. The PNS code was used to
calculate the flow over most of the forebody. A 91

x 101 computational mesh composed of three zones
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was used for the TNS code in the near-wake region.

Calculated density and Mach number distributions

across the wake are compared to experimental

results at two stations behind the cone in Figs. 4 and

5. The calculations are in excellent agreement with

the data. Features such as the corner expansion and

the recompression shock can clearly be seen. The

centerline static pressure distribution is shown in Fig.

6. The peak recompression pressure is under-

predicted, causing the pressures downstream of the

recompression region to be underpredicted. These

results for the centerline static pressure distribution
agree well with the calculations of Tassa and Conti.18

The cone base pressure distribution is shown in Fig.

7. The calculated results agree with the data. The

base pressure is not constant as is generally the

case for lower speed base flows. The base pressure

is low near the corner due to the extremely strong

expansion of the flow around the corner of the

model. The base pressure rises towards the model

centerline because of the recompression which occurs
when the flow is turned near the wake centerline.
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for a sharp cone at Moo = 16.35.
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Fig. 6. Centerline static pressure distribution in the

wake of a sharp cone at Moo = 16.35.

Laminar Blunt Cone

Calculations of the laminar wake behind a 10-

percent blunt cone with a 10-deg half-angle were

performed for the same test conditions as the
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at Moo = 16.35.

previous case and compared to the data of Peter-
son. 17 The blunt cone also had a base diameter of

one in. The flow over the nose was calculated with

the time-marching code. This solution was used to

initialize a space-marching solution over most of the

forebody. The time-marching code was then run for

the near-wake region. The space-marching code was
then initialized in the intermediate wake at an x/D of

four downstream of the base and marched to an x/D

of twenty. This was done to demonstrate the space-
marching capability in the intermediate and far wake.

Calculated density and Mach number profiles at two

stations in the wake are compared with experimental

data at two stations behind the cone in Figs. 8 and 9.

Both the time-marching (TUFF) and space-marching

(STUFF) calculated results are shown in Fig. 8. The

results agree well with the data. Centerline static

pressure results for both algorithms are compared

with experimental results in Fig. 10. While calculated

results overpredict the peak pressure in the recom-

pression region, there is generally good agreement
between the calculations and experiment. The cal-

culations of Tassa and Conti18 underpredicted the

peak recompression pressure for this case. Base

pressure results are shown in Fig. 11. The peak base
pressure is overpredicted, but the trends in the experi-
mental results are reproduced by the calculations.

Turbulent Sharp Cone

Perfect gas calculations were performed on the

turbulent wake behind the sharp, 5.9-deg half-angle

cone with a rounded corner shown in Fig. 12. The

flow conditions were for a Mach number of 7.4, a

Reynolds number of 3.9 x 105 per in., and a total

temperature of 1,400 °R- The computations were

compared to data obtained in a magnetic suspension
tunnel at AEDC. The cone was at 0-deg angle of

attack. The computational grid blocking strategy

employed with the time-marching code is also shown

in Fig. 12.

Boundary-layer transition on the cone was
assumed to occur following the correlation for sharp

cones in AEDC tunnels A, B, C, and F

Xtb = 4.6(Re x 10-6) -5/7 (3)

Xte = 7.5(Re x 10-6) -5/7 (4)

where Xtb is the beginning of transition, Xte is the end

of transition, and Re is the unit Reynolds number per

inch. Transition was simulated on the forebody with

the PNS code by damping the eddy viscosity (fat)

calculated with the algebraic turbulence model using

the following:

_t = 0 (5)

for x < Xtb and

Pt = {1-exp[-0.5476(XB - 4.6)2]} PtFT (6)

for x > Xtb , where XB is defined as

XB = x(Re x 10-6) 5/7 (7)

_tFTiS the fully turbulent eddy viscosity calculated by
the algebraic turbulence model. The two-equation
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Fig. 8. Distributions across the wake at X/D = 5.0 for a blunt cone at Moo = 16.35.
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turbulence model was used after boundary-layer
transition was completed. The PNS code was used

to compute the flow over most of the cone forebody.

A 121 x 91 computational mesh composed of six
zones (Fig. 12) was used to calculate the flow in the

near-wake region with the TNS code. The calculated

and experimental pressure distributions along the

wake centerline are shown in Fig 13. The calculations

accurately predict the cone base pressure and over-

predict the recompression. Calculated pitot pressure

distributions across the wake are compared to the

experimental results in Fig. 14. The major features of

the computed wake flow field are in excellent agree-
ment with the measurements. The corner expansion

and recompression shock are clearly seen.
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Blunt Cone with Three Gas Models

Computational results were obtained for the near

wake of an 8-deg spherically blunt cone, 127 mm

long, flying at a velocity of 5,200 m/sec at 0-deg

angle of attack. Ambient static pressure and tempera-
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Fig. 10. Centertine static pressure distribution in the
wake of a blunt cone at Moo = 16.35.
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Fig. 11. Base pressure distribution for a blunt cone at
Moo = 16.35.
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Fig. 12. 5.9-degree sharp cone geometry.

ture conditions of 100 torr and 300K were chosen as

typical of AEDC Hypervelocity Range G. A uniform

cone surface temperature of 2,000K was assumed.

Computational results were obtained with perfect gas,

equilibrium air, and chemical n0nequilibrium air

models to assess the effects of chemistry on the

near-wake flow field. A sketch of the computational

geometry and solution domain is presented in Fig.
15.
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The laminar flow-field solution for the spherical

nose was obtained with the time-marching code.

Computation of the flow-field solution over most of

the afterbody (up to x = 100 mm) was obtained with

the space-marching code. Instantaneous transition to -
turbulence was assumed to occur at x = 15ram. The _, 0

algebraic eddy viscosity model of Baldwin and
LomaxlO was used to approximate the effects of
turbulence for the first 45 mm after transition, and _'
then the k-c model was used for the remainder of the _ -0.5

calculation over the body and in the wake.

The near-wake flow field was obtained with the

time-marching code. The computational domain

started at x = 100mm and extended 10 base
diameters downstream from the end of the cone. The

perfect-gas computation used an 81 x 71 mesh
divided into two zones. The equilibrium air and

chemical nonequilibrium air computations used a 121

x 101 mesh composed of two zones. The two zones

used for the afterbody and near-wake computation

are shown in Fig. 15. Constant temperature, no-slip

wall boundary conditions were specified along the

base. For the nonequilibrium computation, a non-

catalytic wall boundary condition was used on all

body surfaces. Local time-stepping was used for all

of the cases considered.

Pressure contours, normalized by the free-stream

static pressure, and velocity vectors for the perfect-

gas case are presented in Figs. 16 and 17,

respectively. The principal features of the near-wake

flow are apparent. The corner expansion, recom-

pression shock, primary recirculation region, and
viscous boundary layer on the base all are clearly

discernible. In addition, secondary and tertiary recir-

culation regions can be seen near the corner of the
cone. An embedded shock can be seen near the
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Fig. 14. Pitot pressure distributions across the wake
for a 5.9-degree cone at M= = 7.4.

body axis and close to the base. The primary recircu-
lation region is locally supersonic near the body axis
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and is compressed through the embedded

shock from the presence of the base. Conti

and MacCormack _ and Kovenya and Lebedev19

reported similar features. Comparisons of the

wake centerline pressure and temperature

distributions obtained with the different gas

models are presented in Figs. 18 and 19. The x
coordinate is measured from the base of the

cone. The wake stagnation point occurs

approximately 1.0 to 1.5 base diameters
downstream from the base of the cone

depending on the gas model used. Downstream
of the wake stagnation point the flow expands

to a pressure below the free-stream pressure.

Equilibration of the pressure with the free
stream will occur over a downstream distance

of many base diameters. Compression of the

flow through the embedded shock also

generates centerline temperatures that are well
above the specified cone surface value.

Additionally, the choice of the gas model greatly

influences the peak centerline temperature. The

perfect-gas model predicts a peak temperature

of approximately 19 times the free-stream
value, the nonequilibrium model predicts a peak

temperature that is approximately 13.5 times
the free-stream value, and the equilibrium

model predicts a peak temperature that is

approximately 20 percent less than the

nonequilibrium value. These trends are

expected because of the large amounts of

energy absorbed by the chemical reactions.
After 10 base diameters, the temperature is 10

to 12 times greater than the free-stream value.

The wake centerline electron density distribu-

tion, an important parameter to the radar

signature, is presented in Fig. 20. The peak
electron density occurs in the hot core of the

wake and decreases as the flow accelerates
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and cools downstream of the wake stagnation point.

The calculated effects of the various gas models

agree with the trends reported by Kim, Loellbach,

and Lee. 2
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Fig. 18. Wake centerline pressure distributions for a
blunt cone with three gas models.
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Fig. 19. Wake centerline temperature distributions for
a blunt cone with three gas models.

Summary

A computational technique applicable to high-

speed base flows has been demonstrated. The
technique is based on solving the three-dimensional

thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations for either a perfect

gas, equilibrium air, or a chemical nonequilibrium air
model. An efficient space-marching algorithm is used

whenever possible on the body and in the far wake.

A blocked time-marching algorithm is used to

calculate the embedded subsonic flow in the base

region. A two-equation turbulence model which
includes compressibility effects is used to extend the

approach to high Reynolds numbers.

A series of computations has been made to

compare with base-flow and near-wake flow data.
These test cases have free-stream Mach numbers

ranging from 2.5 to 16.35 and encompass both
laminar and turbulent flow conditions. The experi-

mental data used for comparison were obtained in

wind tunnels with stagnation temperatures low

enough that no dissociation of the test gas was

present. Good agreement with the data was obtained

in all cases.

Further demonstration of the computational

capability has been accomplished by carrying out
calculations for a blunt cone configuration with free-

stream conditions typical of those encountered in a

ballistic range. The Reynolds number was assumed

to be high enough to cause boundary-layer transition

on the cone frustrum. These computations were

performed assuming a perfect gas, equilibrium air
and chemical nonequilibrium air.
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Analysis of a Hydrocarbon Scramjet with Augmented Preburning

Gregory A. Molvik*, Jeffrey V. Bowlest and Loc C. Huynh_
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a feasibility
study of a hydrocarbon scramjet design utilizing
an augmented preburner upstream of the main
fuel injector locations. The combustor design
evaluated here is for a small hypersonic research
vehicle. It consists of a preburner into which a
small amount of fuel is burned with on-board
liquid oxygen and injected into the main airflow,
upstream of the main fuel injector locations, thus
ensuring that combustion is present and
uninterrupted. Two degrees of analysis are
presented including a one-dimensional cycle
analysis and a complete computational fluid
dynamic analysis with finite-rate chemistry and a
two-equation turbulence model. Comparison of
these analyses show good agreement when the
CFD-predicted fuel consumption schedule is
used in the cycle analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of the National Aero-Space Plane
(NASP) has generated renewed interest in
hypersonics research. The U. S. Air Force and
NASA are pursuing the design and development
of a single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) vehicle in the
NASP X-30. Both Europe and Japan have also
proposed hypersonic vehicle design activities.
Applications of hypersonic vehicle concepts to
high-speed missions, both military and civilian,
are also underway in government and industry.
There exists an increasing need for hypersonic
research vehicles (HRV) to demonstrate
integrated aerodynamic, propulsion, and
structural technologies for hypervelocity design
and to develop a research database for reducing
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the risk involved in the development of
operational hypersonic vehicles. Conceptual
design activities are currently under way at NASA
Ames Research Center to determine the
feasibility of such a research vehicle utilizing
near-term technology (Fig. 1).

The research goals of this activity are to provide
an understanding of the underlying physics,
verification of design tools, and validation of the
technologies and systems needed. The
research requirements are classified into two
areas: 1) basic research, and 2) systems
technology demonstration, which addresses
programmatic research issues and overall vehicle
system integration and performance. The
disciplinary research requirements include
aerodynamics and aero-thermodynamics of
hypersonic flight, hypersonic air-breathing
propulsion system performance, structures and
materials characteristics, and finally
instrumentation requirements for hypersonic
vehicles.

The propulsion system for this HRV study is a
hydrocarbon supersonic combustion ramjet
(scramjet). Both NASA and DoD are currently
reviewing a wide range of missions requiring a
high-speed performance capability [1-3]. For a
Mach number range of 4 to 10, hydrocarbon
fuels provide sufficient engine specific impulse
(Isp) performance, heat sink capability, and offer
the potential of reduced vehicle size compared
with hydrogen-powered designs. In addition,
the handling and infrastructure requirements for
the hydrocarbon fuels have a distinct advantage
compared to cryogenic hydrogen.

The slow reaction rates of a hydrocarbon/air
mixture in a supersonic stream can have a
significant impact on the inlet/combustor design.
Because of the size limitation of an engine on a
small research vehicle, a mechanism is required
to provide sufficient fuel/air temperatures for
burning within the combustor. The concept of
employing an in-stream, embedded ramjet as a
pilot light has been proposed [3-4] and appears
to be a promising technique for maintaining
combustion. An alternative is to use a liquid
oxygen (LOX) augmented pre-burner located



upstreamof the mainfuel injectorsto promote
burning in the combustor. Becausethe LOX
would be stored onboard the research vehicle,
the required pre-burning should be kept to a
minimum to reduce the impact on the vehicle
design and gross weight. For the relatively short
hypersonic research mission cruise times (5 to 10
minutes), the impact of this additional onboard
mass will not have a significant impact on the
HRV design.

In this paper, the feasibility of a hydrocarbon
scramjet engine utilizing a LOX/preburner
concept is addressed. An engine design for a
small hypersonic vehicle is proposed and then
analyzed. Two degrees of analysis are
presented in this paper. A one-dimensional
cycle code is first used to define a baseline
configuration and the operating conditions of the
engine. A computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
analysis is then performed to predict the details
of the engine flow field. The results of the CFD
analysis are then fed back into the cycle code for
the purpose of further refining the design and
computing an overall vehicle performance.
Comparisons between the cycle and CFD results
are also included.

CYCLE ANALYSIS

As opposed to accelerator-type missions (e.g.
SSTO) where the mass capture characteristics of
the vehicle are most important, cruise
configurations place an emphasis on the
aerodynamic performance of the design. Hence
vehicle lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) or the product of
L/D and engine Isp (a parameter proportional to
Brequet range factor) becomes more important.
A waverider configuration, with high hypersonic
L/D potential, was selected as the baseline
configuration for the present study of the HRV.
The configuration/engine installation was
numerically optimized to maximize (L/D) x Isp,
using forebody shape, ramp angles and cowl
position as optimization parameters. For this
analysis, the forebody is a Mach 8, waverider
configuration and the ramp angles and cowl
position were designed to produce shock-on-lip
and shock-on-shoulder[5]. The engine
geometry and operating parameters were held
fixed in the optimization procedure. The HRV
conceptual design analysis and sizing was
computed using the hypersonic vehicle
synthesis code (HAVOC) of Ref. 6. The
numerical optimization was performed using the
methods of Ref. 7.

As part of the HRV vehicle synthesis, the nose-
to-tail propulsion module of the HAVOC code
was used to predict installed engine performance
of the hydrocarbon scramjet. The forebody and
nozzle flow fields are computed using an inviscid
2-D real gas, weak wave/oblique shock analysis.
In addition, the nozzle flow field was computed
assuming frozen flow (mole fractions taken at the
combustor exit plane). The combustor flow is
solved using the one-dimensional mass,
momentum, and energy equations for the
fuel/air mixture, and marching through the
combustor with a specified number of steps.
Multiple fuel injection stations and LOX-
augmented preburning injection are accounted
for. Overall engine heat balance is computed
using an input combustor skin friction coefficient
as a function of freestream Mach number. For
the initial analysis, the combustion efficiency was
taken from Ref. 8, which accounts only for mixing
efficiency, with no reaction delay time effects
included. Modeling the combustion efficiency as
a function of location in the combustor (i.e. a heat
release schedule) enables the one-dimensional
code to predict flow properties and engine
performance using a multi-step approach. The
combustor efficiency model must come from
either experimental data or more detailed
calculations. For results presented later, an
improved combustor efficiency was computed
with CFD and then implemented in the cycle
analysis code.

CFD ANALYSIS

The design of future high-speed propulsion
systems such as those for NASP and the HRV
will for the most part be based on CFD. The
need for CFD in scramjet propulsion design
stems from the fact that scramjet propulsion is
difficult to test in ground-based facilities and has
yet to be demonstrated in flight. Therefore, CFD
will continue to play a major role in the design of
scramjet propulsion systems.

The requirements of a flow solver for hypersonic
scramjet computations are very demanding. The
flow solver must be capable of predicting the
three-dimensional flow of a highly-turbulent
mixture of reacting gasses with separated
regions and strong flow field discontinuities.
Upwind-differenced schemes offer an appealing
approach to solutions of scramjet flow fields
because of their ability to capture strong flow
field discontinuities without user-specified
smoothing terms. Further, multi-equation
turbulence models become a requirement for
accurately computing the turbulent shear layers
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and boundary layers in a scramjet engine. Finally,
a strongly coupled, nonequilibrium chemistry
capability is required to compute the highly-
reactive combustion processes that are present
in a hydrocarbon scramjet engine.

Numerous unsteady numerical methods have
recently been developed [9-18] that address
chemical nonequilibrium effects in both internal
and external flows. The numerical scheme
chosen for this study is the time-marching flow
solver, TUFF, originally developed by Molvik and
Merkle[9] for external hypersonic, reacting flow
fields. Even though the TUFF code was
originally developed for external hypersonic
computations, it has many of the characteristics
required for internal, scramjet computations. It
employs a finite-volume philosophy to ensure
that the scheme is fully conservative. The
inviscid fluxes are obtained by employing a
temporal Riemann solver that fully accounts for
the presence of a multicomponent mixture of
gasses. A total-variation-diminishing (TVD)
technique of the type outlined by Chakravarthy
[19] allows extension to higher orders of
accuracy without introducing spurious
oscillations. The scheme employs strong
coupling between the fluid-dynamic and
chemistry equations. It solves the thin-layer,
Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes equations
with viscous terms in all directions and has
generalized boundary conditions. The scheme
is made implicit with full linearization, approximate
factorization and by employing a modified
Newton iteration process to reduce linearization
and approximate factorization errors. The
turbulence model included in the original code is
the algebraic model of Baldwin and Lomax [20].
Recently, a zonal scheme was incorporated [21]
that utilizes patched interfaces to maintain
conservation and spatial accuracy. For a
complete description of the governing equations
and numerical scheme, the reader is referred to
Ref. 9.

Several modifications were required to the
original TUFF code for scramjet computations. It
was necessary to change the kinetics model from
pure air to hydrocarbon / air including the reaction
rates and mass action coefficients. Similar
changes to the thermodynamic and transport
data were also required. Further, a higher-order
turbulence model with compressibility effects
was added to improve the prediction of the many
viscous phenomena. Finally, a boundary
condition procedure was added to model the
injection ports. These modifications are detailed
below.

Kinetics Model

Flow field analysis of complete finite-rate
chemical kinetics for hydrocarbon based fuels
with air can be very complex and resource
exhaustive. Hydrocarbon/air models have been
proposed with tens of species and hundreds of
reactions. CFD codes that include these
complete models are currently limited to 1-D
simply because of the exhaustive computer
resource requirements for extension to higher
dimensions. Simplified reaction mechanisms for
the hydrocarbon combustion process offer a
solution to this problem by foregoing the details
of the combustion process. In this approach,
various species and reactions are combined and
simplified while preserving the net effect of the
reaction processes. Since kinetic details are not
required in the present study, a simplified
reaction mechanism was sufficient.

For the scramjet propulsion system analysis, the
two-step reaction mechanism of Westbrook and
Dryer [22] was employed to simulate the
combustion of fuel with air. For hydrocarbon
scramjet propulsion, the liquid fuel can be used
as a coolant on various portions of the aircraft.
This results in an endothermic reaction that can
vaporize and dissociate the liquid fuel. Gaseous
ethylene was used in this analysis, as a surrogate
fuel intended to represent the products of this
endothermic reaction. The kinetics model for
ethylene is outlined below.

C2H4 + 202 e-_2CO + 2H20 (1)

CO +1 02 e-_CO 2 (2)

The first reaction represents the combustion of
ethylene with oxygen. The second reaction is
included to complete the combustion process
and to serve as an equilibrium mechanism for the
products that then improves the predicted heat
of reaction and adiabatic flame temperature. This
equilibrium step is especially necessary since
substantial amounts of CO and H2 can exist in
the combustion products along with CO2 and
H20.

The values of the forward and backward reaction
rate constants are evaluated with Arrhenius fits to
existing laminar flame data. These take the form:

k = A T n exp (-Ea/RT) (3)



where the pre-exponential factor, A, and the
activation energy, Ea, are constants for a
particular reaction. The temperature-
dependence exponent, n, was set to zero for all
of the reaction rate fits. The reaction rate
constants recommended by Ref. 22 are
tabulated below:

Table1 Reaction Rates

Eauati0n
If
lb 0.0
2f 4.0 x 1014
2b

A Ea
2.4 x 1012 30

40

5.0 x 108 40

The backward reaction rate for equation 1 was set
to zero. The units for the pre-exponential
constant and for the activation energy are cm-
sec-mole-kcal-kelvins.

The mass production rate of each species is
determined with a modified law of mass action in
this simplified model. The reaction rates
evaluated with the modified law, are shown
below:

R1 = [C2H4] 0.1 [O211-65 klf (4)

R2 = [CO]1.O[H20]o.5 [02] k2f _[CO211.o k2b (5)

with the bracketed terms representing the molar
concentrations of each indicated species. The
mass production rate for each species, s, can
now be determined with the following:

M"v- v"6)s= sit ls- ls)R1 (6)

where, v_,'s and V_,s are the reactant and product
stoichiometric coefficients and Ms is the
molecular weight of species s. Throughout this
kinetics model, molecular nitrogen, N2, has been
treated as an inert species.

The rmodvnamic/-I'ransDort Properties

The thermodynamic and transport properties for
the individual species in the hydrocarbon/air
mixture were obtained from Ref. 23. For these
curve fits, the properties are expressed solely as
functions of temperature. The temperature
range for this data is typically limited to 300-
5000°K. However, research is currently

underway at NASA Lewis Research Center to
expand this range [24]. For details on the
computation of mixture properties in the TUFF
code, see Ref. 9.

Turbulence Modelina

Modeling scramjet flow fields with CFD requires
an advanced turbulence model capable of
accurately accounting for compressible turbulent
shear layers and jets. This was accomplished in
the present study with the incorporation of the
low Reynolds number K-E turbulence model
originally developed by Jones and Launder [25].
The compressibility correction of Zeman [26] was
also included in the two-equation formulation to
improve the computation of compressible shear
layers. The modified numerical constants were
suggested by Ref. 26 to produce better
boundary layer results as well as improve shear
layer growth rates. The entire turbulence model
was transformed to a generalized finite-volume
coordinate system and strongly coupled with the
existing flow solver, including the viscous and
inviscid flux computation and the source term
treatment.

In!ector Boundary_ Condition Procedure

For the engines studied in this paper, all of the
injectors (including preburner and main) were
designed to be supersonic in the boundary-
normal direction. This simplifies the boundary
condition procedure since merely specifying of
the injector variables is required for a supersonic
inflow boundary condition. This type of injector is
also quite practical in a scramjet since injector
pressures are typically high enough to choke the
injector flow. The supersonic inflow boundary
condition was imposed only on those cell faces
that correspond to an injector exit. No-slip,
viscous boundary conditions were imposed on
the cell faces adjacent to the injector exit. This
led to the use of rectangular injectors to avoid
further complication of the boundary condition
procedure and the grid generation process.

RESULTS

Three sets of results are included in this paper: a
shear layer test case, and two- and three-
dimensional scramjet results. Because of the
absence of high-speed, hydrocarbon
combustion data, a validation case for the
combustion model of Ref. 22, under scramjet
conditions, is not possible. Validation for this
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model is therefore limited to the laminar flame
comparisons with shock tunnel data by the
originators of the model. High quality, CFD
validation experiments in the area of high-speed
hydrocarbon combustion are therefore greatly
needed.

Shear Layer Test Case

The first test case is that of two parallel streams of
perfect gasses that are initially separated by a
splitter plate with boundary layers of zero
thickness (Fig. 2). This test case is intended to
validate the Jones and Launder turbulence
model, with the Zeman compressibility
correction, for high-speed shear layers. The
flow conditions were chosen to correspond with
the computation of Viegas [27] in which a
comparison with experiment was conducted. In
this test case, the total temperature and static
pressure of the two air streams were matched
and set to 833°K and 1 atmosphere,
respectively. The Mach numbers of the two
streams were 4.92 and 1.1. Strong
compressibility effects are expected for these
flow conditions.

The results of the shear layer test case are shown
in Figs. 3-5. Note that for the figures presented
in this section, the high Mach number stream is
on the top (positive y direction). Results using
the standard Jones and Launder K-¢ turbulence

model with no compressibility correction are
presented first. A direct comparison of results
with those of Viegas are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
These figures present profiles of velocity and
turbulent kinetic energy profiles at five axial
stations in the shear layer, plotted as a function of
distance across the shear layer normalized by the
local vorUcity thickness of the shear layer. These
results indicate a linear growth of the shear layer
with axial distance and also suggest that a profile
similarity exists for a shear layer with zero
boundary layer thickness at the end of the splitter
plate. These figures also show that the shear
layer penetration is much greater into the low
Mach number stream. There is also a general
turning of the high-speed stream into the low-
speed stream. This is in agreement with the
results of Viegas.

Comparison of these results with those of Viegas
are excellent except for a slight vertical drift that
can be seen in both Figs. 3 and 4. This
difference is attributed to the far-field boundary
conditions used by Viegas. Those boundary
conditions produced a small vertical velocity
throughout the flow field that tended to further

turn the shear layer into the low Mach number
stream. Comparisons of the profiles are
otherwise in direct agreement including the peak
turbulent kinetic energy, the velocity profile and
shear layer thickness.

The linearity of the growth rate is easily seen in
Fig. 5. This figure shows the vorticity thickness
as a function of the axial distance from the splitter
plate. Vorticity thickness is defined as follows:

ay)max (7)
Comparison of the standard Jones and Launder
two-equation turbulence model with that of
Viegas shows very good agreement. The
predicted growth rate for the two-equation model
with the compressibility correction is also plotted
here. This plot shows a reduction in the growth
rate from the standard model which has been
shown by Refs. 26 and 27 to be in better
agreement with experiment.

Two-Dimensional Scram!et Result

As a first attempt to determine the feasibility of a
hydrocarbon scramjet engine with augmented
preburning, a two-dimensional analysis was
conducted. The initial geometric definition for
the scramjet engine, including throat height,
shock isolator length, and combustor length,
and combustor area ratio were taken from Ref. 4.
The embedded ramjet section was removed and
a hydrocarbon/LOX preburner was added. A
mixing section aft of the preburner station was
also added to allow mixing of the preburner
exhaust gasses with the oncoming air so as not
to suffocate the main burner jets of oxygen. A
schematic showing the scramjet concept is
presented in Fig. 6. Backward facing steps, prior
to the main fuel injection station were included to
act as flame holders and mixing enhancement
mechanisms. Finally, for the purpose of
comparison, a preburner was only employed on
the top of the engine leaving the lower main
burners exposed to just the oncoming air stream.

Preliminary HAVOC design results at a Mach
number of 8 and a dynamic pressure of 1500psf
for the waverider HRV with two ramps and with
both shock on shoulder and on cowl lip indicated
that a contraction ratio of roughly 14 was
achievable. Details of this inlet design are
included in Ref. 5. Using a guideline of
approximately 1000°K as auto-ignition of a
gaseous ethylene/oxygen mixture, the 1-D cycle
code was run with the LOX augmentation
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preburning option to compute parametrically, the
required fuel and oxygen flow to achieve an
equivalent mixed 1-D temperature at the main
fuel injector station equal to the auto-ignition
value(Fig. 7). For an engine with an equivalence
ratio of 1 (stoichiometric) this resulted in roughly
2.5% of the fuel being directed to the preburner
which was then burned stoichiometricaly with
onboard LOX. A heat balance on the vehicle and
engine was used to compute the fuel total
temperature. The preburner and main burner
pressure and velocity were then selected to
produce supersonic normal injection and the
required exit areas were also computed. The
resulting operating conditions of this engine are
given in Table 2.

Table 2.

Gas

Engine Operating Conditions

Inlet
Air

Preburner
Products

Main

C2H4
Mach No. 3.84 2.5 2.5

795 2897 403
.95 1.76 1.73

T(°K)
P(atm)

Areafin)
Anqle

0.0268
90 °

2.0000 0.0820
90 °

The area in the above table is based on a one
inch width section.

The CFD results for this two-dimensional
approximation are shown in Figs. 8-12.
Throughout the CFD simulation process, the
ingestion of a thick boundary layer formed on the
forebody of the hypersonic vehicle by the
scramjet was neglected. The grid for this
computation spanned 150 cells in the axial
direction and 74 cells in the cross flow direction
and was generated algebraically. For this
turbulent computation, the grid spacing at the
wall was set to 2.5 x 10-5m. The pressure
contours for the entire scramjet engine are
shown in Fig. 8 and indicate a somewhat smooth
pressure variation throughout the engine except
in the vicinity of the injectors and steps. The
preburner exhaust gasses produce a shock that
traverses the entire height of the scramjet. The
pressure rise of this shock is then quickly
suppressed by a weak expansion that is caused
by a slight geometric expansion region starting
just after the preburner location. These
preburner gasses then are convected
downstream and seem to adhere to the upper
surface for this two-dimensional computation.

The upper and lower step flows exhibit entirely
different behavior, because the upper step was

exposed to the hot preburner exhaust gasses
and the lower step was not. The lower step flow
field exhibits a steady behavior and contains
many of the features that are typical of a reward
facing step flow field. A recirculating region
located aft of the step is present but is slightly
enhanced by the existence of the normal fuel
injector placed one quarter of a step height
downstream of the step. The gas behind this
step is entirely comprised of fuel. A
recompression shock is also clearly visible in the
pressure contours of Fig. 8. Combustion of the
lower gasses begins about five step heights aft
of the step and is visibly enhanced by the
recompression shock. This enhancement effect
can be seen about 8 step heights aft of the step
in the temperature contours of Figs. 9 and 10.

The upper step on the other hand produces a
violently unsteady flow field. The hot preburner
exhaust gasses on the upper surface interact
with the air and fuel to produce intermittent
periods of combustion aft of the step. The
predicted flow field is highly irregular and no
cyclic behavior was observed. It should be noted
that a local time-stepping routine was used and a
time-accurate scheme could produce an entirely
different solution. At the point in the
computation that these figures were generated,
a pure fuel jet was observed that penetrated well
into the oncoming air stream. This phenomenon
can be seen both in the fuel contours of Fig. 11
and the velocity vectors of Fig. 12.

Several deficiencies emerged in this two-
dimensional analysis of a clearly three-
dimensional problem. First, the geometry
required modification to accommodate a two-
dimensional computation. This consisted of
considerably shortening the injection port
lengths to maintain a constant injection area as
the ports were changed from series of individual
ports to a single slot. Second, the jet penetration
and mixing efficiency are significantly reduced in
a two-dimensional computation. This is the most
prevalent effect and can significantly affect the
predicted performance of the scramjet engine.
And finally, any side wall effects are entirely
neglected in a 2-D computation. For these
reasons, a three-dimensional analysis was
performed. The three-dimensional CFD analysis
presented in the following discussion addresses
the first two issues stated here, although it still
neglects any side wall effects.
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Three-Dimensional Scram!et Result

Several modifications were made to the two-
dimensional scramjet engine design before the
three-dimensional computation was performed.
First, the forebody geometry was further
optimized with the HAVOC code, resulting in
slightly different inlet conditions. These new
inlet conditions are included in Table 3. Next,
the two-dimensional results indicated that the
steps filled up entirely with fuel and did not
serve the purpose of a flame holder. Further,
they produced a negligible effect on mixing,
and cycle analysis indicated that engine
performance is better served with this aft-facing
area distributed in the main combustion region.
For these reasons, the steps were eliminated in
the three-dimensional scramjet design. The
flow of LOX was then reduced to the preburner
resulting in a fuel-rich prebumer. This reduced
the required amount of onboard LOX with only a
minimal effect on temperature distribution prior
to main fuel injection. This is because the fuel-
rich preburner exhaust gasses continue to react
with the air after injection. Finally, preburning
was employed both on the top and bottom of
the scramjet to improve engine efficiency. Fig.
13 shows a schematic of the modified scramjet
engine.

As in the two-dimensional design, the preburner
and main burner injectors were designed to
produce supersonic injection. A further
consideration in the three-dimensional design
was the penetration distance of the injectors.
Reference 28 gives a relationship for the jet
penetration distance as a function of the jet and
freestream Mach numbers, the momentum ratio
of the two streams, the angle of injection and the
jet diameter, dj. This relationship is given below:

_ _.r'-J'_--.ipjuj 1+ 'y=, -1 M2h = 9.05 2 =o

o,
(8)

The preburner injection was designed to only
penetrate through the boundary layer, whereas
the main injection was designed to reach well into
the air stream for better mixing. This resulted in a
guideline of h=0.5cm for the preburner and
h=2.0cm on the main burner. Because of the
large amounts of fuel being injected through the
main injectors at stoichiometric conditions, the
main fuel injectors were designed with a
streamwise length-to-width aspect ratio of 5 and

an angle of injection of 30 degrees to help
reduce blockage. The injectors were laterally
spaced one inch apart on both the top and
bottom of the scramjet. The top injectors were
then offset one-half inch to a produce a
staggered injection for the purpose of increasing
jet penetration and to avoid the additional losses
of impacting jets. The preburners were aligned
with the main fuel injectors to ensure that the hot
preburner gasses fell in near vicinity of the main
fuel. The HAVOC code was run with this new
engine and produced the following engine
operating conditions.

Table 3.

Gas

Mach N_).
T(°K}

P(atm)
Area(in)
Anqle

Engine Operating Conditions

Inlet
Air

.83
833
.86

2.0OOQ

Preburner
Products
and C2H4

1.1

3395
13.39
Q.005

90 °

Main

C2H4

2.2
801
2.49

0.166
30°

A three-dimensional CFD analysis of this engine
was performed. Because of the periodicity of
the engine in the absence of any side walls, only
the flow between the centerline of the top
injectors and the centerline of the bottom
injectors was actually solved. The grid for this
computation was generated algebraically and
contained 119 cells in the axial direction, 60 cells
from top to bottom, and 16 cells laterally. The
grid spacing on the walls was set to 4.0 x 10-5m.
All of the injector exits were modeled as
rectangles containing 8 cells in each of the axial
and lateral directions. This three-dimensional
computation required 1850 iterations leading to
102 hours on a Cray-YMP. The computation was
halted after no plotable difference was seen with
further iteration.

The results of the three-dimensional CFD
analysis are shown in Figs. 14-26. The pressure
contours on both the symmetry plane containing
the top injector and the one containing the lower
injector are shown in Fig. 14. As in the two-
dimensional results, the pressures are smoothly
varying except in the vicinity of the injectors.
The large influence of these injectors is clearly
visible in these figures and affects the entire flow
path. Shocks emanating from both the
preburner and main fuel injectors traverse the
height and width of the computational space.
These shocks can significantly affect the
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efficiency of the engine, and any further
refinement of this design will address the losses
associated with these large structures. The
temperature contours (Fig. 15) show the injector
penetration and the temperature rise caused by
combustion. This figure indicates that the
penetration of the combustion region is slightly
more than half the height of the scramjet. A
significant degree of penetration is present, yet
avoids adverse effects such as jet-jet
interactions and jet-waU interactions.

The depth of penetration and degree of
combustion are better seen in the fuel and
oxygen mass fraction contours of Figs. 16 and
17. The fuel contours clearly show the regions
of unburned gaseous fuel and the oxygen
contours show the locations that are deficient in
oxygen indicating the penetration distance of
fuel and products. These oxygen contours
show that the injector gasses do indeed
penetrate far into the flow path. Also shown in
the fuel contours are the fuel-rich preburner
gasses The depletion of the fuel and oxygen in
the preburner gasses indicates that combustion
is present and exhausts nearly all of the fuel in
the preburner gasses.

The velocity vectors of Figs. 18 and 19 show
some details of the injector flow fields. The
velocity vectors in the immediate vicinity of the
preburner exit exhibit a spreading behavior that
is typical of an under-expanded jet. This
phenomenon is also present in the main injector
region but is less visible because of the
inclination of the vectors. A separation region is
present in the preburner injector region that
reaches seven jet diameters upstream of the
injector. This phenomenon is absent near the
main fuel injectors because of the reduced
angle of injection. Also shown in this figure is
the increased penetration that can be achieved
with normal injection.

Figures 20,21 and 22 contain crossflow contour
plots of temperature, fuel and water
respectively, at various axial locations. The axial
locations correspond to the following: 1) the
back of the preburner station, 2) just upstream of
the main fuel injection, 3) the back of the main
injector station, 4) within the combustion
chamber, and 5) the combustor exit. The exact
axial locations are indicated on the plots.

The temperature contours of Fig. 20 clearly
show the mechanism that is studied in this
paper. Fig. 20(a) shows the hot preburner
gasses that emerge from the preburner injector

ports. These gasses mix and react with the
oncoming air stream but still contain a very hot
core just before main fuel injection (Fig. 20(b)).
This hot core, falling just above the main fuel
injection, serves as a "pilot light" for main fuel
injectors causing combustion of the main fuel to
instantaneously occur (Fig. 20(c)). The main
fuel injectors were designed to produce a
significant amount of penetration without
traversing the entire height of the scramjet. This
was accomplished and is clearly shown in the
combustion chamber temperature contours
(Figs. 20(d&e)). These figures indicate that the
concept of preburning does indeed accomplish
the task of maintaining combustion at the main
fuel injection station and that an injector can be
designed to provide significant flow path
penetration without unstarting the engine.

The effect of the upper surface corner on
combustion is shown in Figs. 21 and 22. An
expansion wave emanating from this corner
causes the density and temperature to decrease
having an adverse effect on the rate of
combustion and mixing. This wave affects the
upper gasses before reaching the lower gasses.
Therefore the expansion has a greater effect on
the upper gasses. For this reason, there are
more unburned and unmixed gasses present in
the upper region of the scramjet.

The ability of the 3-D CFD finite-rate model to
provide the equivalent 1-D combustor efficiency
(i.e. the heat release schedule) allows the 1-D
cycle analysis code to predict thermodynamic
flow properties through the combustor, and
hence compute engine and vehicle
performance. Sensitivity analysis using the
cycle code indicates that at Mach 8 a 1% change
in overall combustion efficiency represents
approximately 1% change in cowl-to-tail Isp and
0.8% change in axial thrust coefficient. Hence
having a good combustor efficiency model
permits the use of a 1-D cycle code to model
engine performance with sufficient accuracy for
conceptual design analysis.

The remaining figures present a comparison of
the CFD results with those of a 1-D cycle
analysis. The combustor efficiency computed
by the CFD solution was implemented in the
cycle code since no other schedule was
available for this engine design. This was
accomplished by curve fitting the average fuel
fraction schedule (Fig. 23) and using this
schedule in the 1-D cycle code. Both the CFD
predicted schedule and the curve fit are shown
in Fig. 23. Also shown on Fig. 23 is the

8
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predicted amount of carbon monoxide from both
the CFD and 1-D cycle analysis. The CFD
analysis predicts a higher amount than the 1-D
cycle code. This is caused by the difference in
the equilibrium mechanisms of the two codes
and suggests an improvement to the simplified
kinetics employed in the CFD solver for scramjet
computations. Comparison of the average
temperature, the momentum-averaged pressure
and the mass-averaged velocity from the CFD
analysis with the results of the cycle code show
general agreement (Figs. 24-26). The
discrepancies can be attributed to the improved
ability of the CFD method to account for detail
and the difference in the equilibrium
mechanisms.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this effort, two methods for the
conceptual design and analysis of hydrocarbon
fueled scramjets were developed and
demonstrated: a cycle code with a simplified
nose-to-tail flow field analysis capability, and a
complete 3-D CFD code with finite-rate chemistry
for hydrocarbon/air combustion. Utilizing the
heat release schedule predicted by the CFD
analysis in the cycle code, the combustor flow
field properties and level of combustion product
constituents computed by the two respective
methods agree. Verification of the 1-D cycle
code results by the CFD analysis encourages
further application of the cycle code to a broader
range of engine design parameters. Promising
configurations can then be analyzed in detail
using CFD. However, there is currently a void of
high-quality, CFD validation-type data for high-
speed hydrocarbon combustion, leaving an
uncertainty in any predicted results.

The CFD results for the 2-D engine configuration
indicated the need for full 3-D analysis of the
combustor flow field to properly predict the three-
dimensional penetration and mixing inherent in
the combustion process. An accurate modeling
of the mixing process, especially for diffusion-
controlled combustion, is required in order to
adequately predict overall engine performance,
with either a 1-D cycle code or a fulI-CFD analysis
code. The forebody flow field boundary layer
should also be included in any nose-to-tail
analysis. The presence of this boundary layer
can have a significant effect on the efficiency of
the scramjet and on the performance of the entire
vehicle.

The analysis of the liquid oxygen-augmented
preburning hydrocarbon scramjet indicated that

/.

the concept does indeed produce combustion
of the main fuel within the scramjet engine. The
preburning process provides a sufficiently-
elevated temperature flow into the main fuel
injector region to support immediate combustion
of the gaseous ethylene fuel. However,
because of the significant amount of unburned
fuel at the combustor exit, there is a need for
better mixing efficiency within the combustor.
For the current fuel injector configuration,
improved engine cycle performance could also
be achieved at a lower overall engine
equivalence ratio, limited by engine cooling
requirements.
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Analysis of a Hypersonic Waverider Research Vehicle
with a Hydrocarbon Scramjet Engine

Gregory A. Molvik', Jeffrey V. Bowlest and Loc C. Huynh_
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA

ABSTRACT

The resultsof a feasibilitystudyof a hypersonic
waveriderresearchvehiclewith a hydrocarbon
scramjetenginearepresented.The integrated
waverider/scramjetgeometryis first optimized
with a vehicle synthesis code to produce a
maximumproductof the lift-to-dragratioandthe
cycle specific impulse, hence cruise range.
Computationalfluid dynamics (CFD) is then
employedto providea nose-to-tailanalysisofthe
system at the on-design conditions. Some
differencesarenotedbetweenthe resultsof the
two analysis techniques. A comparison of
experimental, engineering analysis and CFD
results on a waverider forebody are also included
for validation.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in the development of various types of
hypersonic vehicles has recently seen a
resurgence. There exists an increasing need for
hypersonic research vehicles (HRV) to
demonstrate integrated aerodynamic,
propulsion, and structural technologies for
hypervelocity design and to develop a research
database for reducing the risk involved in the
development of operational hypersonic vehicles.
Conceptual design activities are currently under
way at NASA Ames Research Center to
determine the feasibility of such a research
vehicle utilizing near-term technology (Fig. 1).
The objective of this research is to define an
integrated hypersonic cruise vehicle that
demonstrates sustained air-breathing hypersonic
propulsion.
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t Aerospace Engineer, Member AIAA
:_Aerospace Engineer. Eloret Institute
Copyright@ by theAmerican Institute of Aeronaudes
and AsmDnaudes,Inc.No copyrightisassertedinthe
UnitedStatesunderTitle17,U.S.Code. The U.S.
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rightsunderthecopyrightclaimedherein forGovernment
purposes. All other rights are reserved by the copyright
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The research goals of this activity are to provide
an understanding of the underlying physics,
verification of design tools, and validation of the
technologies and systems needed. The
research requirements are classified into two
main areas: 1) basic research, and 2) systems
technology demonstration, which addresses
programmatic research issues and overall vehicle
system integration and performance. The
disciplinary research requirements include
aerodynamics and aero-thermodynamics of
hypersonic flight, hypersonic air-breathing
propulsion system performance, structures and
materials characteristics, and finally
instrumentation requirements for hypersonic
vehicles.

In order to accomplish these research goals, the
mission of the HRV requires sustained cruise at
various Mach numbers to address numerous
hypersonic research requirements, including
vehicle performance, real gas effects, boundary
layer transition, shock-boundary layer interaction,
turbulence modeling, propulsion integration, and
structures / material performance. These
requirements lead to the need for a high lift-to-
drag ratio (L/D) to achieve the desired test times
and to maximize the payload fraction to allow
greater degrees of instrumentation. Waverider
configurations have received a high degree of
interest for their potentially high lift-to-drag ratios
and their flow quality at the inlet plane [1]. These
characteristics of waveriders are very desirable for
cruise missions with integrated engines, hence
HRV's. However, the (L/D)max of the
propulsion-integrated configuration may be
much lower than that of the pure waverider
shape.

For the HRV, most of the research requirements
dictate a need for a hydrocarbon scramjet and/or
ramjet operating between Mach numbers of 6 to
8. For a Mach number range of 4 to 10,
hydrocarbon fuels provide sufficient engine
specific impulse (Isp) performance, heat sink
capability, and offer the potential of reduced
vehicle size compared with hydrogen-powered
designs. In addition, the handling and
infrastructure requirements for the hydrocarbon



fuels have a distinct advantagecomparedto
cryogenichydrogen.

A commonfactor amongall hypersonicvehicles
is the needto effectivelyintegratethe propulsion
systemwith the airframestructureto maximize
vehicleperformance.The designmustaccount
fortheaerodynamicheating,stabilityandcontrol,
and materials and structures. This poses a
significant challenge to the designer of air-
breathing aircraft since the problem becomes
muitidisciplinary.

In this paper, the conceptual design and analysis
of an air-breathing, Mach 8, waverider-
configured, hypersonic testbed vehicle is
performed. A comprehensive vehicle synthesis
and design code is first used to define an optimal
baseline configuration and CFD methods are
then employed to refine the accuracy of the
predicted performance. A nose-to-tail analysis is
performed for the power-on flight condition at the
design Mach number.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN TOOLS

For the results presented later in this paper, two
levels of analysis were pedormed. They include
engineering analysis methods and computational
fluid dynamics. The simplified engineering
codes have been traditionally used in the
conceptual design process to predict
representative vehicle performance but have
degraded accuracy in regions where the
simplified assumptions break down. These
regions can be numerous in a complex
hypersonic vehicle design with integrated
propulsion systems. Further, these simplified
methods lack the capability to predict any
unforeseen physics associated with a particular
design. CFD, on the other hand, can significantly
improve the accuracy and detail, but not without
penalty. Significant computer resources can be
required for a complete CFD analysis of the
design. This section of the paper describes both
analysis tools used in the overall design process.

Hypersonic Vehicle Synthesis Code

The HAVOC hypersonic vehicle synthesis code
[2] can be used to design, analyze and optimize
hypersonic waverider configurations with or
without an integrated hydrocarbon scramjet. The
optimization methodology is that of Ref. 3. The
aero/aerothermal and propulsion flow path
techniques are briefly discussed below.

The geometric definition of a hypersonic
waverider configuration is computed by
assuming that the lower surface of the waverider
is a stream surface in an axisymmetric shock layer.
Inverse design techniques are employed to
determine this stream surface from a previously
computed shock layer. The upper surface of
the waverider is simply defined as the free-stream
surface containing the waverider leading edge.
The generating surface can be defined in either
the free-stream (hence upper vehicle surface),
or on the lower vehicle surface at an arbitrary
longitudinal location. A sixth-order polynomial is
used to describe the surface geometry. Solution
of the real-gas Tayior-Macoll equations gives the
inviscid flow properties throughout the shock
layer. A simplified compressible boundary layer
reference enthalpy method [4] is used to
compute the local skin friction coefficient, which
is used in turn to compute equilibrium radiation
surface temperatures. No viscous-inviscid
interactions are modeled in this engineering
analysis approach. Leading-edge temperatures
are computed using a swept-cylinder model [5].
Pressure lift and drag are computed by
integration of the pressure coefficient over the
surface of the vehicle. Base drag is computed
using 70% vacuum pressure coefficient in the
vehicle base region.

The simplified, nose-to-tail propulsion model
consists of an inviscid, 2-D, real gas, shock/weak-
wave flow code coupled to a 1-D
subsonic/supersonic combustor analysis code.
The shock/weak-wave code solves the inviscid
inlet flow field as a function of vehicle
forebodylramp geometry, including cowl
position, angle of attack and free stream Mach
number. Equivalent 1-D flow properties are then
computed at the inlet throat, and the 1-D
combustor mass, momentum and energy
equations with wall skin friction and heat transfer
are solved stepwise through the burner.
Combustor efficiency (i.e., heat release schedule
as a function of combustor station) is input and
was taken from Ref. 6 for the present results.
The nozzle flow field is then computed from the
combustor exit solution using the real-gas
shock/weak-wave 2-D code, including nozzle
and cowl flap geometry. First order estimates of
axial and normal forces and pitching moment are
thus computed as a function of vehicle geometry
and flight condition. Overall propulsion system
heat loads are then used to determine fuel inlet
temperature or to compute required engine
cooling equivalence ratio.
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Computational fluid dynamics has and will
continue to play an important role in the design
and analysis of hypersonic systems. This is
because ground based facilities are expensive to
operate and in many cases cannot duplicate the
exact flight conditions of such vehicles.
Simplified methods such as that described above
have limitations and cannot predict any
unforeseen physics. Although studies have
been performed that use CFD to investigate
various components of hypersonic vehicles
including waverider forebodies [7-9], complete
power-on, nose-to-tail studies are scarce in the
open literature. However with recent advances in
both numerical algorithms and computer
technology, such solutions are becoming
possible.

Requirements of a numerical algorithm are very
demanding for hypersonic, nose-to-tail
computations. The algorithm must be capable of
predicting the three-dimensional flow of a highly
turbulent mixture of reacting gasses with
separated regions and strong flow field
discontinuities. Multi-equation turbulence
models become a requirement to accurately
compute the numerous shear layers and
boundary layers that are present. Further,
upwind algorithms offer an appealing approach to
solutions of hypersonic flow fields because of
the ability to capture strong flow field
discontinuities without user-specified smoothing
terms. Finally, a strongly coupled,
nonequilibrium chemistry model is required to
compute the highly reactive combustion
processes within a scramjet engine.

For the present numerical analysis, the TUFF and
STUFF codes of Ref. 10 were employed. The
TUFF code is a time-marching code. It is
generally used to obtain solutions in the
subsonic or separated regions of the hypersonic
flow field. Large run-times can prohibit the
computation of an entire hypersonic flow field
with a scheme of this nature. Hence, the second
algorithm, STUFF, was developed. It employs a
space-marching algorithm that can obtain a
solution in relatively little computer time. For the
nose-to-tail solution presented later, the STUFF
code was employed to obtain nozzle and
external solutions. The TUFF code was
employed in Ref. 6 to obtain the solution of the
current combustor. The combustor results in this
paper were computed with the HAVOC code by
employing the CFD-predicted heat release
schedule of Ref. 6.

The TUFF and STUFF codes offer many of the
required features for accurate hypersonic flow
field computations. Both codes employ
nonequilibrium, equilibrium and perfect gas
models. They employ a finite-volume philosophy
to ensure that the schemes (including the
boundary conditions) are fully conservative.
Further, they obtain their upwind inviscid fluxes
by employing a Riemann solver that fully
accounts for the gas model used. This property
allows the flow field discontinuities, such as
shocks and shear layers, to be captured without
significant amounts of smearing. Total variation
diminishing (TVD) techniques are included to
allow extension of the schemes to higher orders
of accuracy without introducing spurious
oscillations. The schemes employ a strong
coupling between the fluid dynamic and
chemistry equations and are made fully implicit to
eliminate the step-size restriction of explicit
schemes. A fully conservative zonal scheme
[11] has been implemented to allow solutions of
geometrically complex problems. Turbulence
models include both a zero [12] and two-
equation [13] model with a correction for
compressibility [14]. Finally, a sublayer
approximation [15] is used in the space-marching
algorithm to allow stable marching in the
presence of a subsonic viscous layer. For the
computations with hydrocarbon-air chemistry
presented later, the thermodynamic data of Ref.
16 and kinetics data of Ref. 17 were used. These
codes have been validated on many classes of
hypersonic flows including internal and external
flow fields.

For the waverider forebody validation case
presented later in this paper, a modification to the
viscosity model was required. Because of the
very low temperatures experienced in the
hypersonic test facilities, Sutherland's law for
viscosity is no longer valid. The viscosity model
of Ref. 18 was therefore employed in the CFD
codes. This model was designed for hypersonic
wind tunnel analysis and can be used to
temperatures at which condensation begins.
Also, base drag was computed assuming a 70%
vacuum pressure coefficient, as in the
engineering analysis above.

Grid generation was accomplished by employing
an interactive surface grid generator, S3D [19],
and an interactive volume grid generator,
HYPGEN-UI [20], for the external grids. Cross-
section geometry obtained from the engineering
analysis was directly used in the surface grid
generation process. For the internal engine grid
generation, an algebraic solver was employed.
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The combination of these grid generation
techniques proved to be quite effective in this
current analysis.

RESULTS

Two sets of results are included in this paper: a
pure waverider forebody test case and an
integrated waverider/scramjet result. The first
test case serves as a validation case for both the
CFD and engineering analysis techniques on
waverider geometries. The second case
consists of the results of a conceptual design
and analysis of a hypersonic waverider research
vehicle with a hydrocarbon scramjet engine.

Waverider Forebodv Re=ult

The first set of results presented here are for a
pure waverider forebody at on-design
conditions. The geometry and flow conditions
are those defined by Reuss[21] at Ohio State
University (OSU). In Ref. 21 a viscous-optimized
waverider design was developed and tested.
The MAXWARP code [22] was employed to
generate a conical waverider geometry with a
maximum lift-to-drag ratio at the OSU supersonic
tunnel conditions. For this analysis, the free
stream properties were those of the OSU
supersonic facility and the geometry was
restricted to a conical shock waverider resulting
from a 12 degree cone. The freestream
properties are listed in Table 1. The optimization
procedure accounted for both pressure and
viscous forces including base drag. Throughout
the optimization procedure, the coupling
between the boundary layer and inviscid flow
field was neglected. For this reason, the
boundary layer displacement thickness was
removed from the experimental model on both
the upper and lower surfaces. The resulting
waverider model was then installed in the OSU
supersonic facility to provide surface pressure
measurements only. The experimental model is
0.1651 meters in length and is shown in Fig. 2.

Property
Mach

Reynolds No.
U=,

P-
T--

Gas

Value

8.00
11400001m

1227m/s

.00377 k_m 3

58.6 K
Air

Table1. OSU tunnel operating conditions.

The HAVOC code and both the TUFF and
STUFF CFD codes were used to obtain flow field
solutions of the OSU waverider at on-design
conditions. The HAVOC results were obtained
on the unaltered geometry since the effect of
boundary layer displacement is neglected as in
the MAXWARP code. However, the modified
geometry was used in the CFD analysis since
there is a direct coupling of the inviscid and
viscous phenomena in a full numerical analysis.

As mentioned earlier, the S3D and HYPGEN-UI
codes were used for the grid generation
procedure for the CFD results. Grid points were
clustered near the leading edge of the waverider
since high gradients can exist in that region. The

rid spacing at the surface was set to 7.6 x 10"
m. The outer boundary of the grid was placed

well beyond the upper and lower bow shocks to a
distance of 0.076m from the body. The surface
grid and volume grid are shown in Fig. 3. The
space-marching code, STUFF, was then used to
obtain a solution about the entire geometry. This
was possible since the nose was pointed
allowing the Mach number in the marching
direction to remainsupersonic. This condition is
required for stable marching. TUFF results were
also obtained for comparison. Because the test
time of the experiment was on the order of a
minute, adiabatic boundary conditions were used
in the CFD analyses. A perfect gas was assumed
for these computations.

Density contours of the CFD results at the last
axial cross-section are shown in Fig. 4. This
figure clearly shows the bow shock and boundary
layer that are present in both the upper and
lower flow fields. The boundary layers on both
the top and bottom of the waverider are quite
thick and comprise nearly one-third of the shock-
layers. The effect of the relatively thick boundary
layers on the inviscid flow field becomes
apparent with the slightly detached shock wave
from the waverider leading edge. Further, the
inviscid portion of the flow field no longer exhibits
a conical nature because of the influence of the
boundary layer.

The pressure contours at 95% of the body
length are shown in Fig. 5 for all of the analysis
techniques and the OSU experiment. All of the
analysis results agree quite well at on-design
conditions including TUFF and STUFF and
engineering analysis. A grid refinement analysis
was also performed to determine any grid
dependency and very little was observed. The
experimental results, on the other hand, show a
14 percent higher pressure on the waverider
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torebody than any of the analysis results.
Comparison of STUFF results at a one-degree
angle of attack agree much better with
experiment. This seems to point to an
uncertainty in the experimental angle of attack.
For the experimental results presented here, a
one-degree error in the experimental angle of
attack was possible and falls within the
experimental uncertainty range [21]. Further
experiments are planned to resolve this
discrepancy.

Figure 5 also shows the enhanced ability of the
CFD techniques to predict viscous, waverider
forebody flow fields. This is apparent in the large
pressure rise predicted at the waverider leading
edge by the CFD techniques. This pressure rise
is caused by compression waves emanating from
the rapidly growing boundary layer in the vicinity
of the leading edge. This effect is entirely
neglected in the engineering code results since
no coupling is allowed between the viscous and
inviscid analysis. This effect, however, is also
present in the experimental results.

I IM'xw'RPI
I CL 1 0.08701
I Co I 0.02411
I uo I 3.62 I

HAVOC
0.0885

STUFF
0.0844

0.0257 0.0313
3.45 2.69

Table 2. Comparison of predicted aerodynamic
coefficients.

Table 2 shows the predicted aerodynamic
coefficients of both engineering codes and of
the CFD analysis. Since only very little difference
was observed between the TUFF and STUFF
aerodynamic coefficients, only the STUFF
results are included in this table. All of the
predicted lilt coefficients agree quite well even
though the leading edge pressure rise was
present in the CFD results. The increased lift
caused by the pressure rise on the lower surface
is counteracted by a similar pressure rise on the
upper surface in the CFD results. The drag
coefficient predicted by the CFD analysis
however is slightly larger. This is simply
explained by increased pressure drag on the
forebody resulting from the boundary layer
displacement especially at the leading edge.

Hypersonic Waverider Research Vehicle Design

Design Optimization

As opposed to accelerator-type missions (e.g.,
SSTO) where the mass capture characteristics of
the vehicle are most important, cruise
configurations place an emphasis on the
aerodynamic performance of the design. Hence
vehicle lift-to-drag ratio (IJD) or the product of
IJD and engine Isp (a parameter proportional to
Brequet range factor) becomes more important.
A waverider configuration, with high hypersonic
L/D potential, was selected as the baseline
configuration for the present study of the HRV.
The configuration/engine installation was
numerically optimized to maximize (L/D) x Isp,
using forebody shape, ramp angles and cowl
position as optimization parameters. For this
analysis, the forebody is a Mach 8 waverider
configuration and the ramp angles and cowl
position were designed to produce first and
second ramp shock-on-lip and cowl shock-on-
shoulder. The engine geometry and operating
parameters were held fixed in the optimization
procedure. The numerical optimization was
performed using the HAVOC cycle code.

The design parameters and constraint functions
used for optimization are listed below. There
were 15 design parameters used in the
optimization process. Six parameters defined
the waverider generating surface (hence the
vehicle shape); eight parameters defined the
ramps, cowl, nozzle geometries, and leading-
edge radius; the last design parameter was free
stream dynamic pressure. Eight constraints were
used in the optimization process, including
engine throttle greater than or equal to the
required cooling equivalence ratio, leading edge
equilibrium radiation temperature limited to
3200"F, wing tip closure angle limited to 10
degrees, and the vehicle structural thickness limit
at vehicle aft end, accounting for nozzle
integration. The volume was constrained to
1.7% of vehicle length cubed. Finally, the
vehicle width to length ratio was less than or
equal to 0.75.

For the Mach 8 design, a generating shock angle
of 12 degrees was arbitrarily selected. The
waverider shape optimization process involved
planform shape changes to sweep the leading
edge in order to alleviate high heating rates at the
higher free stream dynamic pressures, traded off
against leading edge radius and associated
leading edge bluntness drag. The design
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optimization process of the inlet (ramp positions
and ramp angles) resulted in the two ramp shocks
converging on the cowl lip (shock-on-lip) then
reflected to the shoulder of the combustor
entrance (shock-on-shoulder). The geometric
contraction ratio was approximately 14, with a
resulting pressure at the combustor inlet of
about one atmosphere. Preliminary
performance estimates indicated a required
vehicle length of 23 ft, with an overall vehicle
body density of 20 Ibs/ft°*3. A lift-to-drag ratio of
4.3 was achieved, with a cowl-to-tail Isp of 746
seconds at an assumed combustor efficiency of
95% and at an equivalence ratio of 1.0, with a
free stream dynamic pressure of 900 psf,
resulting in an initial cruise altitude of 92,500 ft.
An engine width of roughly 0.762m. produced a
net thrust that is equal to the net drag of the
vehicle at the design point. For the results
presented below, the engine combustion
efficiency of 55% was taken from Ref. 6

Scramjet Engine Concept

The slow reaction rates of a hydrocarbon/air
mixture in a supersonic stream can have a
significant impact on the inlet/combustor design.
Because of the size limitation of an engine on a
small research vehicle, a mechanism is required
to provide sufficient fuel/air temperatures for
burning within the combustor. The design
concept of Ref. 6 is employed here and uses a
liquid oxygen (LOX) augmented pre-burner
located upstream of the main fuel injectors to
promote burning in the combustor. Because the
LOX would be stored onboard the research
vehicle, the required pre-buming should be
kept to a minimum to reduce the impact on the
vehicle design and gross weight. For the
relatively-short hypersonic research mission
cruise times (5 to 10 minutes), this additional on-
board mass should not have a significant impact
on the HRV design.

Preliminary HAVOC design results at a Mach
number of 8 for the waverider HRV indicated that
the air throat temperature was 833°K. Given that
the spontaneous ignition temperature of an
ethyleneloxygen mixture is roughly 780°K[23], a
guideline of I O00°K was used as the design
temperature at the mainbumer station to insure
that combustion was indeed present. The
required prebumer fuel flow and preburner OIF
ratio were then computed. To achieve the
design temperature at the main fuel injector
station, approximately 2.5% of the overall
stoichiometri¢ engine fuel flow with a prebumer
O/F ratio of 1.71 (twice prebumar stoichiometric)

is required. The CFD results of Ref. 6 confirmed
that burning was present at the main burner
station under these conditions. A heat balance
on the vehicle and engine was used to compute
the fuel total temperature at injection. Detailed
engine operating conditions and geometry are
presented in Ref. 6.

Nose-to-Tail Analysis

Nose-to-tail analyses utilizing both CFD and cycle
codes were performed. The geometries for both
analyses, however, were somewhat different.
The ramp sidewalls in the cycle analysis were
assumed to have zero thickness and were
aligned with the forebody flow. "They therefore
resulted in zero pressure drag with only a nominal
addition to the viscous drag. The CFD geometry,
on the other hand, contained ramp sidewalls with
an included angle of 21 deg. Because the
sidewall attaches to the cowl lip and because the
cowl protruded far below the lower surface of the
waverider, the sidewall contained a significant
amount of additional volume. This added volume
was exposed to the forebody flow and produced
additional drag to the vehicle.

The grid generation for the CFD nose-to-tail
analysis is described below. The grid generation
tools used for the external grids are the S3D and
HYPGEN-UI codes mentioned previously. The
external portion was divided into three axial
sections: nose-to-inlet, inlet-to-exit, and exit-to-
end sections. Grid generation was performed
separately on each of these portions. For the
surface grid, points were clustered on the
waverider leading edge, on the sidewall leading
edge and on all of the other convex comers of
the vehicle. The lower surface grid is shown in
Fig. 6. The outer boundary of the volume grid
was placed well beyond the anticipated bow
shock to a distance of roughly three meters from
the vehicle surface. The spacing of the first point
from the surlace was set to 1.0 x 10"5m. The grid
dimensions for the three external grids measured
102x70x144, 60x70x129 and 12x70x130 from
nose to tail. The values of these dimensions
correspond to the number of grid points in the
streamwise direction, circumferential direction,
and radial direction.

For the internal grids, the engine was divided into
three separate flow paths starting at the inlet
face. These flow paths then merged at the
internal nozzle entrance. An algebraic grid
generation routine was used to generate all of
the intedor grids. The internal grids measured
7x79x50 for the inboard engine, 7x79x99 for the
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outboard engines and 3x79x79 for the intemal
nozzle section. The number of grid points in the
streamwise direction is small since the space-
marching scheme interpolates for additional grid
planes as they are needed.

The space-marching scheme, STUFF, was
employed to obtain the nozzle and external CFD
results for the waverider HRV. A space-marching
solution is possible if the flow field is void of
streamwise subsonic and separated areas. The
space-marching solution began at the nose of
the vehicle by setting the dependent variables in
all of the cells to be freestream. The solution
progressed by marching downstream through
each of the grids until the aft end of the vehicle
was reached. A fully conservative patching
scheme [11] was employed to transfer the
solution from one grid to the next. The frozen
chemistry option was employed for the CFD
results including the nozzle portion. This was
sufficient since combustion is slowed
considerably at the combustor exit [6].

For the nose-to-taU results presented here, the
HAVOC cycle code was used to provide the
solution within the inlets and combustor. This
was done to avoid the computational expense of
obtaining time-marching solutions of both the
outboard and inboard engines with 48 fuel
injection ports in each. A time-marching solution
is required in portions of the engine because the
presence of axially-subsonic and axially-
separated regions prohibits space-marching.
The CFD forebody results were averaged at the
inlet face to provide one-dimensional inlet
conditions for the cycle code. The presence of
an oblique cowl shock was accounted for and
provided the mechanism to turn the flow parallel
to the engine cowl. The CFD-predicted heat
release schedule of Ref. 6 was used in the one-
dimensional cycle analysis of the combustor.
CFD then picked up again at the exit of the
combustor.

The two-dimensional, shock/weak wave results
of the HAVOC analysis are plotted in Fig. 7. This
figure shows the shock, contact surface, and
expansion wave arrangement for the current
integrated design on the vehicle symmetry
plane. The intent of the forebody/ramp design is
clearly shown in this figure. Both of the ramp
shocks impinge on the cowl leading edge and
the cowl shock impinges on the shoulder. The
bow shock, however, lies outside of the inlet.
This is because at Mach 8, with a fixed throat
height, having the bow shock on the cowl lip can
produce shock-on-ramp with possible boundary

layer separation and engine unstart. The nozzle
geometrY was restricted to two planar sections
and the corresponding expansion and shock are
shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 is a plot of the surface pressure on the
keel line of the vehicle. Both the CFD and cycle
results are plotted. Agreement is excellent
except in the vicinity of inviscid/viscous
interactions. Comparison of the pressure on the
wavender forebody are within 2 percent except at
the leading edge where CFD predicts a pressure
spike resulting from boundary layer
displacement. The ramp pressures also agree
quite well except for the asymptotic behavior of
the CFD results that is typical of shock/boundary
layer interactions. Other reasons for this slight
discrepancy are three-dimensional effects. One
such effect is encountered as the planar ramp
emerges from the curved waverider forebody.
The intersection line bends downstream from the
vehicle symmetry plane. This three-dimensional
effect reduces the pressure near the intersection
region. Figure 8 also shows very good
agreement on the outer surface of the cowl and
on the nozzle surface. Comparison of surface
pressure on the upper surface showed that the
CFD predicted pressures were 3-10% higher
than the engineering predictions. This is also
explained by viscous/inviscid interactions.

The pressure contours in Fig. 9 show the shock
and expansion waves that are predicted with
CFD. The location and strength of these waves
are in very good agreement with those predicted
by the cycle code (Fig. 7). The CFD results,
however, predict that the ramp shocks lie slightly
outside of the inlet instead of on the cowl lip.
This difference is attributed to shock/boundary
layer interactions and to three-dimensional
effects. The boundary layers on the upper and
lower surface are visible in the density contours
of Fig. 10.

Figures 11 and 12 show the CFD predicted
pressure and density contours, respectively, on
crossflow planes at various axial stations. These
stations correspond to the following locations: a)
beginning of the second ramp, b) at the inlet, c)
at the middle of the cowl, d) at the engine exit
and e) at the vehicle end. The two ramp shocks
are visible in the pressure contours of Fig. 11a
and clearly exhibit a 3-dimensional behavior. The
bow shock is attached to the leading edge of the
waverider and produces a very clean flow field on
the forebody absent of the ramp geometry.
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Figures 1lb and 12b show that the flow into the
inlet is fairly clean except for a weak shock that
emanates from the ramp sidewall and interacts
with the forebody boundary layer. Also evident
in Fig. 12b is a thickening of the ramp boundary
layer thickness nearer the ramp sidewall. This is
caused by the tendency of the flow to spill off of
the first ramp resulting in a sideways velocity
component. This effect washes the boundary
layer away from the symmetry plane of the
vehicle. It is then stopped before the inlet station
by the sidewalls on the second ramp. Another
feature that should be noted in Figs. 11b and
12b is the shock emanating from the outer
surface of the ramp sidewall. This feature is
absent in the cycle analysis since the sidewalls
were assumed to have zero thickness. The
resulting high pressure region adds considerably
to the net drag of the vehicle since the outer
sidewall has an area component in the
streamwise direction. This effect resulted in a
negative net-thrust predicted by the nose-to-tail
analysis. This therefore leads to a need to
reduce the thickness of the sidewalls, The
pressure and density contours on the external
portion of the engine at the midpoint of the cowl
are plotted in Figs 1lc and 12c. The ramp
shocks have clearly merged with the bow shock
at this point and an expansion fan emanating
from the lower surface of the cowl is evident.

Figures 11(d-e) and 12(d-e) depict the CFD
predicted flow field on the aft portion of the
vehicle. This flow field region is very complex
due to the presence of the engine, although a
significant portion of the waverider flow field
remains unaffected. The bow shock remained
attached to the leading edge for the entire length
of the vehicle. This feature is desirable since any
spillage of the high pressure gasses onto the
upper surface would reduce the performance of
the vehicle. Two flow field features that are
dearly visible in the nozzle portion of the flow are
the initial nozzle expansion and the shock
caused by the second nozzle plane. These
features appear to be nearly two-dimensional,
leading to the good agreement with the cycle
analysis (Fig. 8).

Figure 13 shows the pressure contours on the
lower .surface of the vehicle. The impact on the
surface pressure by the presence of the
integrated scramjet is visible in this figure. The
lower surface is comprised of a large region of
undisturbed flow with a fairly constant pressure.
The remaining surface is exposed to the
numerous shocks and expansion fans that
originate from the integrated propulsion system.

These include the ramp shocks, the sidewall
shocks, the exterior cowl expansions, the engine
shroud expansion, and the numerous nozzle
waves.

Of particular interest in the current design is the
forebody ramp system and the resulting flow
field. Due to the curvature of the waverider
forebody, an oblique intersection results
between it and the first ramp. This intersection is
visible in the pressure contours of Fig. 13. The
strong pressure gradients that are present in this
vicinity cause the flow to be diverted away from
the vehicle symmetry plane beginning at the
origin of the first ramp. This effect tends to
reduce the amount of mass provided to the inlet.
An intersection that is less oblique would reduce
the spillage since the pressure gradient would be
aligned more with the flow direction. This can be
accomplished by reducing the curvature of the
waverider forebody at the symmetry plane. In the
current design, this spillage was effectively
halted at the second ramp by using sidewalls.
This is shown in the surface streamlines of Fig.
14.

CONCLUSIONS

Two methods were demonstrated for the
conceptual design and analysis of a hypersonic
waverider research vehicle: an engineering
analysis code with a simplified nose-to-tail flow
field analysis capability and a complete 3-D CFD
code with a hydrocarbon/air capability. The
methods have been shown to agree well for
wavender forebodies except in the vicinity of the
leading edge where CFD exhibits a superior
capability to predict the strong viscous/inviscid
interaction. Comparison with the OSU wavedder
experimental results were inconclusive since the
angle of attack of the experiment was
questionable. The coupling of the cycle code
with CFD to compute a single flow field was also
demonstrated. Even though the cycle code has
a significantly degraded ability to predict detail,
this coupling proved to be useful because of the
reduced computer resources required.

The nose-to-tail analysis of the wavedder HRV
clearly showed benefits of the current design
and also revealed areas for improvement. The
wavedder forebody combined with the current
ramp system provided a uniform flow to the inlet
of the scramjet. Further, the forebody shock
remained attached to the leading edge for the
entire length of the vehicle. This avoided
spillage of the high pressure air onto the upper
surface which could significantly reduce lift. The
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analysis also showed that the ramp sidewalls
need to be thinner since they protrude far into
the forebody flow field and cause unnecessary
drag to the vehicle.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Future research includes addressing the issues
found in the analysis of the HRV design. These
include the engine performance, nozzle
performance, side-wall drag and inlet efficiency.
Further studies also include structural
analysis/weight estimation, power-on/power-off
stability and control analysis and off-design
performance studies.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 Hypersonic vehicle concept with an
integrated hydrocarbon scramjet
engine.

Fig. 3 Grid used for the CFD analysis of the
OSU waverider.
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Fig. 4
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CFD predicted density contours at the
aft end of the OSU wavedder.
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Fig. 5 Pressure comparison at x=0.156845m

Fig. 7 HAVOC predicted flow field on the
lower symmetry plane.
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Fig.8 Keel linepressure comparison.
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Fig. 9 CFD predicted pressure contours on
vehicle symmetry plane.

Fig. 6 Lower surface grid for the current
waverider HRV design.
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CFD predicted density contours on
vehicle symmetry plane.
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Fig. 11 CFD predicted pressure contours at
various axial iocations.
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CFD predicted density contours at
various axial locations.
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ABSTRACT

A Hypersonic Waverider Research Vehicle with Hydrocarbon
Scramjet Propulsion: Design and Analysis

Gregory A. Moivik*, Jeffrey V. Bowles'J" and Loc C. Huynh$
NASA Ames Research Center

_offett Field, CA

The results of a feasibility study of a hypersonic
waverider research vehicle with a hydrocarbon

scramjet engine are presented. The scramjet
engine concept consists of a preburner into
which a small amount of fuel is burned with on-

board liquid oxygen and injected into the airflow,

upstream of the main fuel injector locations, thus
ensuring that main fuel combustion is present
and_ uninterrupted. The integrated
wavender/scramjet geometry is optimized with a
vehicle synthesis code to produce a maximum
product of the lift-to-drag ratio and the cycle
specific impulse, hence cruise range.
Computational fluid dynamics is employed to

provide engine performance and a nose-to-tail
analysis of the vehicle at the on-design
conditions. Comparisons are made between the
results of the two analysis techniques and some
differences are noted.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in the development of various types of

hypersonic vehicles has recently seen a
resurgence. There exists an increasing need for
hypersonic research vehicles (HRV) to
demonstrate integrated aerodynamic,

propulsion, and structural technologies for
hypervelocity design and to develop a research
database for reducing the risk involved in the

development of operational hypersonic vehicles.
Conceptual design activities are currently under

way at NASA Ames Research Center to
determine the feasibility of such a research

vehicle utilizing near-term technology (Fig. 1).
The objective of this research is to define an
integrated hypersonic cruise vehicle that

t
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demonstrates sustained air-breathing hypersonic

propulsion.

The research goals of this activity are to provide
an understanding of the underlying physics,
verification of design tools, and validation of the

technologies and systems needed. The
research requirements are classified into two
main areas: 1) basic research, and 2) systems
technology demonstration, which addresses
programmatic research issues and overall vehicle

system integration and performance. The
disciplinary research requirements include
aerodynamics and aero-thermodynamics of
hypersonic flight, hypersonic air-breathing
propulsion system performance, structures and
materials characteristics, and finally

instrumentation requirements for hypersonic
vehicles.

In order to accomplish these research goals, the
mission of the HRV requires sustained cruise at
various Mach numbers to address numerous

hypersonic research requirements, including
vehicle performance, real gas effects, boundary
layer transition, shock-boundary layer interaction,
turbulence modeling, propulsion integration, and
structures/material performance. These

requirements lead to the need for a high lift-to-

drag ratio (L/D) to achieve the desired test times
and to maximize the payload fraction to allow

greater degrees of instrumentation. Waverider
configurations have received a high degree of
interest for their potentially high lift-to-drag ratios
and their flow quality at the inlet plane [1 ]. These
characteristics of waveriders are very desirable for
cruise missions with integrated engines, hence
HRV's. However, the (L/D)max of the propulsion-

integrated configuration may be much lower than
that of the pure waverider shape.

For the HRV, most of the research requirements
dictate a need for a hydrocarbon scramjet and/or

ramjet operating between Mach numbers of 6 to
8. For a Mach number range of 4 to 10,

hydrocarbon fuels provide sufficient engine
specific impulse (Isp) performance, heat sink
capability, and offer the potential of reduced
vehicle size compared with hydrogen-powered
designs. In addition, the handling and
infrastructure requirements for the hydrocarbon



fuels have a distinct _.dvantage compared to
cryogenic hydrogen.

The slow re_,ction rates of a hydrocarbon/air
mixture in a supersonic stream can have a
significant impact on the in!et/combustor design.
Because of the size limitation of an engine on a
small research vehicle, a mechanism is required
to provide sufficient fuel/air temperatures for
burning within the combustor. The concept of
employing an in-stream, embedded ramjet as a
pilot light has been proposed [2-3] and appears
to be a promising technique for maintaining
combustion. An alternative is to use a liquid
oxygen (LOX) augmented pre-burner located
upstream of the main fuel injectors to promote
burning in the combustor. Because the LOX
woLdd be stored onboard the research vehicle,
the required pre-burning should be kept to a
minimum to reduce the impact on the vehicle
design and gross weight. For the relatively short
hypersonic research mission cruise times (5 to 10
minutes), the impact of this additional onboard
mass will not have a significant impact on the
HRV design.

A common factor among all hypersonic vehicles
is the need to effectively integrate the propulsion
system with the airframe structure to maximize
vehicle performance. The design must account
for the aerodynamic heating, stability and control,
and materials and structures. This poses a
significant challenge to the designer of air-
breathing aircraft since the problem becomes
multidisciplinary.

In this paper, the conceptual design and analysis
of an air-breathing, Mach 8, waverider-
configured, hypersonic testbed vehicle is
performed. The feasibility of a hydrocarbon
scramjet engine utilizing a LOX/preburner
concept is first addressed[4] and then a
comprehensive vehicle synthesis and design
code is used to define an optimal baseline
configuration[5]. Computational Fluid Dynamic
(CFD) methods were employed throughout the
design process to refine the accuracy of the
predicted performance. CFD results are included
of the current scramjet engine concept and of the
integrated vehicle at on design conditions.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN TOOLS

For the results presented later in this paper, two
levels of analysis were performed including:
engineering analysis and computational fluid
dynamics. Engineering codes have been
traditionally used in the conceptual design

process to predict representative vehicle
performance but have degraded accuracy in
regions where simplifying assumptions break
down. These regior.,_ can be numerous in a
complex hypersonic vehicle design with
integrated p_oputsion systems. Further, these
simplified methods lack the capability to predict
any unforeseen physics associated with a
particular design. CFD, on the other hand, can
significantly improve the accuracy and detail, but
not without penalty. Significant computer
resources can be required for a complete CFD
analysis of the design. This section of the paper
describes both analysis tools used in the present
design process.

Hypersonic Vehicle Synthesis Code

The HAVOC hypersonic vehicle synthesis code
[6] can be used to design, analyze and optimize a
hypersonic waverider configuration including an
integrated scramjet engine. The optimization
methodology utilized in the HAVOC code is
detailed in Ref. 7. The aero/aerothermal and
propulsion flow path techniques are briefly
discussed below.

The geometric definition of a hypersonic
waverider configuration is computed by
assuming that the lower surface of the waverider
is a stream surface in an axisymmetric shock layer.
Inverse design techniques are employed to
determine this stream surface from a previously
computed shock layer. The upper surface of the
waverider is simply defined as the free-stream
surface containing the waverider leading edge.
The generating surface can be defined in either
the free-stream (hence upper vehicle surface), or
on the lower vehicle surface at an arbitrary
longitudinal location. A sixth-order polynomial is
used to describe the surface geometry. Solution
of the real-gas Taylor-Macoil equations give the
inviscid flow properties throughout the shock
layer. A simplified compressible boundary layer
reference enthalpy method [8] is used to
compute the local skin friction coefficient, which
is used in turn to compute equilibrium radiation
surface temperatures. No viscous-inviscid
interactions are modeled in this engineering
analysis approach. Leading-edge temperatures
are computed using a swept-cylinder model [9].
Pressure lift and drag are computed by
integration of the pressure coefficient over the
surface of the vehicle. Base drag is computed
using 70% vacuum pressure coefficient in the
vehicle base region.
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The simplified, nose-to-tail propulsionmodel
consistsof an inviscid,2-D,realgas,shock/weak-
wave flow code coupled to a 1-D
subsonic/supersoniccombustoranalysiscode.
Tile shcck/weak-wavecode solvesthe inviscid
inlet flow field as a function of vehicle
forebody/ramp geometry, including cowl
position,angleof attackand freestreamMach
number. Equivalent1-Dflowpropertiesarethen
computed at the inlet throat, and the 1-D
combustor mass, momentum and energy
equationswithwallskinfrictionandheattransfer
are solved stepwise through the burner.
Combustorefficiency(i.e.,heatret_.aseschedule
as a function of combustorstation)was taken
from the engine CFD results for the present
analysis.The nozzleflowfield is thencomputed
from-thecombustorexitsolutionusingthe real-
gasshock/weak-wave2-Dcode,includingnozzle
andcowlflap geometry.Firstorderestimatesof
axialandnormalforcesandpitchingmomentare
thuscomputedasa functionof vehiclegeometry
and flight condition. Overallpropulsionsystem
heat loadsare thenusedto determinefuel inlet
temperature or to compute required engine
coolingequivalenceratio.

CFD Codes

For the present numerical analysis, the TUFF and
STUFF codes of Ref. 10 were used since they
offer many of the features required for accurate
hypersonic flow field computations including
upwind fluxes and fully coupled chemistry. The
TUFF code is a time-marching code. It is
generally used to obtain solutions in the
subsonic or separated regions of the hypersonic
flow field. The STUFF code employs a space-
marching algorithm that can obtain a solution in
relatively little computer time. For the results
presented later, the STUFF code was employed
to obtain nozzle and external solutions. The
TUFF code was used to obtain the solution within
the combustor.

Simplified reaction mechanisms for the
hydrocarbon combustion process offer an
appealing alternative to exhaustive computations
with large chemistry systems. In this approach,
various species and reactions are combined and
simplified while preserving the net effect of the
reaction processes. Since kinetic details are not
required in the present study, a simplified
reaction mechanism was sufficient. For the
scramjet propulsion system analysis, the two-step
reaction mechanism of Westbrook and Dryer [11]
was employed to address the combustion of fuel
with air. For hydrocarbon scramjet propulsion,

the liquid fuel can be used as a coolant on various
portions of the aircraft. This results in an
endothermic reaction that can vaporize and
dissociate the liquid fuel. Gaseous ethylene was
used in this analysis, as a surrogate fuel intended
to represent the products of this endothermic
reaction. The thermodynamic and transport
properties for the individual species in the
hydrocarbon/air mixture were obtained from Ref.
12.

Modeling scramjet flow fields with CF-'D requires
an advanced turbulence model capable of
accurately accounting for compressible turbulent
shear layers and jets. This was accomplished in
the present study with the incorporation of the
low Reynolds number K-¢ turbulence model
originally developed by Jones and Launder [13].
The compressibility correction of Zeman [14] was
also included in the two-equation formulation to
improve the computation of compressible shear
layers. The turbulence model was transformed
to a generalized finite-volume coordinate system
and strongly coupled with the existing flow
solver, including the viscous and inviscid flux
computation and the source term treatment.

Grid generation was accomplished by employing
an interactive surface grid generator, S3D [15],
and an interactive volume grid generator,
HYPGEN-UI [16], for the external grids. Cross-
section details determined by the HAVOC code
were used in the surface grid generation
process. For the internal engine grid generation,
an algebraic solver was employed. The
combination of these grid generation techniques
proved to be quite effective and timely.

RESULTS

Two sets of results are included in this paper."
The first set of results addresses the design and
performance of a single hydrocarbon scramjet
utilizing an augmented preburner upstream of
the main fuel injectors. The second set consists
of the results of a conceptual design and analysis
of a hypersonic waverider research
vehicle(HWRV) with a hydrocarbon scramjet
engine. The conceptual design of the HWRV
relied heavily on the CFD results of the scramjet
engine.

Hydrocarbon Scram!et Result

The initial geometric definition for the scramjet
engine, including throat height, shock isolator
length, and combustor length, and combustor
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aP_a ratio was taken from Ref. 3. The embedded
ramjet section was removed and a
hydrocarbon/L©X preburner was added. A
mixing section aft of the preburner station was
also added to allow mixing of the preburner
exhaust gass_=s with the oncoming air so as not to
suffocate the main burner jets of oxygen. A
schematic showing the scramjet concept is
presented in Fig. 2.

Preliminary HAVOC design results at a Mach
number of 8 and a dynamic pressure of 1500psf
for the waverider HRV with two ramps and with
both shock on shoulder and on cowl lip indicated
that a contraction ratio of roughly 14 was
achievable. Given that the spontaneous ignition
temperature of an ethylene/oxygen mixture is
roughly 780°K[17], a guideline of 1000°K was
used as the design temperature at the
mainbumer station to insure that combustion was
indeed present. The 1-O cycle code was run
with the LOX augmentation prebuming option to
compute parametrically, the required fuel and
oxygen flow to achieve an equivalent mixed 1-D
temperature at the main fuel injector station equal
to the auto-ignition value. For an engine with an
equivalence ratio of 1 (stoichiometric) this
resulted in roughly 2.5% of the fuel being
directed to the preburner that was then burned
stoichiometricaly with onboard LOX. The flow of
LOX was then reduced to the preburner
resulting in a fuel-rich preburner. This reduced
the required amount of onboard LOX with only a
minimal effect on temperature distribution prior to
main fuel injection. This is because the fuel-rich
prebumer exhaust gasses continue to react with
the air after injection. A heat balance on the
vehicle and engine was used to compute the fuel
total temperature. The resulting operating
conditions of this engine are given in Table 1.

Table1°

Gas

Engine Operating Conditions

T(°K)
P(atm}

Area(in}
Anqle

Inlet
Air

Prebumer
Products
and C2H4

Main

C2H4

Mach No. 3.83 1.1 2.2
833 3395
0.86

2.0000
13.39
0.005

90°

801
2.49

0.166
30 °

The area in the above table is based on a one
inch width section.

An important consideration in the design of a
scramjet is the penetration distance of the

injectors. Reference 18 gives a relationship for
the jet penetration distance as a function of the
jet and free stream Mach numbers, the
momentum ratio of the two streams, the angle of
injection and the jet diameter. The preburner
injection was designed to only penetrate
through the boundary layer, whereas the main
injection was designed to reach well into the air
stream for better mixing. This resutted in a
guideline of h=0.Scm for the prebumer and
h=2.0cm on the main burner. Because of the
large amounts of fuel being injected through the
main injectors at stoichiometric conditions, the
main fuel injectors were designed with a
s_reamwise length-to-width aspect ratio of 5 and
an angle of injection of 30 degrees to help
reduce blockage. The injectors were laterally
spaced one inch apart on both the' top and
bottom of the scramjet. The top injectors were
then offset one-half inch to a produce a
staggered injection for the purpose of increasing
jet penetration and to avoid the additional losses
of impacting jets. The prebumers were aligned
with the main fuel injectors to ensure that the hot
prebumer gasses fell in near vicinity of the main
fuel.

A three-dimensional CFD analysis of this engine
was performed. Because of the periodicity of the
engine in the absence of any side walls, only the
flow between the centerline of the top injectors
and the centerline of the bottom injectors was
actually solved. The grid for this computation was
generated algebraically and contained 119 cells
in the axial direction, 60 cells from top to bottom,
and 16 cells laterally. The grid spacing on the
walls was set to 4.0 x 10-5m. All of the injector
exits were modeled as rectangles containing 8
cells in each of the axial and lateral directions.
This three-dimensional computation required
1850 iterations leading to 102 hours on a Cray-
YMP. The computation was halted after no
plotable difference was seen with further
iteration. Throughout the CFD simulation
process, the ingestion of a thick boundary layer
formed on the forebody of the hypersonic
vehicle by the scramjet was neglected.

For the current engine design, all of the injectors
(including prebumer and main) were designed to
be supersonic in the boundary-normal direction.
This simplifies the CFD boundary condition
procedure since merely specification of the
injector variables is required for a supersonic
inflow boundary condition. This type of injector is
also quite practical in a scramjet since injector
pressures are typically high enough to choke the
injector flow. The supersonic inflow boundary
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condition was imposed only on those cell faces
that correspond to an injector exit. No-slip,
viscous boundary conditions were imposed on
the cell faces adjacent to the injector exit. This
led to the use of rectangular injectors to avoid
further complication of the boundary condition
procedure and the grid generation process.

The results of the CFD analysis are shown in
Figs. 3-13. The pressure contours on both the
symmetry plane containing the top injector and
the one containing the lower injector are shown
in Fig. 3. The pressures are smoothly varying
except in the vicinity of the injectors. Shocks
emanating from both the preburner and main
ft.,el injectors traverse the height and width of the
computational space. These shocks can
significantly affect the efficiency of the engine,
and any further refinement of this design will
address the losses associated with these
structures. The temperature contours (Fig. 4)
show the injector penetration and the
temperature rise caused by combustion. This
figure indicates that the penetration of the
combustion region is more than half the height
of the scramjet. A significant degree of
penetration is present, without adverse effects
such as jet-jet interactions and jet-wall
interactions.

The velocity vectors of Figs. 5 and 6 show
details of the injector flow fields. The velocity
vectors in the immediate vicinity of the prebumer
exit exhibit a spreading behavior that is typical of
an under-expanded jet. This phenomenon is
also present in the main injector region but is
less visible because of the inclination of the
vectors. A separation region is present in the
prebumer injector region that reaches seven jet
diameters upstream of the injector. This
phenomenon is absent near the main fuel
injectors because of the reduced angle of
injection.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 contain crossflow contour
plots of temperature, fuel and water
respectively, at various axial locations. The axial
locations correspond to the following: 1) just aft
of the prebumer station, 2) just upstream of the
main fuel injection, 3) the back of the main
injector station, 4) within the combustion
chamber, and 5) the combustor exit. The exact
axial locations are indicated on the plots.

The temperature contours of Fig. 7 clearly show
the mechanism that is studied in this paper. Fig.
7(a) shows the hot preburner gasses that
emerge from the preburner injector ports.

,'These gasses mix and react with the oncoming
air stream but still contain a very hot core just
before main fuel injection (Fig. 7(b)). This hot
core, falling just above the main fuel injection,
serves as a "piiot light" for main fuel injectors
causing combustion of the main fuel to
instantaneou_y occur (Fig. 7(c)). The main fuel
injectors were designed to produce a significant
amount of penetration without traversing the
entire height of the scramjet. This was
accomplished and is clearly shown in the
combustion chamber temperature contours
(Figs. 7(d&e)). These figures indicate that the
concept of prebuming does indeed accomplish
the task of maintaining combustion at the main
fuel injection station and that an injector can be
designed to provide significant flow path
penetration without unstarting the engine.

The effect of the upper surface corner on
combustion is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. An
expansion wave emanating from this corner
causes the density and temperature to decrease
having an adverse effect on the rate of
combustion and mixing. This wave affects the
upper gasses before reaching the lower gasses.
Therefore the expansion has a greater effect on
the upper gasses. For this reason, there are
more unburned and unmixed gasses present in
the upper region of the scramjet.

The remaining figures present a comparison of
the CFD results with those of a 1-D cycle
analysis. The combustor efficiency computed
by the CFD solution was implemented in the
cycle code since no other schedule was
available for this engine design. This was
accomplished by curve fitting the average fuel
fraction schedule (Fig. 10) and using this
schedule in the 1-D cycle code. Both the CFO
predicted schedule and the curve fit are shown
in Fig. 10. Also shown on Fig. 10 is the
predicted amount of carbon monoxide from both
the CFD and 1-D cycle analysis. The CFD
analysis predicts a higher amount than the 1-D
cycle code. This is caused by the difference in
the equilibrium mechanisms of the two codes
and suggests an improvement to the simplified
kinetics employed in the CFD solver for scramjet
computations. Comparisons of the average
temperature, the momentum-averaged pressure
and the mass-averaged velocity from the CFD
analysis with the results of the cycle code show
general agreement (Figs. 11-13). The
discrepancies can be attributed to the improved
ability of the CFD method to account for detail
and the difference in the equilibrium
mechanisms. Finally, a sensitivity analysis using
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the cycle code indicates that, at Mach 8, a 1%
change in overall combustion efficiency
represents approximately 1% change in cowl-to-
tail lsp and 0.8% change in axial thrust
coefficient.

Jd.y._zersonicWaverk;Le_r Research Vehicle Desigj3
and Anatvsis

Unlike accelerator-type missions (e.g., SSTO)
where the mass capture characteristics of the
vehicle are most important, cruise configurations
place an emphasis on the aerodynamic
performance of the design. Hence vehicle lift-to-
drag ratio (L/D) or the product of L/D and engine
Isp (a parameter proportional to Brequet range
factor) becomes more important. A waverider
configuration, with high hypersonic L/D potential,
was selected as the baseline configuration for the
present study of the HRV. The
configuration/engine installation was numerically
optimized to maximize (L/D) x Isp, using
forebody shape, ramp angles and cowl position
as optimization parameters. For this analysis, the
forebody is a Mach 8 wavender configuration and
the ramp angles and cowl position were designed
to produce first and second ramp shock-on-lip
and cowl shock-on-shoulder. The engine
geometry and operating parameters were held
fixed in the optimization procedure. The
numerical optimization was performed using the
HAVOC cycle code.

The design parameters and constraint functions
used for optimization are listed below. There
were 15 design parameters used in the
optimization process. Six parameters defined the
waverider generating surface (hence the vehicle
shape); eight parameters defined the ramps,
cowl, nozzle geometries, and leading-edge
radius; the last design parameter was free stream
dynamic pressure. Eight constraints were used
in the optimization process, including engine
throttle greater than or equal to the required
cooling equivalence ratio, leading edge
equilibrium radiation temperature limited to
3200°F, wing tip closure angle limited to 10
degrees, and the vehicle structural thickness limit
at vehicle aft end, accounting for nozzle
integration. The volume was constrained to 1.7%
of vehicle length cubed. Finally, the vehicle
width to length ratio was less than or equal to
0.75.

For the Mach 8 design, a generating shock angle
of 12 degrees was arbitrarily selected. The
waverider shape optimization process involved
planform shape changes to sweep the leading

edge in order to alleviate high heating rates at the
higher free stream dynamic pressures, traded off
against leading edge radius and associated
leading edge bluntness drag. The design
optimization process of the inlet (ramp positions
and ramp angles) resulted in the two ramp shocks
converging on the cowl lip (shock-on-lip) then
reflecting on the shoulder of the combustor
entrance (shock-on-shoulder). The geometric
contraction ratio was approximately 14, with a
resulting pressure at the combustor inlet of
about one atmosphere. Preliminary performance
estimates indicated a required vehicle length of
23 ft, with an overall vehicle body density of 20
Ibs/ft'*3. A lift-to-drag ratio of 4.3 was achieved,
with a cowl-to-tail lsp of 746 seconds at an
assumed combustor efficiency of 95°/° and at an
equivalence ratio of 1.0, with a free stream
dynamic pressure of 900 psf, resulting in an initial
cruise altitude of 92,500 ft. An engine width of
roughly 0.762m produced a net thrust that is
equal to the net drag of the vehicle at the design
point. For the results presented below, the
engine combustion efficiency of 55% was taken
from the scramjet engine CFD results.

Nose-to-tail analyses utilizing both CFO and cycle
codes were performed. The geometries for both
analyses, however, were slightly different. The
ramp sidewalls in the cycle analysis were
assumed to have zero thickness and were
aligned with the forebody flow. They therefore
resulted in zero pressure drag with only a nominal
addition to the viscous drag. The CFD geometry,
on the other hand, contained ramp sidewalls with
an included angle of 21 degrees Because the
sidewall attaches to the cowl lip and because the
cowl protruded far below the lower surface of the
waverider, the sidewall contained a significant
amount of additional volume. This added volume
was exposed to the forebody flow and produced
additional drag to the vehicle.

The grid generation for the CFD nose-to-tail
analysis is described below. The grid generation
tools used for the external grids are the S3D and
HYPGEN-UI codes mentioned previously. The
external portion was divided into three axial
sections: nose-to-inlet, inlet-to-exit, and exit-to-
end sections. Grid generation was performed
separately on each of these portions. For the
surface grid, points were clustered on the
waverider leading edge, on the sidewall leading
edge and on all of the other convex comers of
the vehicle. The lower surface grid is shown in
Fig. 14. The outer boundary of the volume grid
was placed well beyond the anticipated bow
shock to a distance of roughly three meters from
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the vehicle surface. The spacing of the first point
from the surface was set to 1.0 x 10"5m. The grid
dimensions for the three external grids measured
102x70x144, 60x70×129 and 12x70x130 from
nose to tail The values of these dimensions
correspond to the number of grid points in the
streamwise direction, circumferential direction,
and radial direction. An internal nozzle grid
measuring 3x79x79 was generated algebraically
for the CFD solution.

The space-marching scheme, STUFF, was
employed to obtain the nozzle and external CFD
results for the waverider HRV. The space-
marching solution began at the nose of the
vehicle by setting the dependent variables in all
of the cells to be free stream. The solution
progressed by marching downstream through
each of the grids until the aft end of the vehicle
was reached. A fully conservative patching
scheme [19] was employed to transfer the
solution from one grid to the next. The frozen
chemistry option was employed for the CFD
results including the nozzle portion. This was
sufficient since combustion is slowed
considerably at the combustor exit.

For the CFD nose-to-tail results presented here,
the HAVOC cycle code was used to provide the
solution within the inlets and combustor. This
was done to avoid the computational expense of
obtaining time-marching solutions of both the
outboard and inboard engines with 48 fuel
injection ports in each. The CFD forebody
results were averaged at the inlet face to provide
one-dimensional inlet conditions for the cycle
code. The presence of an oblique cowl shock
was accounted for and provided the mechanism
to turn the flow parallel to the engine cowl. The
CFD-predicted heat release schedule presented
above was used in the one-dimensional cycle
analysis of the combustor.

The two-dimensional, shock/weak wave results of
the HAVOC analysis are plotted in Fig. 15. This
figure shows the shock, contact, and expansion
wave arrangement for the current integrated
design on the vehicle symmetry plane. The
intent of the forebody/ ramp design is clearly
shown in this figure. Both of the ramp shocks
impinge on the cowl leading edge and the cowl
shock impinges on the shoulder. The bow
shock, however, lies outside of the inlet. This is
because at Mach 8, with a fixed throat height,
having the bow shock on the cowl lip can
produce shock-on-ramp with possible boundary
layer separation and engine unstart. The nozzle
geometry was restricted to two planar sections

and the corresponding expansion and shock are
shown in Fig. 15.

Figure 16 is a line plot of the surface pressure on
the keel line of the vehicte. Both the CFD and
cycle results are plotted. Agreement is excellent
except in the vicinity of inviscid/viscous
interactions. Comparison of the pressure on the
waverider forebody is within 2 percent except at
the leading edge where CFD predicts a pressure
spike resulting from boundary layer
displacement. The ramp pressures also agree
quite well except for the asymptotic behavior of
the CFD results that is typical of shock/boundary
layer interactions. Another reason for this
discrepancy can be attributed to the three-
dimensional intersection of the first ramp. with the
curved waverider forebody. The inters_,_ion line
bends downstream from the vehicle symmetry
plane. This three-dimensional effect reduces the
pressure near the intersection region. Figure 16
also shows very good agreement on the outer
surface of the cowl and on the nozzle surface.
Comparison of surface pressure on the upper
surface showed that the CFD predicted
pressures were 3-10% higher than the
engineering predictions.. This is explained by
viscourdinviscid interactions.

The pressure contours in Fig. 17 show the keel
line shock and expansion waves that are
predicted with CFD. The location and strength of
these waves are in very good agreement with
those predicted by the cycle code (Fig. 15). The
CFD results, however, predict that the ramp
shocks lie slightly outside of the inlet instead of
on the cowl lip. This difference is attributed to
shocWboundary layer interactions and to three-
dimensional effects.

Figure 18 shows the CFD predicted density
contours on crossflow planes at various axial
stations. These stations correspond to the
following locations: a) on the second ramp, b) at
the inlet, c) at the middle of the cowl, d) at the
engine exit and e) at the vehicle end. The two
ramp shocks are visible in the pressure contours
of Fig. 18a and clearly exhibit a 3-dimensional
behavior. The bow shock is attached to the
leading edge of the waverider and produces a
very clean flow field on the forebody absent of
the ramp geometry.

Figure 18 shows that the flow into the inlet is
fairly clean except for a weak shock that emanates
from the ramp sidewall and interacts with the
forebody boundary layer. Also evident is a
thickening of the ramp boundary layer thickness
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nearer the ramp sidewall. This is caused by the
tendency of the flow to spill off the first ramp
resulting in a sideways velocity component. This
effect washes the boundary layer away from the
symmetry plane of the vehicle. It is then stopped
before the inlet station by the sidewalls on the
second ramp. Another feature that should be
noted in Fig. 18b is the shock emanating from the
outer surface of the ramp sidewall. This feature is
absent in the cycle analysis since the sidewalls
were assumed to have zero thickness. The
resulting high pressure region adds considerably
to the net drag of the vehicle since the outer
sidewall has an area component in the
streamwise direction. This effect resulted in a
negative net-thrust predicted by the nose-to-tail
anaJysis, and therefore, creates a need to reduce
the thickness of the sidewalls. At the cowl mid-
point (Fig. 18c), the ramp shocks have clearly
merged with the bow shock an expansion fan
emanating from the lower surface of the cowl is
evident.

Figure 18(d-e) depict the CFD predicted flow field
on the aft portion of the vehicle. This flow field
region is very complex due to the presence of
the engine, although a significant portion of the
waverider flow field remains unaffected. The bow
shock remains attached to the leading edge for
the entire length of the vehicle. This feature is
desirable since any spillage of the high pressure
gasses onto the upper surface would reduce the
performance of the vehicle. Two flow field
features that are clearly visible in the nozzle
portion of the flow are the initial nozzle expansion
and the shock caused by the second nozzle
plane. These features appear to be nearly two-
dimensional near the centerline, leading to the
good agreement with the cycle analysis (Fig. 16).

Figure 19 shows the pressure contours on the
lower surface of thevehicle. The impact on the
surface pressure by the presence of the
integrated scramjet is visible in this figure. The
lower surface is composed of a large region of
undisturbed flow with a fairly constant pressure.
The remaining surface is exposed to the
numerous shocks and expansion fans that
originate from the integrated propulsion system.
These include the ramp shocks, the sidewall
shocks, the exterior cowl expansions, the engine
shroud expansion, and the numerous nozzle
waves.

Of particular interest in the current design are the
forebody ramp system and the resulting flow
field. Due to the curvature of the waverider
forebody, an oblique intersection results

between it and the first ramp. This intersection is
visible in the pressure contours of Fig. 19. The
strong pressure gradients that are present in this
vicinity cause the flow to be diverted away from
the vehicle symmetry plane beginning at the
origin of the first ramp. This effect tends to
reduce the amount of mass provided to the inlet.
An intersection that is less oblique would reduce
the spillage since the pressure gradient would be
aligned more wfth the flow direction. This can be
accomplished by reducing the curvature of the
wavedder forebody at the symme_.ry plane. In the
current design, this spillage was effectively halted
at the second ramp by using sidewalls. This is
shown in the surface streamiines of Fig. 20.

CONCLUSIONS

Two methods were demonstrated for the
conceptual design and analysis of a hypersonic
waverider research vehicle: an engineering
analysis code with a simplified nose-to-tail flow
field analysis capability and a complete 3-D CFD
code with a hydrocarbon/air capability. The
methods have been shown to produce good
agreement for waverider forebodies except in
regions of strong viscousJinviscid interaction.
The coupling of the cycle code with CFD to
compute a single flow field was also
demonstrated. Even though the cycle code has
significantly less ability to predict detail, this
coupling proved to be useful because it reduced
computer requirements.

The nose-to-tail analysis of the waverider HRV
clearly shown the benefits of the current design
and revealed areas for improvement. The
waverider forebody combines with the current
ramp system to provide a uniform flow to the inlet
of the scramjet. Further, the forebody shock
remains attached to the leading edge for the
entire length of the vehicle. This avoidsspiilage
of the high pressure air onto the upper surface
that can significantly reduce lift. The analysis has
also shown that the ramp sidewalls need to be
thinner since they protrude far into the forebody
flow field and cause unnecessary drag to the
vehicle.

The analysis of the liquid oxygen-augmented
prebuming hydrocarbon scramjet indicates that
the concept does indeed produce combustion of
the main fuel within the scramjet engine. The
preburning process provides a sufficiently
elevated temperature flow into the main fuel
injector region to support immediate combustion
of the gaseous ethylene fuel. However,
because of the significant amount of unburned

8



fuel at the combustor exit, there is a need for
better mixing efficiency within the combustor.
For the current fuel injector configuration,
improved engine cycle performance could also
be achieved at a lower overall engine
equivalence ratio, limited by engine cooling
requirements. Finally, there is currently a void of
high-quality, CFD validation-type data for high-
speed hydrocarbon combustion, leaving an
uncertainty in any predicted results.
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Fkj. 1 Hypersonic vehicle concept with an
integrated hydrocarbon scramjet
engine.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the 3-D scramjet
engine geometry
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Fig. 3

b
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Pressure contours at a) symmetry plane
of top injectors, b) symmetry plane of
bottom injectors.
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Fig. 4

b
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Temperature contours at a) symmetry
plane of top injectors, b) symmetry
plane of bottom injectors.

Fig. 5 Velocity vectors in vicinity of prebumer
injector
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Fig. 6 VelocitY_vectors in vicinity of main
burner injector
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ABSTRACT

Computations are done on flow configurations that
resemble the reaction zone in the scramjet combus-

tor flows. Compressible, reacting, turbulent flow so-
lutions axe obtained. A two equation (k-_) model

with compressibility correction is used to calculate the

flow field. A finite rate (8-species, 13-reaction steps)

chemistry model for hydrogen-air combustion has been
used. Computations are carried out using the Navier-
Stokes solver TUFF. Predictions are compared with

available experimental data and also those obtained

by using the code UPS.

NOMENCLATURE

A,b

CI,C2,C.
E

A
H

h

k

k / ,k_
L

1"t_n

M,
N

Pr,Prt

P
Sc,Sc,
T

T,,
t

ff
uJ,

Z

coefficients in Arrhenius rate equation

turbulence model constants

total internal energy

mass fraction of species n

total enthalpy
static enthalpy

turbulent kinetic energy
forward and backward reaction rate constants

number of reaction steps

Molecular weight of species n
Turbulent Mach number

number of chemical species
laminar and turbulent Prandtl numbers

pressure
laminar and turbulent Schmidt numbers

temperature
Activation Temperature
time

velocity vector

production rate of species n
streamwise coordinate
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zj
Y

77
7
_J

,u

p,
b'

p
cr_, O" c

Subscripts
t

j,h coordinate
transverse coordinate
Kronecker delta

turbulence energy dissipation rate
compressible dissipation rate

compressibility correction coefficient

ratio of specific heats
specific dissipation rate

laminar viscosity
turbulent viscosity
kinematic viscosity

density
turbulence model constants

stress tensor

flux vector in j,h direction

turbulent quantity

IINTI:tO D U CTION

Hypersonic travel requires propulsion systems which
are different from the conventional ones used in most

of the modem aircraft. The supersonic combustion

ramjet (scramjet) is a system considered to be suit-

able for high speed applicatioqs. There has been a
tremendous amount of activity in the area of scramjet

r_arch in recent year. ( [11- [111).Some of the re-

latedtopicsincludeinletconfiguration,mixing layers,

mixing enhancement, combustor configuration,finite

rate chemistry models and chemical kinetics.The fuel

used in the scramjet variesdepending upon the ap-

plication.For example, hypersonic waveriders using

hydrocarbon fuelshave been designed [12]for applica-

tions in the moderate hypersonic speed regimes."For

Math numbers of the order of 15 and above, hydro-

gen isgenera/ly considered to be the fuel of choice.

In the present work, hydrogen isthe fuelused in the

computations.

The present work represents a computational el-



fort in e_tablishing a solution procedure for hypersonic
propulsion applications. The entire task of establish-

ing the solutions procedure must then be divided into
smaller tasks dealing with subsets such a_ turbulence

modelling, chemical kinetics, geometry etc. One such
task is the topic for the present study. Here, the rele-

vant flow features of the combustor, namely the mL,dng
and chemical reaction between the fuel and o:ddizer

streams, is addressed. The flow field in a scramjet is

complex. It is turbulent and compressible involving

high heat release. The solution procedure should ad-
dress all aspects of the flow field adequately. It should

be capable of accurately modelling the turbulent field,
taking into account the effects of compressibility, and

addressing the changes associated with heat release.
Also, the interactions between the distinct physical

aspects of the flow such as the effect of heat release
on turbulence, the interaction between turbulence and

chemistry etc. must be properly addressed. Signifi-

cant progress has been made in addressing these areas

via accurate and realistic modelling in recent years [6].

Remarkable advances have been made in the area

of turbulence modelling, accounting for a variety of

factors that affect the flow field. Compres_sibility cor-
rection models to account for the effects of compress-

ibility, near-wall turbulence models to deal with the

transition from fully turbulent to zero turbulence, vis-
cous dominated flow field near no-slip boundaries and
modifications to models to account for flow curvature

are some examples. A wide variety of turbulence mod-

els, including algebraic (zero-equation), one-equation,
two-equation, Reynolds stress and large eddy simula-
tion models, are available (for example references [13] -

[15]) depending upon the sophistication and accuracy
desired and the limits imposed by numerical solution

procedures.

Thermodynamic and chemical kinetic models [16]
applicable to the scramjet flows have been undergoing

continuous improvements in recent yeast. Accurate

modelling of thermodynamic variables as functions of
temperature which are valid over a wide range of tem-
peratures is an example. In flows such as the one

associated with the scramjet, the time scales associ-
ated with fluid dynamics and chemical reaction (not tO

mention the turbulence scales) require that the com-

bustion process be modelled via a finite rate chem-

istry mechanism. Such a mechanism should account
not only for the major species (reactants and prod-

ucts) involved in the chemical reactions but also the
intermediate transient ones which play a vital role in

the reaction progress process. Accurate models for the
chemical reactions in the scramjet combustor, thus, is

a crucial aspect of the solution procedure.

The design of the combustor ks strongly dependent

upon factors such a._ the mixing between fuel emd ox-
idizer streams, presence of shocks in the flow field,

boundary layer effects, flow separation, extent of chem-
ical reaction within the combustor and so on. The nu-

merical solution procedure should have the capability

of addressing all of these factors while maintaining the

required accuracy and robustness. T_ere is a glut of

useful numerical solvers applicab_.lL a wide variety
of flows including all speed regimes/' Computational

algorithms which are fast and accurate are being im-
proved everyday.

Even though there _re a wide variety of sophisti-
cated and physically accurate thermodynamic, chem-
ical kinetic and turbulence models available it is not

always possible to use the most accurate and elabo-
rate versions in a numerical simulation due to the lim-

itations imposed by computer memory requirements,

computational economy, ease of use and adaptability

to practical problems. Solutions often are required,

especially in ihe engineering industry which is the end
user for such solvers, in a short time using comput-

ers that may not be the fastest available. As a result,

compromises must be struck between physical accu-
racy and computational feasibility and it is this aspect
which differentiates between various solvers that exist

today.

In the present study, an attempt is made to es-

tablish a solution procedure for scramjet combustor

flow predictions from the perspective of the discus-
sion above. The models chosen to represent the tur-

bulent and chemistry fields reflect the compromise be-
tween physical accuracy and computational economy
mentioned above. The code chosen for the computa-

tions is the TUFF [17] code and the solutions are com-

pared with those obtained with the UPS [18, 20] code.
The turbulence model chosen is the two-equation k-

turbulence model with low Reynolds number modifi-

cations [13]. However, the Baldwin-Lomax algebraic
model is also available as an option. The compres_
ibility effects are included via the compressibility cor-

rection model proposed by Zeman Jig]. The fuel used
is hydrogen although the numerical solver can easily
be modified for hydrocarbon fuels. A 9-species, 20-

reaction steps chemical kinetics model for hydrogen-

air combustion [16] is available. For the computations
presented in this report, an abbreviated version (8-

species, 13-steps) of this model has been used.

Mixing plays a major role in high speed combus-
tor flows. The. reaction zone is mainly confined to

mixing layers that exist between fuel and oxidizer

strearn.s. Two flow configurations are chosen for the
study. The first is the well known Burrows-Kurkov

experiment [21] in which hydrogen and vitiated air
streams (two-dimensional) mix and react. The second



ca_eis that of an a_etric configuration [22, 23]

where two coaJdM jeL_ (fuel and oxidizer) mix and re-
act. E:vperimental data from compressible, reacting

mkx.ing layers is still ncarce which hinders the vaLida-
tion of the calculation procedure• The available data

from the above two experiments axe used to compare
with the predictions. The governing and secondary

equations used in the computations have all b_n de-
scribed in detail in the references cited above. Only an

abreviated equation set will be given in the present pa-

per. The computations were performed on the super-
computers of NAS and NASA Ames Research Center

(C-90).

G OVEPANIIN G EQUATIONS

The equations used for computations are described

in detail in references [6, 7, 10] and [24]. Only the
forms of the modelled equations used in the present

study are given here. Density-weighted averaging is
used to derive the mean flow equations from the in-

stantaneous coservation equations. The dependent

variables, with the exception of density and pressure,
are written a.s

¢ = _ + ¢,, (1)

where the ¢" is the fluctuating component of the vari-
• able under consideration and its Favre-mean ¢ is de-

fined as

= P_ (2)

In this equation, the overbar indicates conventional
time-averaging. Density and pressure are split in the

conventional sense as,

p = _ + p' and p = _ + p' (3)

The averaged continuity and momentum equations axe

__ _U_+ -- = o (4)

_ _ _ a_q,,, 0%--;@)
& + a=j a=n a=j +

where

.Ou_ Ou1. 20uk &i (6)
"_i = _'(TZ]_j+ T_7_) 3 a=,

with repeated indices indicating summation.

In the two-equation turbulence model, the two tur-
bulence variables are the turbulent kinetic energy (k)

and the dissipation rate (¢) [13] defined as

II It

k -- _ ul (7)
2_

and

= _ (8)

Boussine_q approx.imation is used to obtain closure

of the averaged equations. Herq the Reynolds stress
tensor is written as,

2

- P_'_'= _ s_i- 5 _k6,i

OU_ OUi 2 OU_ _q (9)
Sq = Oz---f+ az_ 3 3z_

where p, is the turbulent/eddy viscosity defined as

#, = C.#--
(

(lo)

with C_=0.09.

The modelled momentum equation, then, is,

_U_ _U_U_ _ 2 _
+ -- __ +

at Oz i Oz_ 3 az i

0

- a=--_[ (# + p') s,_]

- -- 6q

(11)

The effects of compressibility are included via the

model proposed by Zemzm [19]. Here, the compress-
ible dissipation terms are expressed as functions of the

turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate and the local

turbulent Mach number. The compressibility effects

are represented by a component of the dissipation rate

(e,) given as

e¢ = Kee

K, = tlY(M,)

2k
-- (12)

where a is the local speed of sound and F(Mt) is a
function of the local turbulent Maeh number (M,).

F(M,) is given by

F(Mt) = 1-ezp[-(M'o/'°)=], Mt >_ Mr,

= O, M,<M,,

with Mr,:0.1 and r/=0.75. The modelled turbulent
kinetic energy equation is [6, 13]

+ Ozi = P_ #e(l + K¢)

+ a__i( p + #,. o_• _)_;_ ] 03)



where

aU{ (14)
P_ = - P""'_' a%7

The modelled {-equation ueed (no compressibility

corrections) in the present analysis [13] is given below.

__ a_eUja#e + -
a=:i

(

= (C_ -P_- C=Ze)

where P_ is the production term in the turbulent

kinetic energy equation. The model constants used

in the analysis are Ct=1.44, C2=1.92, cr_=l.0,
_=1.3, Pr=0.72, Prt=l.0, Sc=0.22and Sct=l.0.

The mas_averaged total energy can be written in

terms of the total enthalpy as

# = #_ __ (16)

The correlations between the fluctuating velocity and

the scalar fluctuations are modelled using a gradient-

diffusion hypothesis. A typical model is of the form

- pu_'¢,, = _÷#-!'(___,a$) (17)

where c% is a coefficient which, normally, is a constant.

For ¢ = f, (n represents the species) , 0"_ = St,, and
for the static enthalpy, (¢ = h), ¢r_ = Prt. Using the
above definition, and omitting the body force contri-

bution, the time-averaged and modelled energy equa-

tion [6] is

a_.___._+ a_;su] a (____ 6,_- w'uy)u,
8zj Oz i

a # p, ) O'h #, ok--)_I18)+ _=_{(7r+7_,_=j+(_+_ a

where _ comes from the turbulent kinetic energy

equation. The modeled species continuity equation is

a_A + _ ,-=_ + ) ](_9)

The modelled form of the mean species production

rate due to chemical reaction (_'_) is given, for a finite-

rate system involving L reaction steps and N species,

in the following general form:

L

_-"_v" (20)u),_ ---- M,_ X..,_ ,w-- r"-t) x
I=l

' _ f" ,'7,
{_:_,p"11(_.1""- _"P"'I-I(#T)}'

where

N N

,=1 _=1

where, v_,land u',i are the number of molecules of the

scalar s involved m the l-Lh reaction ste_ in the forwazd
and backward directions, re=pectivety. The forward
and b_,_-.kw_d rate-constants of the reaction l are _ven

by klt and k_ respectively.

k/_ = A_T*' ezp[ --_-JT_" (21)

where A_, b_ and To, are numerical constants specific

to the given reaction step I. k_ is determined from the

equilibrium constant for the/-th reaction step and kf_.

Solution of the modeled equations

The equations are discretized and integrated in
space and time to obtain steady state solutions using
the finite-volume based numerical solver TUFF [17].

The TUFF code contains many desirable features for

the computation of three-_ dimensional, hypersonic flow
fields. It has non-equilibrium, equilibrium and perfect

gas capabilities along with an incompressible option.
It employs a finite-volume philosophy to ensure that
the schemes are fully conservative. The upwind in-

viscid fluxes are obtained by employing a new tern-

pored Pdemann solver that fully accounts for the gas

model used. This property allows the flow field dis-
continuities such as shocks and contact surfaces to be

captured by the numerical scheme without smearing.
Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) techniques are in-
cluded to allow extension of the schemes to higher or-

ders of accuracy without introducing spurious oscilla-

tions. The schemes employ a strong coupling between

the fluid dynamic and species conservation equations
and are made fully implicit to eliminate the step-size

restriction of explicit schemes. This i_ nece_ary since

step-sizes in a viscous, chemically reacting calculation

can be, excessively small for an explicit scheme, and
the resulting computer times prohibitively large. A

fully conservative zonal scheme has been implemented
to allow solutions of very complex problems. The

schemes are made implicit by fully linearizing all of

the fluxes and source terms and by employing a mod-
ified Newton iteration to eliminate any linearization

and approximate factorization errors that might oc-
cur. Approximate factorisation is then employed to
avoid solving many enormotm banded matrices. A_

mentioned before, the options for turbulence models
include both zero and two equation models (both k-

and k -w). For inore details about the solution pro-
.cedure the reader is directed to the reference cited

above [17].



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two reacting flow configurations have been chosen
for the present study. As mentioned before, the Navier

Stokes solver TUFF has been used for the computa-

tions. The first one is the case of coaxial jets I22, 23]
where a hydrogen jet flows (inner jet) coa.x:iMly with

an outer vitiated air (mare fractions: oxygen=0.246,

water--0.209 and nitrogen=0.545) jet. A schematic of
the flow problem is given in Figure 1. The two streams

are, air (U=1380 m/see, T=I180 K with p=107000

N/m2) and hydrogen (U=1774 re�see, T=545 K with

p=112000 N/m2)., The air stream is supemonic with a
Math number of 1.97 and the hydrogen stream Math

number is 1.00. The inlet mean velocity is assttmed
to have a step profile with the two jets having uni-
form speeds at the specified values (no experimentM

data available). The velocity in the lip region of the
inner jet tube wall (finite wall thickness) is assumed
to be zero. The inlet temperature profile is derived

based on the experimental data given for a location

just downstream of it (shown later). The inlet species
mass fraction distributions are also chosen ba_ed on

the experimental data provided at the same down-

stream location. A constant turbulence intensity level
is used in the free stream for arriving at the initial

distribution of turbulent kinetic energy and the dis-
sipation rate. A 13-step, 8-species H_ - Air reaction
model (Table 1) has been used for the finite-rate chem-

istry system considered here. A 81 X 91 grid (81 points

in flow direction, 91 points in the radial direction) was
used for the calculations. The inner jet/tube diameter
(D=0.00236 m) is used as a reference length. The to-

tal length of the flow domain is equal to 43.1 D. The
outer boundary (radial) of the flow domain is taken to

be at y=17 D. A more detailed description of the flow

parameters is given in Table 2. The region outside the
limits of the air jet is assumed to be still air at a tem-

perature of 273 K. The two-equation (k-e) turbulence
model is used along with the finite rate H2-Air chem-

istry model mentioned above. In all the figures shown
in this report, y refers to the radial distance measured

• from the axis of the coaxial system of jets.

Figures 2 - 3 show the results of the computations.

Figure 2 shows the computed and experimental distri-

butions of species mole fractions. The figure is de-
signed in a two-column format. The left side col-

umn represents the inlet (first x-location) data and

the right side column is the data at the exit plane
(z/D=43.1 D). As seen in these figures, the inlet

data agreement between the computations and exper-

iment is not perfect, especially around the jet edges,
and this might affect the computed distributions at

downstream locations. The comparison between pre-
dictions and experiment at the downstream location

(z/D=43.1 D) is good given the above mismatch b.*-

tween the two data at the inlet. The development

of the reaction zone afLer ignitiou is not predicted
well. The ezcperimental data indicates that the reac-

tion zone (depicted by the water mole fraction distri-

bution) spreads more quickly than the predictions in-
dicate. The predictions show the reaction zone to be

off-center whereas the experimental data shows the re-

cation zone to be closer to the _ of symmetry. How-

ever, there is very good qualit.ative agreement between

the data with the peak values of the reaction prod-
ucts predicted very well. The flow domain was seen

to have a wave-like structure as shown by the pre-
dicted profiles. The worst agreement seems to be for

the case of oxygen. However, when the initial pro-
files of oxygen ate compared one finds that there too
is the worst agreement between comp.utations and ex-
periment which may be reason for the" problem down-

stream. Figure 3 shows the comparison of static tem-

perature data. The agreement between predictions

and experiment is good qualitatively displaying similar

trends. The uncertainty associated with the accuracy
of the experimental data is unknown. There are con-

siderable differences between the data presented by the

two references [22, 23], especially in the temperature
profiles. Overall, there is good qualitative agreement
between the predictions and experiment.

The second test ease considered is the Burrows-

Kurkov experiment [21]. The flow configuration is two-

dimensional. A schematic diagram of the configuration

is given in figure 4. No-slip walls bound both the upper
and lower regions (y=0 and y=y_=). The lower wall

is inclined to form an expansion surface. Hydrogen is
injected along this surface into a vitiated air stream.
The two streams mix and react downstream of the

injection location (inlet). The hydrogen stream is in-

jected at a velocity of 1216 m/see and a temperature
of 254 K. The alrstream comes in at a speed of 1764

m/see and a temperature of 1270 I_. Full details about
the flow parameters and geometry are given in Table 3.

In this case, the reference length used in the hydrogen
jet width at inlet, h (h=0.004 m). The models for tur-
bulence and chemistry are identical to the ones used

for the coaxial jet case. The grid size is 81 X 121

(81 grid points in the axial (z) direction and 121 grid

points in the transverse direction). The total length

of the solution domain is 0.356 m (z/h=89). Avail-
able inlet data have been used for the first-plane pro-
files which improved the predictions remarkably over

the solutions obtained with uniform profiles. The so-

lutions are compared with the available experimental

data at this location (exit) in figures 5-7. The solu-

tions carried out with the space marching PNS code
UPS [20] using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model

are also given for comparison.



Figure5 shows the compariosn between the pre-
dicted distributions of the species mote fractious and

the corresponding experimental data. As seen in

these figures, there is excellent agreement between the
TUFF predictions and experiment. The predictions by

the UPS code do not agree very well but still there is

very good qualitative agreement with the experimental

data. Figure 6 compares the predicted profiles of e_t

plane total temperature and Mach number with the

experimental data. There is good qualitative agree-
ment in the case of temperature and very good overall

agreement in the case of the Max=h number distribu-

tion. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the pre-
dictions and experiment of the lower wall (hydrogen

jet side) pressure. Ignition causes the pressure rise in

the profile. Ignition seems to be delayed in the case
of the predictions accompanied by a more pronounced

pressure rise.

High speed reacting flows such as the two cases stud-
ied here are complex inspire of their simple geome-
tries. The interactions between the different aspects

of the flow such as turbulence, chemical kinetics, heat

release etc. are very difficult to understand and, to

a large extent, impossible to model accurately. Mod-
ern day experimental facilities still cannot make com-

plete measurements in such flows. Only mean values

of temperature, velocity, pressure, species concentra-
tions etc. are available, if any. Even then, the un-

certainties associated with the data force one to ac-

cept them only with certain reservations. Given that,
there is almost never a chance for perfect agreement

between predictions and experiment in all the areas.
While the advances made in measurement techniques

improve every day, the fruits of these advancements

(ie. accurate measurements) are not realized imme-
diately. As a result, today's computations will have

only old data for validation (in the present case, the
best data is already four years old) purposes which is

certainly the case here. Unless more accurate experi-
mental data with minimum uncertainties are available,

the best a computational effort can hope for, in terms

of validation, is probably what is seen here.

CONCLUSIONS

Computation of the flow fields of two high-speed,

turbulent, reacting flow configurations involving finite-
rate chemical kinetics for hydrogen-Mr combustion
have been carried out. A two-equation (k - e) turbu-

lence model with compressibility corrections has been

used. The predictions are compared with available

experimental data. Good qualitative agreement is

present between computations and experiment. More

detailed experimental data is necessary.
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Table 1. H_ -Air Reaction System

No. Reaction

1 H+O= _---O+OH

2 OH+H2=H=O+H
3 O+H=_-OH+H

4 OH + OH = H20 + 0
5 H+OH+M=H=O+M

6 H+H+M=H2+M

7 O+O+M=O2+M
8 H+O+M-=OH+M

9 H+O2+M_HO_+M

10 OH + HO_ .= H20 + 02

II H + H02 = H= + O=
12 H + HO_ =- OH + OH

13 O + HO_ _- OH + O_

14 HO_ + H02 = H20_ + 02

15 H + H20_ .-_ H2 + HO_
16 OH + H20= _- H20 + HO_.

17 H + H20_ = H20 + OH
18 0 + H20= = H02 + OH

19 OH W OH + M _- H=O= + M

20 OH + OH = H2 + 02

Species : H_, 0_, H20, OH, H, O, H02, H202 and

N=(inert)
M is a third body (all species included)

Table 2. Conditions for coaxial jet experiment

H2 Air
Mach No. 1.0 1.97

Temperature 545 K 1180 K
Pressure 0.112 MPa 0.107 MPa

Velocity 1774 m/s 1380 m/s

ft/2 1.0 0.0

fo2 0.0 0.246
f_¢, 0.0 0.545

fH_o 0,0 0.209

Fuel injector diameter=0;00236 m

Lip thickness=0.000725 m
Nozzle diameter(air flow)=0.01778 m
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Table 3. Conditions for Burrows-Kurkov

Experiment

H2 Air
Mach No. 1.0 2.44

Temperature 254 K 1270 K
Pressure 0.1 MPa 0.1 MPa

Velocity 1216 m/s i764 m/s
fH, 1.0 0.0

fo_ 0.0 0.258
f/v_ 0.0 0.486

fH_o 0.0 0.256

Fuel injector height=0.004 m

Duct height at inlet=0.0938 m
Duct height at exdt=0[1048 m

Air (vi_ated) __.

[ I -'-"_ H2

U air = 1380 m/s

UH2= 1774 m/s

Pair = 107000 Nhn 2

PH2 = 112000 Nhn 2

Fig. 1 Coaxial jet case : schematic
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